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SYLLABUS
2016-17

MARCH-APRIL
READING
• Comprehension Passage
• Note Making
WRITING
• Articles, Speech, Debate
• Notice
• Advertisements and Posters
• Newspaper and Magazine Report
• Factual Description
LITERATURE
• My Mother at Sixty-Six
• Keeping Quiet
• The Tiger King

MAY
READING
• Note Making
WRITING
• Invitations
LITERATURE
• The Last Lesson
• The Rattrap
• The Enemy
• Novel

JULY
READING
• Comprehension Passage
• Note Making
WRITING
• Formal Letters
LITERATURE
• Lost Spring
• Deep Water
• An Elementary School Classroom in a Slum
• Novel

AUGUST
READING
• Note making
WRITING
• Letter of Application with Bio Data

LITERATURE
• A Thing of Beauty
• Indigo
• Novel

SEPTEMBER
READING
• Comprehension Passage
• Note Making

WRITING
• Revision of Articles and Reports

LITERATURE
• Should Wizard Hit Mommy
• Memories of Childhood

OCTOBER
READING
• Comprehension Passage

WRITING
• Revision of Letter of Application

LITERATURE
• Going Places
• Aunt Jennifer’s Tigers
• Novel

NOVEMBER
READING
• Note Making

WRITING
• Revision of Invitations

LITERATURE
• On the Face of It
• Evans Tries an O – Level

DECEMBER
REVISION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Marks</th>
<th>Overall All %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Typology**

- MCQ: 1 mark
- Short Answer Question: 3 marks
- Long Answer Question: 5 marks
- Very Long Answer: 10 marks
- HOTQ: 15 marks

**Reading Skills**

- Conceptual understanding
- Decoding
- Analyzing
- Inferring
- Interpreting literary conventions
- Appreciating literary conventions
- Summarizing
- Using appropriate formulae

**Writing Skills**

- Recalling
- Reasoning
- Appreciating literary conventions
- Assimilating
- Evaluating
- Analysis
- Creativity

**Total**

- MCQ: 15 marks
- Short Answer Question: 45 marks
- Long Answer Question: 25 marks
- Very Long Answer: 40 marks
- HOTQ: 30 marks

---

**Remark:** The question paper design 2014-15 is tailored for Class XII of the ENGLISH subject by Smart Skills Sanskriti School.
ENGLISH CORE (CODE NO. 301)
CLASS – XII

SECTION A
READING COMPREHENSION 30 Marks
Reading Unseen Passages and Note making
Two unseen passages with a variety of very short answer / short answer or MCQ type questions to test comprehension, interpretation and inference. Vocabulary such as word formation and inference of meaning will also be tested.
The total length of the two passages will be between 1100 - 1200 words. The passage will include two of the following:
a. Factual passages, e.g., instructions, descriptions, reports.
b. Descriptive passages involving opinion, e.g., argumentative, persuasive or interpretative text.
c. Literary passages, e.g., extract from fiction, drama, poetry, essay or biography. A poem could be of 28-35 lines.
☐ The passages can be literary, factual or discursive to test comprehensions. The length of one passage should be between 600-700 words.
☐ A third passage of 400-500 words for note-making and abstraction.

SECTION B
WRITING SKILLS 30 Marks
☐ Short Answer Questions, e.g., advertisement and notices, designing or drafting posters, writing formal and informal invitations and replies.
☐ Long Answer Questions: Letters based on verbal / visual input. Letter types include
☐ Business or official letters (for making enquiries, registering complaints, asking for and giving information, placing orders and sending replies)
☐ Letters to the editor (giving suggestions or opinion on issues of public interest)
☐ Application for a job
Very Long Answer Questions: Two compositions based on visual and/or verbal input may be descriptive or argumentative in nature such as an article, a debate or a speech.

SECTION C
LITERATURE TEXTBOOKS AND LONG READING TEXT 40 Marks
Flamingo and Vistas
☐ Very Short Answer Questions - Based on an extract from poetry to test comprehension and appreciation.
☐ Short Answer Questions - Based on prose / drama / poetry from both the texts.
☐ Long Answer Question - Based on texts to test global comprehension and extrapolation beyond the texts to bring out the key messages and values.
☐ Long Answer Question - Based on texts to test global comprehension along with analysis and extrapolation.
☐ Long Answer Question - Based on theme, plot and incidents from the prescribed novels.
☐ Long Answer Question - Based on understanding appreciation, analysis and interpretation of the charactersketch.
Prescribed Books
1. Flamingo: English Reader published by National Council of Education Research and Training, New Delhi
2. Vistas: Supplementary Reader published by National Council of Education Research and Training, New Delhi
Note: Long answer questions based on values can be given in the writing section or in the literature section.

Name of the lessons deleted
Flamingo 1. Poets and Pancakes
2. The Interview
3. A Road Side Stand (Poetry)
Vistas 4. The Third Level
5. Journey to the End of the Earth

3. Long Reading Text/Novel (either one) Author
i) The Invisible Man (unabridged) H.G. Wells
ii) Silas Marner (unabridged) George Eliot
SECTION A (READING)
READING PASSAGES FOR COMPREHENSION
Read the following passages carefully and answer the questions that follow:

PASSAGE 1
To make our life a meaningful one, we need to mind our thoughts, for our thoughts are the foundation, the inspiration, and the motivating power of our deeds. We create our entire world by the way we think. Thoughts are the causes and the conditions are the effects.
2 Our circumstances and conditions are not dictated by the world outside; it is the world inside us that creates the outside. Self-awareness comes from the mind, which means soul. Mind is the sum total of the states of consciousness grouped under thought, will and feeling. Besides self-consciousness we have the power to choose and think. Krishna says: “no man resteth a moment inactive”. Even when inactive on the bodily plane, we are all the time acting on the thought plane. Therefore if we observe ourselves, we can easily mould our thoughts. If our thoughts are pure and noble, naturally actions follow the same. If our thoughts are filled with jealousy, hatred and greed, our actions will be the same.
3 Karmically, however, thought or intent is more responsible and dynamic than an act. One may perform a charitable act, but if he does not think charitably and is doing the act just for the sake of gain and glory, it is his thoughts that will determine the result. Theosophy teaches us that every thought, no matter how fleeting, leaves a seed in the mind of the thinker. These small seeds together go to make up a large thought seed and determine one’s general character. Our thoughts affect the whole body. Each thought once generated and sent out becomes independent of the brain and mind and will live upon its own energy depending upon its intensity.
4 Trying to keep a thought from our mind can produce the very state we are trying to avoid. We can alter our environment to create the mood. When, for instance, we are depressed, if we sit by ourselves trying to think cheerful thoughts, we often do not succeed. But if we mix with people who are cheerful we can bring about a change in our mood and thoughts. Every thought we think, every act we perform, creates in us an impression, like everything else, is subject to cyclic law and becomes repetitive in our mind. So, we alone have the choice to create our thoughts and develop the kind of impressions that make our action more positive.
5 Let us choose the thought seeds of right ideas, noble and courageous aspirations that will be received by minds of the same nature. Right introspection will be required of us to determine what we really desire to effect. Everything in the universe is inter-related and inter-dependent, that we live in one another and by accepting the grand principle of universal brotherhood we shall be in a position to appreciate what a heavy responsibility is ever ours to think right. Let us reflect and send loving and helpful thoughts and lighten the load of the world’s suffering.

1.1 Answer the following questions:
a. How can we make our life meaningful? 1 mark
b. Why does Krishna say, “No man resteth a moment inactive?”
c. How do our thoughts affect the whole body?
d. How can we change our mood when we are depressed?
e. How can we bring about the desired effect?

1.2 Find the words from the passage which mean the same as:
a. Full of activity (Para 3)
b. Happening in cycles (Para 4)
c. to look into one’s own thoughts and feelings (Para 5)
PASSAGE 2

Doing housework, taking care of children and carrying out assorted jobs for husbands are work just as much as is performing paid employment in an office or factory. To ignore this is to do a disservice to women in the labour force. The reality of housework is that women’s work in the home averages 56 bouts per week for the full time home-maker and 26 hours per week for the employed wife/mother. Husbands and children barely increase their contribution to housework and child care when the wife/mother is in the labour force. As a result, the employed woman gives up most of her leisure to carry out the responsibilities of family life.

We realize that it may sound strange to hear women’s activities in the home, called work. Since women, who do housework and taken care of children receive no salary or wages; home-making is not considered “work’. Economists have finally helped us to recognise the importance of women’s work in the family by estimating the monetary value of home-making. These estimates range from $ 4,705 (1968) through $ 8200 (1972) to over $ 13,000 per year in 1973 depending on whether the work of the home maker is considered equivalent to an unskilled, skilled or a professional worker, respectively. For example, is child care comparable to baby-sitting at $ 0.75 per hour, to a nursery school aid at $3 per hour, or to the care of a child psychologist at $ 30 per hour?

Some people have proposed that the solution to the problems of the employed housewife would be simply to pay women for being housewives. Hence, women with heavy family responsibilities would not have to enter the labour force in order to gain Income for themselves and/or their families. This Is not a solution for many reasons— wages provide Income, but they do not remedy the isolating nature of the work itself nor the negative attitudes housewives themselves have towards housework (but not towards child care).

Wages for housework would reinforce occupational stereotyping by freezing women into their traditional roles. Unless women and men are paid equally in the labour force and there is no division of labour based on sex, women’s work in the home will have no value.

Since it is not clear what constitutes housework, and we know that housework standards vary greatly, it would be difficult to know how to reward it.

Pay for housework might place home-waken (mainly wives) in the difficult position of having their work assessed by their husbands, while in the case of single home-makers, it is not clear who would do the assessing.

Wages for housework, derived from spouse payments overlook the contribution women make to the society by training children to be good citizens and assume that their work is only beneficial to their own families.

Finally, payment for housework does not address itself to the basic reason why women with family responsibilities work: to increase family income over that which the employed husband/father makes. Also, single women with family responsibilities work because they are the family bread winners.

It may seem puzzling that the hours of U.S. women’s home activities have not declined because of the availability of many appliances (washing machines, gas and electric ranges, blenders etc.) and convenience products (prepared soaps, frozen foods, dried food etc.). The truth is that appliances tend to be energy-saving, rather than time-saving, and lead to a rise in the standard of house-keeping. Hence women today spend more time than their grandmothers, doing laundry, since family members demand more frequent changes of clothing today than in earlier generations. Husbands and children expect more varied meals. Advertising encourages women to
devote an inordinate amount of time and money to waxing floors, creating rooms free of ‘odourcausing’ germs and seeking to meet other extraordinary standards of cleanliness. Furthermore the Increasing concern with good nutrition means that many homemakers are now spending more time preparing foods that are not available in the market-place, or which are only available at great costs.
(Source: American Women Workers in a Full Employment Economy)
(a) On the basis of your reading of the passage answer the following questions as briefly as possible:
(i) Why is an employed woman deprived of the joys of leisure?
(ii) Why is home-making not considered at par with paid work?
(iii) When will the women’s work in the home acquire recognition?
(iv) Why are the U.S. women more busy today than ever before inspite of time saving gadgets and appliances?
(v) Why should the women working at home be not considered equal to those working in offices or business centers?
(b) Find the words in the passage which mean the same as the following:
(i) different (para 1)
(ii) strengthen (para 4)
(iii) excessive (pare 9)
PASSAGE 3
Swami Vivekananda is a striking figure with his turban and his kindly features. On my enquiring as to the significance, if any, of his name, the Swami said, “Of the name by which I am not known, the first word is descriptive of a Sannyasin, or one who formally renounces the world, and the second is the title I assumed—as is customary with all Sannyasins—on my renunciation of the world; it signifies, literally, the bliss of discrimination.”
“And what induced you to forsake the ordinary course of the world Swami?” I asked.
“I had a deep interest in religion and philosophy from my childhood”, he replied, “and our books teach renunciation as the highest ideal to which man can aspire. It only needed the meeting with a great teacher—Ramakrishna Paramahamsa to kindly in me the final determination to follow the path he himself had trod, as in him I found my highest ideal realised.”
“Then did he found a sect, which you now represent”? I asked.
“No”, replied the Swami quickly. “No, his whole life was spent in breaking down the barriers of sectarianism and dogma. He formed no sect. Quite the reverse. He advocated and strove to establish absolute freedom of thought. He was a great Yogi”. Then you are connected with no society or sect in this country? Neither Theosophical nor Christian Scientist, nor any other?”
“None whatever!” said the Swami in clear and impressive tones. “My teaching is my own interpretation of our ancient books, in the light which my master shed upon them. I claim no supernatural authority. Whatever in my teaching may appeal to the highest intelligence and be accepted by thinking men, the adoption of that will be my reward”. “All religions”, he continued, “have for their object the teaching either of devotion, knowledge or yoga, in a concrete form. Now the philosophy of Vedanta is the abstract science which embraces all these methods, and this is that I teach, leaving each one to apply in to his own concrete form. I refer each individual to his own experiences, and where reference is made to books, the latter are procurable, and may be studied by each one for himself. Above all, I teach no authority proceeding from hidden beings speaking through visible agents, any more than I claim learning from hidden books or
manuscripts. I am the exponent of no occult societies, nor do I believe that good can come of such bodies. Truth stands on its own authority, and truth can bear the light of day.”

“Then you do not propose to form any society, Swami”? I suggested.

“None; no society whatever. I teach only the self, hidden in the heart of every individual and common to all. A harmful of strong men knowing that self and living in its light would revolutionize the world, even today, as has been the case by single strong men before, each in his day”.

“Have you just arrived from India”? I inquired.

“No,” he replied, “I represented the Hindu religion at the Parliament of Religions held at Chicago in 1893. Since then I have been travelling and lecturing in the United States. The American people have proved most interested audiences and sympathetic friends, and my work there has to take root that I must shortly return to that country”.

“And what is your attitude towards the western religions, Swami”? I propound a philosophy which can serve as a basic to every possible religious system in the world, and my attitude towards all of them is one of extreme - sympathy my teaching is antagonistic to none. I direct my attention to the individual, to make him strong, to teach him that he himself is divine, and I call upon men to make themselves conscious of this divinity within. That is really the ideal- conscious or unconscious – of every religion”.

Questions:

a) Answer the following questions briefly:
   i. What does Swami Vivekananda tell the interviewer regarding significance of his name?
   ii. What influence did Ramakrishna Paramahamsa have on Swami Vivekananda?
   iii. What according to Vivekananda is the philosophy of Vedanta?
   iv. Why had Swami Vivekananda gone to Chicago?
   v. How did Vivekananda find the American audience?
   vi. Explain: “I direct my attention to the individual”.

b) Find words from the passage which mean the same as each of the following:
   i. Importance; the meaning of something.
   ii. Abandon; give up
   iii. Very old.

PASSAGE 4

Today, India looks like it is on course to join the league of developed nations. It is beginning to establish a reputation not just as the technology nerve centre and back-office to the world, but also as its production centre. India’s secularism and democracy serve as a role model to other developing countries. There is great pride in an India that easily integrates with a global economy, yet maintains a unique cultural identity.

But what is breathtaking is India’s youth. For despite being an ancient civilization that traces itself to the very dawn of human habitation, India is among the youngest countries in the world. More than half the country is under 25 years of age and more than a third is under 15 years of age.

Brought up in the shadow of the rise of India’s service industry boom, this group feels it can be as good if not better than anyone else in the world. This confidence has them demonstrating a great propensity to consume, throwing away ageing ideas of asceticism and thrift. Even those who do not have enough to consume today feel that they have the capability and opportunity to do so.
The economic activity created by this combination of a growing labour pool and rising consumption demand is enough to propel India to double digit economic growth for decades. One just has to look at the impact that the baby boomers in the US had over decades of economic activity, as measured by equity and housing prices. This opportunity also represents the greatest threat to India’s future. If the youth of India are not properly educated and if there are not enough jobs created, India will have forever lost its opportunity. There are danger signs in abundance. Fifty-three per cent of students in primary schools drop out, one-third of children in Class V cannot read, three quarters of schools do not have a functioning toilet, female literacy is only 45 per cent and 80 million children in the age group of 6-14 do not even attend school.

India’s IT and BPO industries are engines of job creation, but they still account for only 0.2 per cent of India’s employment. The country has no choice but to dramatically industrialize and inflate its domestic economy. According to a forecast by the Boston Consulting Group, more than half of India’s unemployed within the next decade could be its educated youth. We cannot allow that to happen.

India is stuck in a quagmire of labour laws that hinder employment growth, particularly in the manufacturing sector. Inflexible labour laws inhibit entrepreneurship so it is quite ironic that laws ostensibly designed to protect labour actually discourage employment. Employment creation needs an abundant supply of capital. Controls on foreign investment have resulted in China getting five times the foreign direct investment, or an advantage of $200 billion over the past five years. The growing interest in India by global private equity firms augurs well as they represent pools of patient and smart capital, but they too face many bureaucratic hurdles.

When it comes to domestic capital availability, budget deficits adding up to 10 per cent of the national GDP impede capital availability for investment and infrastructure. Raising infrastructure spending, coupled with rapid privatization, may not only create employment but also address the growing gaps in infrastructure. China has eight times the highway miles and has increased roads significantly in the past few years while India has only inched along. Freight costs at Indian ports are almost double the worldwide average, just to give two examples.

Moreover like the Lilliputians that kept the giant Gulliver tied down there are some 30,000 statutes in India of which only a portion are even operational and these keep the employment creation engine tied down. Since there are no sunset provisions in any laws the regulatory morass only grows every year.

In the meantime, we as citizens of the world and descendants of India have to make a difference. We have to ensure that India and its youth attain that potential both through our business pursuits and the support of educational charities, on-the-ground proponents of participative democracy as well as other deserving organizations and initiatives.

I believe that hope can triumph and that this can be India’s century — not one that will happen as surely as the sun will rise each day, but one that many willing hands will need to create together.

Answer the following questions briefly:

i. What makes the author think India is on the verge of joining the select band of developed nations?

ii. Despite the fact that India is one of the oldest civilizations why does the author say it is young?

iii. The author feels that if certain problems are not arrested, India would lose its opportunity. Why would India lose this opportunity?
iv. What hinders employment growth?

v. Who/what in the passage is referred to as the ‘Lilliputians’?

vi. How can we ensure that India and its youth attain their full potential?

vii. Pick out words from the passage that mean:
   i. Extremely exciting (para 2)
   ii. A period of sudden growth (para 3)
   iii. Another name for wealth (para 8)

Passage 5

Read the following passage and answer the questions given below.

1. The advances in biological science and electronics have greatly changed the understanding of the human body and treatment of diseases. These advances have given great powers to medicine in prolonging human life using an array of gadgets – artificial respirator, pacemaker, synthetic valves, artificial bones and electronic implants – in addition to a vast array of new drugs. The hopeless medical case of yesterday is easily cured today. This has become a reality primarily because of the formulation of wonder drugs such as antibiotics, sulpha drugs, antiseptics, growth stimulants and rejuvenators. Thus, the pharmaceutical industries have become giants in every country, big or small.

2. “The desire to take medicine is perhaps the greatest feature which distinguishes man from animals,” said William Oster. This desire has catalysed an awesome and uncontrolled development of drug industries all over the world. Taking drugs has become a veritable cult in this century. Even a healthy person swallows a few tablets a day in the hope of maintaining his health. The most extensively used medicines are painkillers, vitamins and antibiotics. Among these, aspirin is the number one drug in terms of quantities consumed. This has been in use for a century now. Over 30 million pounds of aspirin, or 150 tablets a person, are consumed in the U.S. alone each year. The worldwide production of this drug is a staggering 1, 00,000 tons a year.

3. We have now to ask whether this habit of taking drugs is being exploited by the drug industries. Are the doctors, at least some of them, in league with the drug industries in promoting unfair sale of drugs? A commonly-voiced criticism against the doctors pertains to over-prescription, directing the patients to take more drugs than what is necessary. This causes physician-produced diseases (called iatrogenic diseases). Some doctors are responsible for drug addiction among their patients.

4. There is a growing concern among the medical practitioners themselves that antibiotics are prescribed irrationally and recklessly. These medicines, though potent in curing diseases, are not totally free from side effects. A survey conducted in Kolkata recently had indicated that over-prescription of antibiotics had led to serious kidney and liver problems in patients. Some persons are allergic to antibiotics and cases of deaths are known by callous administration of these drugs to such persons. Mefiaform and Enterovioform are anti-diarrheal drugs. Until recently these could be bought off the shelf of the drug store without prescription. Today, consumption of these drugs has been proved to cause blindness and therefore these have been withdrawn from use.

5. A Swedish pediatric neurologist, Dr. Ollen Hansson, pioneered in igniting internationally against needless drug prescription. He, in spite of his affliction with cancer, campaigned against over-zealous prescription of drugs and succeeded in getting some harmful drugs
withdrawn from use all over the world. May 24, the day he died is celebrated as the Ollen Hansson Day to keep alive his campaign against over-prescription.

6. Each drug we use, like a coin, has to two sides, namely-its potency and toxicity. The border line between these two effects is thin in some cases. Therefore, doctors have a great responsibility in carefully prescribing such drugs.

On the basis of your understanding of the passage answer the following questions:

1. The pharmaceutical companies have made great advances in
   a. The understanding of the human body.
   b. Playing a key role in the treatment of diseases.
   c. Formulating wonder drugs such as antibiotics.
   d. Helping prolong human life.

2. Ollen Hansson Day is celebrated to
   a. Highlight advances made in biological science
   b. Fight against needless drug prescription
   c. Promote the sale of wonder drugs
   d. Prevent the use of Mexasform and Enterovioform

3. The writer says that ‘the doctors are in league with the drug industries’. This means that doctors
   a. Promote over-prescription.
   b. Are responsible for drug addiction among their patients.
   c. Encourage over-zealous prescription of drugs
   d. All of these.

4. According to the passage what causes blindness?
   a. Antiseptics
   b. Antibiotics
   c. Sulpha drugs
   d. Anti-diarrheal drugs

5. How has growth in medical science helped mankind?

6. According to the writer, what distinguishes man from animal?

7. Mention any one drug that is used all over the world.

8. What causes physician-produced diseases?

9. What are the side effects of antibiotics? (Any 2)

10. What does the writer mean by ‘over-prescription’?

11. Pick out the words/phrases from the passage which are similar in meaning to the following:
    a. carelessly (Para 4)
    b. poisonous (Para 6)
Passage 6

Many of us believe that “small” means “insignificant”. We believe that small actions and choices do not have much impact on our lives. We think that it is only the big things, the big actions and the big decisions that really count. But when you look at the lives of all great people, you will see that they built their character through small decisions, small choices and small actions that they performed every day. They transformed their lives through a step-by-step or day-by-day approach. They nurtured and nourished their good habits and chipped away at their bad habits, one step at a time. It was their small day-to-day decisions that added up to make tremendous difference in the long run. Indeed, in matters of personal growth and character building, there is no such thing as an overnight success.

Growth always occurs through a sequential series of stages. There is an organic process to growth. When we look at children growing up, we can see this process at work: the child first learns to crawl, then to stand and walk, and finally to run. The same is true in the natural world. The soil must first be tilled, and then the seed must be planted. Next, it must be nurtured and nourished with enough water and sunlight, and only then will it grow, bear fruit and finally ripen and be ready to eat.

Gandhi understood this organic process and used this universal law of nature to his benefit. Gandhi grew in small ways, in his day-to-day affairs. He did not wake up one day and find himself to be the “Mahatma”. In fact, there was nothing much in his early life that showed signs of greatness. But from his mid-twenties onwards, he deliberately and consistently attempted to change himself, reform himself and grow in some small way every day. Day by day, hour by hour, he risked failure, experimented and learned from mistakes. In small and large situations alike, he took up rather than avoided responsibility.

People have always marveled at the effortless way in which Gandhi could accomplish the most difficult tasks. He displayed great deal of self-mastery and discipline that was amazing. These things did not come easily to him. Years of practice and disciplined training went into making his successes possible. Very few saw his struggles, fears, doubts and anxieties, or his inner efforts to overcome them. They saw the victory, but not the struggle.

This is a common factor in the lives of all great people: they exercised their freedoms and choices in small ways that made great impact on their lives and their environment. Each of their small decisions and actions, added up to have a profound impact in the long run. By understanding this principle, we can move forward, with confidence, in the direction of our dreams. Often when our “ideal goal” looks too far from us, we become easily discouraged, disheartened and pessimistic. However, when we choose to grow in small ways taking small steps one at a time, performing it becomes easy.

On the basis of your understanding of the passage answer the following questions:
1. The main idea of the first paragraph is that
   a. Big things, big actions and big decisions make a person great.
   b. Small actions and decisions are important in one’s lives.
c. Overnight success is possible for all of us.
d. Personal changes are not important.

2. What does the writer mean by saying ‘chipped away at their bad habits’ (Para 2)?
a. Gave up bad habits
b. Produced bad habits
c. Criticized bad habits
d. Did not like bad habits

3. Which of the following statements is true in the third paragraph?
a. Gandhi became great one in a day.
b. He avoided responsibility.
c. Every day Gandhi made efforts to change himself in some small way.
d. Gandhi was the Father of the Nation.

3. How did great people transform their lives?
a. Day-by-day
b. In small ways
c. One at a time
d. All of these

4. How do small actions and choices impact our lives?
5. How does growth occur? Give an example from the text.
6. What according to the author is the universal law of nature?
7. How did Gandhi accomplish the most difficult tasks effortlessly?
8. What is the common factor in the lives of great men?
9. How can we achieve our “ideal goals”?
10. Pick out the words/phrases from the passage which are similar in meaning to the following:
    a. take care of (Para 2)
b. deep, very strongly felt (Para 5)

Passage 7

A man-eating tiger is a tiger that has been compelled, through stress of circumstances beyond its control, to adopt an unnatural diet. The stress of circumstances is, in nine cases out of ten, wounds, and in the tenth case old age. The wound that has caused a particular tiger to take to man-eating might be the result of a carelessly fired shot and failure to follow up and recover the wounded animal, or be the result of the tiger having lost his temper when killing a porcupine. Human beings are not the natural prey of tigers, and it is only when tigers have been incapacitated through wounds or old age that, in order to live, they are compelled to take to a diet of human flesh.

2. A tiger when killing its natural prey, which it does either by stalking or lying in wait for it, depends for the success of its attack on its speed and, to a lesser extent, on the condition of its teeth and claws. When, therefore, a tiger is suffering from one or more painful wounds, or when
its teeth are missing or defective and its claws worn down, and it is unable to catch the animals it has been accustomed to eating, it is driven by necessity to killing human beings. The change over from animal to human flesh is, I believe, in most cases accidental.

3. As an illustration of what I mean by ‘accidental’ I quote the case of the Mukteshwar man-eating tigress. This tigress, a comparatively young animal, in an encounter with a porcupine, lost an eye and got some fifty quills, varying in length from one to nine inches, embedded in the arm and under the pad of her right foreleg. Several of these quills after striking a bone had doubled back in the form of a U, the point and the broken-off end being quite close together. Suppurating sores formed where she endeavoured to extract the quills with her teeth, and while she was lying up in a thick patch of grass starving and licking her wounds, a woman selected this particular patch of grass to cut as fodder for her cattle. At first the tigress took no notice, but when the woman had cut the grass right up to where she was lying the tigress struck once, the blow crushing in the woman’s skull. Death was instantaneous, for, when found the following day, she was grasping her sickle with her hand and holding a tuft of grass, which she was about to cut when struck, with the other. Leaving the woman lying where she had fallen, the tigress limped off for a distance of over a mile and took refuge in a little hollow under a fallen tree.

4. Two days later a man came to chip firewood of this alien tree, and the tigress, which was lying on the far side killed him. The man fell across the tree, and he had removed his coat and shirt, and the tigress had clawed his back when killing him, it is possible that the smell of the blood trickling down his body as he hung across the bole of the tree first gave her the idea that he was something that she could satisfy her hunger with. However that may be, before leaving him she ate a small portion from his back. A day later she killed her third victim, and without having received any provocation. Thereafter she became an established man eater and had killed 24 people before she was finally accounted for.

(The Temple Tiger and more Man-eaters of Kumaon By Jim Corbett)

1. The Mukteshwar tigress became a man eater due to
   a. It’s painful wounds
   b. Its ferocious temper
   c. It’s defective teeth

2. A man-eating tiger is one that
   a. takes to an unnatural diet
   b. gets angry easily
   c. kills human beings
   d. none of these

3. Why did Mukteshwar tigress become a man eater?
4. How does a tiger kill its natural prey?
5. What happened to the Mukteshwar tigress in an encounter with a porcupine?
6. Why did the tigress not eat the woman who had come to cut grass?
7. How did the Mukteshwar tigress turn into a man-eater?
8. What does the writer mean by the phrase, ‘...had killed 24 people before she was finally accounted for’?
9. Find words from the passage that mean ‘become unit’.
10. Find words from the passage that means opposite to ‘alien’

**Passage 8**

Much of India’s lawmaking process has been outside the scrutiny of ordinary people. They are not framed by legislators or even senior bureaucrats but are often drafts prepared by babus. Sometimes, powerful business interests influence these laws (like the Special Economic Zone Act) and then they are passed in Parliament with little or no discussion. Sometimes, a popular public demand enters the discourse of a political party and takes the shape of policy and legislation. However, the desire of citizens to participate in the framing of law and policy has intensified over the years, and their voice needs to be included in democratic decision making. With growing interest in governance, citizens may suggest policy and legislation and such deliberations will only strengthen constitutional processes. Actual consultation on draft legislation and policy require detailed discussion of the principles, framework and formulation of specifics. These consultations will provoke multiple views and it is important for the institutional framework to assimilate and consider them. Any group placing its views in the public domain cannot claim total representation. There will be criticism and those need to be resolved. However, assemblies of people can only support the need for legislation. Surveys and votes by raising hands are important to register support for the general idea but cannot be the basis for detailed drafting of a law and its constituent parts. The principles and framework of any legislation must be debated and the erroneous conclusion that any difference of opinion is tantamount to mala ide intent needs to be questioned. It is in any case only of peripheral importance, as the issues themselves need to be addressed. This applies to laws made both by the formal and informal structures. Many democracies in the world already have started placing policy and draft laws in the public domain before they are sent to the government, cabinet and then Parliament. The deliberative consultative process is for everyone but focuses more on people who are most affected by the legislation. The policy and the sharing of frameworks are followed by a draft of the bill itself. All this is done within a timeframe. The nascent process of participation of citizens in shaping legislation in the last two decades will find systemic space and democratic credibility. Today, Lokpal has become a phrase, a concept and almost a passion. But that apart, the unpackaging of the concept and the understanding of the Bill, and its legal and administrative mechanisms are restricted to a few civil society and government groups. It is time for the interested groups to build a constituency of concerned people who will steer democracy in consonance with constitutional rights. What we need is a well-argued critique of the way we want change. People must have the space to mobilise and protest; it is a constitutional right. But different processes need different platforms. The argument against corruption will stand or fall, not on the volume of our protest alone, but on the rigour of our proposals. What we need is a transparent pre-legislative process within the democratic framework. It is important that the pre-legislative process is evolved and shaped in a synergetic manner. If it is properly institutionalised, it will not impinge on executive or legislative privilege. There should be a response to citizens’ desire to participate in framing legislation by creating platforms for institutionalised participation to deepen democratic processes.
1. Select the correct option from the ones given below.
(a) The author strongly supports the stand that any legislation must be subjected to wide :-
   i) publicity
   ii) superman’s supervision
   iii) public debate
   iv) scathing criticism
(b) India’s law making process is generally not within the purview of :-
   i) judiciary’s review
   ii) public scrutiny
   iii) politician’s power
   iv) parliament’s power
(c) Democracy needs to be steered in consonance
   i) citizens’ rights
   ii) constitutional rights
   iii) right to vote
   iv) right to education
(d) Citizens should be involved in
   i) selection of ministers
   ii) framing of government rules
   iii) framing of legislation
   iv) parliamentary affairs

B. Answer the following questions briefly.
   a) Describe the term ‘Civil Society’.
   b) How is India’s law-making process framed?
   c) What are the two ways to register support for drafting a law?
   d) How does public participation affect government?
   e) How are policies and draft laws placed by other democracies in the world?
   f) How can we fight corruption in an organized manner?

C. Look for words similar in meaning to
   i) law making
   ii) limited

The Grass
by Emily Dickinson
The grass so little has to do,—
A sphere of simple green,
With only butterflies to brood,
And bees to entertain,
And stir all day to pretty tunes
The breezes fetch along,
And hold the sunshine in its lap
And bow to everything;
And thread the dews all night, like pearls,
And make itself so fine, —
A duchess were too common
For such a noticing.
And even when it dies, to pass
In odors so divine,
As lowly spices gone to sleep,
Or amulets of pine.
And then to dwell in sovereign barns,
And dream the days away, —
The grass so little has to do,
I wish I were the hay!

1. What does the speaker of the poem say the grass does with sunshine?
   a. holds it in its lap
   b. threads it all night
   c. stirs it
   d. bows to it

2. What does the grass do at night?
   a. entertain the bees
   b. hold the sunshine in its lap
   c. thread the dews like pearls
   d. bow to everything

3. Why does the speaker probably wish she were the hay?
   a. She is a duchess.
   b. She likes the smell of grass.
   c. She has many things to do.
   d. She had a dream about the grass.

4. The speaker writes that the grasses stir in the breezes. What is the meaning of stir here?
   a. “to mix”
   b. “to move”
   c. “to make a lot of noise”
   d. “to notice”

5. Which is the best summary of this poem?
   a. The green grass has a lot to do.
   b. The grass does few things, so the poet wishes she were the grass (the hay).
   c. When the grass (the hay) dies, it has a wonderful smell like spices or pines.
   d. Hay dreams each day away, and so does the poet.

6. What is the main reason that Dickinson wrote this poem?
   a. to teach readers facts about grass
   b. to persuade readers to think about grass
c. to explain what happens to grass when it dies
d. to entertain readers with her thoughts about grass

Wordsmith
by Susan Young
In my mind I call my father the Pollyfilla king,
watch with something akin to awe as he begins the arduous process of filling in the gaps, the long winded cracks that travel down the walls of my house like run on sentences. From the sidelines I watch as he trudges up and down the stairs, carrying with nonchalance an industrial-sized bucket, shiny spatula tucked into back pocket for easy access. Over and over again with precision and grace he fills and smooths and sands as filling in all of the empty crevices with the words he didn’t know how to say, the lost syllables and consonants springing up from the bucket, stubbornly announcing themselves home, until there is only smoothness, my fifty eight year old house a perfect sentence, the veritable sheen of its walls privy to this father of mine, whose love keeps him moving from room to room, brightly asking, Do you think you’ll be painting the other room upstairs sometime? I could start work on it now. Then it’ll be ready for painting later. Yes, I say, yes, my face aglow.

1. What does “arduous” (line 4) suggest about the task of repairing the house?
A. It was simple.
B. It was difficult.
C. It was annoying.
D. It was overwhelming.

2. What is the purpose of the italics used in lines 26–29?
A. to indicate speech
B. to provide emphasis
C. to serve as an epilogue  
D. to foreshadow future events

3. Which statement best describes the character of the father?  
A. He has high expectations of his children.  
B. He provides a good role model for his children.  
C. He shows more caring for his house than his family.  
D. He demonstrates his love for his family through his work.

4. Which literary device is primarily used in the poem?  
A. paradox  
B. internal rhyme  
C. personification  
D. extended metaphor

5. Which word best describes the overall mood of the poem?  
A. solemn  
B. regretful  
C. nostalgic  
D. whimsical

6. What is the form of the poem?  
A. ballad  
B. sonnet  
C. free verse  
D. blank verse

NOTE-MAKING

- Read the passage quickly but carefully. Try to understand the main points and supporting details.  
- Organize your points into main headings, sub headings and if required, into sub-sub headings.  
- Complete sentences shouldn’t be used to write notes. Notes are usually phrases.  
- Don’t put a full stop at the end of any point.  
- Edit and compress as much as possible. Precision is important.  
- The main points and supporting details are clearly distinguished.  
- Prepositions, articles, conjunctions should be omitted but not at the expense of clarity.  
- Examples or illustrations given in the passage are not included in the notes.  
- Notes should be numbered in the accepted format. It is important to indent the notes.  
- The notes and summary should be given a suitable title.  
- Use 4-6 recognizable abbreviations.  
- The summary should be written on the basis of the notes, in one paragraph and in 80 words.
MARKING SCHEME

NOTES:
Content: 3 marks (minimum 3 sub headings with proper indentation and notes)
Abbreviations/ symbols: 1 mark (should be acceptable and recognizable)
Title: 1 mark (should sum up the main idea of the passage in not more than 5-6 words)

SUMMARY:
Content: 2 marks (should include all the important points given in the notes)
Expression: 1 mark

FORMAT
TITLE

1. MAIN POINT
  1.1 sub point
  1.2 sub point
    1.2.1 sub-sub point
    1.2.2 sub-sub point
  1.3 sub point
    1.3.1 sub-sub point

2. MAIN POINT
  2.1 sub point
  2.2 sub point
  2.3 sub point

KEY FOR ABBREVIATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No.</th>
<th>ABBREVIATION</th>
<th>WORD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PASSAGES FOR NOTE MAKING

I. Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow:
The seasonal problem of water taps running dry is plaguing most of our major cities. With the bigger rivers flowing in trickles and ponds and wells reduced to caly-pits, village women in remote areas have to fetch every drop of water for drinking, cooking, washing and so on, across large distances. This has only worsened a perennial problem, that of widespread pollution of water, rendering it unfit for human consumption. The monsoons—and the attendant floods—will not solve this problem. The Delhi Administration is seriously worried about the threat to civic health posed by the polluted waters of the Jamuna. Two men tanks are to be set up to treat sewage. At present, only 60 per cent of the 200 million gallons of the city's sewage receives any kind of treatment before it is dumped into the river which supplies water not only to this city but to innumerable towns and villages downstream. The Ganga, the Jamuna, the Cauvery, in fact all our important rivers, serving many urban conglomerations are fast becoming a major source of disease.
A comprehensive bill, introduced in Parliament recently, envisages the setting up of Central and State boards for the prevention and control of water pollution. But it will obviously take some time before legislation is passed and effectively implemented. Meanwhile the problem
continues to swell. According to a survey of eight dwelling countries conducted a couple of years ago, 90 per cent of all child deaths were due to water borne diseases. It is the same unchanged story today. In a country like India, a burgeoning population continuing to use the open countryside as a lavatory means that with every dust storm and rain, human excreta laden with germs and parasite spares find their way to ponds, shallow wells and even the streams and rivers. Only 18 per cent of the rural folk have access to portable water.

A new threat that has already assumed alarming proportions is from industrial waste which is generally dumped, untreated, into the nearest river. For instance for every kilogram of process hide, 30-40 litres of foul smelling, waste water has to be disposed of. There are at least 900 licensed tanneries in the organised sector. Putrefied paper and jute waste, metallic waste from straw board and textile mills, sulphur, ammonia, urea, metallic salts and corrosive acids—all find their way to the rivers of India.

It is important not only to make new laws to ensure the purity of water, but also to realise the urgency of implementing them ruthlessly, if we are avoid a national health disaster cutting across the barrier between towns and the countryside.

a. On the basis of your reading of the above passage make notes using headings and sub-headings. Use recognizable abbreviations where necessary.
b. Make a summary of the above passage in not more than 80 words using the notes made and also suggest a suitable title.

II. The first Olympics were held at Olympia in Greece in 776 B.C. The prestige and glory of the Olympics spread far and wide. With the advent of Christianity, the games lost their importance, as it was believed that they encouraged pagan worship in temples built to honor the Greek gods. It was Theodosius I who ordered the total destruction of the Olympia sanctuary’s temples and other structures in the year 394 A.D., which ended the era of the ancient Olympic Games.

It was due to the efforts of Baron de Coubertin that the Olympics of the modern era began in 1896 and were held every four years except during the two world wars. The International Olympic Committee (IOC) was constituted in 1894, it had 15 representatives including Coubertin. The first Olympic medal was won by America’s James Connolly in triple jump. The marathon was the most important event and was won by a Greek named Spiridon Louis.

Olympia is a small village situated near the west coast of the Peloponnese peninsula of Greece. It is noted for its archaeological ruins which are related to the temples for worship of Greek gods and the ancient Olympic stadium.

The visitor is impressed be the grandiose ruins, which show temple foundations, ruins of the temple of Zeus, the tall column, the altars and art objects that dot the site. Some of these objects are placed in the Archaeological museum. Another museum displays objects like stamps, photographs, documents, flags, maps and trophies belonging to the modern Olympics.

The games sought to bring various warring groups together in an atmosphere of friendly rivalry and competition. So a sacred truce would be called for the duration of the games that had assumed pan-Hellenic importance.

Some of the events included in the games were foot-racing, wrestling, chariot-racing and horse racing. The names of the victors along with the names of the events would be recorded for
posterity. For the victors, it was the laurel wreath that was important as it signified their superior performance.

At the modern Olympics, the sacred flame is lit at Olympia using sun power, by Greek maidens dressed in white. The event is presided over by a Greek priestess. The flame is then carried in a torch that travels across nations. The importance of the Olympic movement has been recognized over centuries as it brings peoples together in a spirit of friendly competition.

2.1 On the basis of your reading of the above passage make notes using headings and sub-headings. Use recognizable abbreviations where necessary.
2.2 Make a summary of the above passage in not more than 80 words using the notes made and also suggest a suitable title.

III. There are two problems which cause great worry to our educationists. The problem of religious and moral instruction in a land of many faiths and the problem arising out of a large variety of languages. Taking up the education of children, we see that they should be trained to love one another to be kind and helpful to all, to be tender to the lower animals, and to acquire skills to write, count and calculate. It should, however, not make us lose sight of the primary aim of moulding personality in the right way. For this it is necessary to call into aid culture, tradition and religion. But in our country we have, in the same school, to look after boys and girls born in different faiths and families with diverse ways of life as ordained in their respective religions. It will not do to tread the easy path of evading the difficulty by attending solely to physical culture and intellectual education. We have to evolve a suitable technique and method for serving the spiritual needs of school children professing different faiths. We would there by promote an atmosphere of mutual respect, a fuller understanding and helpful co-operation among the different communities in our society. Again, we must remain one people and we have, therefore to give basic training in our schools to speak and understand more languages than one and to appreciate and respect the different religions prevailing in India. It is not right for us in India to be dissuaded from this by considerations as to over-taking the young mind. What is necessary must be done. And it is not in fact too great a burden.
Any attempt to do away with or ‘steam-roll’ the differences through governmental coercion and indirect pressure would be as futile as it would be unwise. Any imposition of a single way of life and form of worship on all children, or neglect of a section of the pupils in this respect, or barren secularization, will lead to a conflict between school and home life, which is harmful. On the other hand, if we give due recognition to the different prevailing faiths in the educational institution by organizing suitable facilities for religious teaching for boys and girls of all communities, this may itself serve as a broadening influence of great national value.
(Source — C. Rajagopalachari — 388 words)
(a) On the basis of your reading of the above passage make notes on it, in points only, using abbreviations/short forms (minimum 4), wherever necessary. Supply an appropriate title to it.
(b) Write a summary of the above passage in about 80 words.
IV. Read the passage given below and answer the questions that follow:
‘There is no need to define morality; let man be simply compassionate’. This sentence expresses the basic essence of morality: the extent to which it relies on compassion for its definition. For when we think about it, is not that truly human feeling of compassion the basis of all morality?
Morality rests for its very meaning on the concepts of ‘good’ and ‘bad’ where ‘good’ refers to all thoughts and deeds that do not aim at or accomplish any harm or injury or do not involve an attempt to inflict sufferings on others. Thus morality is based on man’s ability to understand, being able to sympathize, feel kindness and sorrow for and identify himself with the sufferings of his fellow men. So only compassion can give rise to moral thoughts and feelings.

Depriving a person of what is his or what must belong to him — what is called stealing — for selfish ends, taunting or insulting others through words or actions for the purpose of self-gratification, violence — expressed verbally or as acts of torture, killing etc. - for the sake of violence contradict morality as well as an inner feeling of kindness and compassion.

When we talk about social morality of any kind, what comes into play is our ability to feel for the well-being of our society. A certain moral code of conduct is ultimately necessary to ensure that the society does not fall prey to degeneration of values, which would lead to rampant sufferings and ultimately chaos. It is a concern to help the society by safeguarding it from unwanted ills and malaises and ensuring its well-being Society’s concerns are our concerns: anything capable of causing a detrimental impact on it in the short-term or in course of time is ultimately bound to affect us and our children.

There is the need to realize that man must continue to feel compassion for the sake of himself as well as the society. But like any other human trait, compassion ought to be continually exercised if it is to remain a dominant force. Unfortunately, in modern society what we witness is a complete lack of kindness and sympathy between fellow beings. One can only shake one’s head and say that just like other cherished values even compassion is getting eroded in the hustle and bustle of the mechanical existence of these times. What remains is material values that look only towards immediate personal gains and in the process rid man of whatever ‘humanness’ is left in him.

1. On the basis of your reading of the above passage make notes on it using headings and sub-headings. Use recognizable abbreviations wherever necessary.

2. Write a summary of the above passage in 80 words, also suggest a suitable title.

V. There are two aspects of India’s growth that often crop up for debate in the popular media. One is the potential of our demographic dividend – which so many of us expect to be a massive booster for our long term growth. The second is slow reforms. We have reformed in fits and starts during growth slowdowns and have cajoled and criticized governments reluctant to rock the boat with policy changes even when the economy is doing well.

It’s when I consider these realities of India together- our massive dividend and the slowness of our reforms- that the desperate “urgency of now” for change becomes obvious. Our demographic dividend means that hundreds of millions of young workers will be looking for jobs in the next few decades. These numbers are unprecedented compared to any other country, and we will have to speed up our reforms agenda and make up for lost time if we are to come close to providing jobs and opportunity to the needy. It is a massive challenge that requires us to adopt highly ambitious goals. Our recent focus on reforms has been on opening sectors to foreign investment and loosening barriers for businesses. These policies however don’t address our most urgent demands. The biggest change we need in reforms – if our demographics are to be our strength rather than our burden- is transforming how we access our resources.

India is still an economy where access to our markets, and to effective education, capital, infrastructure and employment is extremely difficult for the majority of Indians. A large number
of Indian children attend our failing public schools and a majority dropout before finishing the eighth grade. Most Indians don’t have access to social security and capital beyond that which they can borrow from moneylenders; and the lack of road and rail connectivity limits farmers and entrepreneurs from reaching the markets and selling their goods to the highest bidder. We have to frame answers that tackle these failures head on. Change then, needs courage. It has to come not just from our legislators but also from a variety of social forces- NGOs, entrepreneurs, opinion-makers,- followed by a debate and discussion in our popular media and widespread given the cost and infrastructure demands?

a. On the basis of your reading of the above passage make notes on it using headings and sub-headings. Use recognizable abbreviations wherever necessary.
b. Make a summary of the above passage in not more than 80 words using the notes made and also suggest a suitable title.

VI In democratic countries, any efforts to restrict the freedom of the press are rightly condemned. However, this freedom can be easily abused. Stories about people often attract far more public attention than political events. Though we may enjoy reading about the lives of others, it is extremely doubtful whether we could equally enjoy reading ourselves. Acting on the contention that facts are sacred, reporters can cause untold sufferings to individuals by publishing details about their private lives. Newspapers exert such tremendous influence that they can not only bring about major changes to the lives of ordinary people but can even overthrow a government.

The story of a poor family that acquired fame and fortune overnight, dramatically illustrates the power of the press. The family lived in Aberdeen, a small town of 25,000 inhabitants in South Dakota. As the parents had five children, life was a perceptual struggle against poverty. They were expecting their sixth child and were faced with even more pressing economic problems. If they had only one more child the fact would have passed unnoticed. They would have continued to struggle against economic odds and would have lived in obscurity. But they suddenly became the parents of quintuplets, four girls and a boy, an event which radically changed their lives. The day after the birth of the five children, an aeroplane arrived in Aberdeen bringing sixty reporters and photographers. The news was of national importance, for the couple had become the parents of the only quintuplets in America.

The rise to fame was swift. Television cameras and newspapers carried the news to everyone in the country. Newspapers and magazines offered the family huge sums for the exclusive rights to publish their photographs. Gifts poured in not only from unknown people, but from baby food and soap manufacturers who wished to advertise their products. The old farmhouse the family lived in was to be replaced by a new $100,000 home. Reporters kept pressing for interviews so lawyers had to be employed to act as the spokesmen of the family at press conference. The event brought serious changes to the town itself. Plans were announced to build a huge new highway, as Aberdeen was now likely to attract thousands of tourists. Sign posts erected on the outskirts of the town directed tourists not to Aberdeen, but to ‘Quint-City U.S.A.’, the local authorities discussed the possibility of erecting a ‘quint museum’ to satisfy the curiosity of the public and to protect the family from inquisitive tourists. While the five babies were still quietly sleeping in oxygen tents in a hospital nursery, their parents were paying the price for fame. It would never again be possible for them to lead normal lives. They had become victims of commercialization, for their names had acquired a market value. The town itself received so much attention that almost every one of the inhabitants was affected to a greater or less degree.
a. Make notes of the above passage using an acceptable format including abbreviations, with suitable title.
b. Write a summary of the above passage in not more than 80 words.

SECTION B (WRITING SKILLS)

NOTICE WRITING

Important Points:

- Write name of school/institution and city on top. Do not give the name of your own school or any other well-known school.
- Write NOTICE below school name.
- Mention date.
- Give it a factual heading (maximum 6 words)
- Include 'what' (event), 'when' (date & time), 'where' (venue), 'for whom / who' (e.g. Classes X and XI)
- Signature / name of person issuing notice & designation.
- Make a box.
- Word limit - 50 words

SAMPLE NOTICE

Geetam School, Hyderabad
NOTICE

April 1, 2016

Interschool Cricket Tournament
This is to inform all students of Classes IX - XII that an Inter-school Cricket Tournament will be held from 11th - 14th April, 2016 in the school grounds. Match timings are from 10 am to 3 pm. Passes may be collected from the Sports In-charge Mr. Vohra. For details contact the undersigned.
Shilpi Ahuja
(Sports Captain)

Marking Scheme:

a) Format: 1 mark (includes Name of institution, NOTICE, Title, Date & Writer's
b) Content: 3 marks - includes:
   - what -- event
   - when -- date / time
   - where - venue
   - for whom - eligibility
   - other details (passes / chief guest)
NOTICES

Question Bank

Attempt the Following:

1) S.K.V. Dilshad Garden is organizing an educational tour to Goa for class XI and XII. Write a notice for your school notice board inviting students to join the tour. Invent other necessary details.

2) As the Librarian of Crescent International School, Gwalior, draft a notice in not more than 50 words asking all students and teachers to return the library books they have borrowed, two days before the commencement of the examination.

3) You are the Secretary of the Residents’ Welfare Association of sector 21, Dwarka. Write a notice in 50 words to be put up on the notice board of the Association informing the members about a meeting to be held regarding the problem of parking vehicles in the area.

4) The Delhi Police has decided to issue a notice for all auto rickshaw drivers in New Delhi asking them to refrain from tampering with meters and informing them about the punishment if booked under this offence. Write a notice on behalf of the Public Relations Officers of Delhi Police in 50 words.

5) Your school AVB Bal Vidyalaya Sirsa has completed 50 years of meritorious service to the society. As president of the students council of your school write a notice informing and inviting the names of the students to participate in the Golden Jubilee Celebration of the school in not more than 50 words. You are Ram/Radhika.

CIRCULARS

Circular is for wide circulation sent by a school or office or club to its members/parents/employees.

Points to Remember:

- Name of the institution on Top
- Date on left hand
- Subject
- Salutation such as Dear Parents / Members.
- Include all relevant information
- Signature with designation.

RPVV Rajniwas Marg, Delhi

CIRCULAR

Aug. 12, 2016

Welfare Scheme
(Cash Disbursal)

Dear Parents,
The school is going to distribute Rs. 1200/- to all students towards free stationary and uniform for the year 2016-17. Kindly make yourself available between 9.30 to 11.30 a.m. on 16th Aug., 2016 to collect the said amount.

S.D. Sharma
(Principal)
1. You are Ashu/Aakash the Head girl/boy of D.A.V. Public School, Anand Vihar. Write a circular to inform the parents about P.T.A. meeting on second Saturday.

2. Frequent Cases of theft, burglary, eve teasing and electricity breakdown in the society are being reported to the Resident Welfare Association of Ashok Nagar. As the President of the society write a circular inviting for general body meeting of the members to discuss the issue and find the solution. Agenda of the meeting must be mentioned. You are Surya.
3. Your school has been selected as a venue for state level science exhibition therefore the Principal of your school has decided to hold a meeting with the staff to plan for the same. Draft a circular on behalf of the Principal. Give agenda of meeting. (50 words)

**Difference between Notice and Circular**
- Notice is more formal than circular
- Salutation is given in circular such as Dear Parents and Dear Members
- Purpose of the circular is to convey the message to a definite target group whereas Notice may have a set group as well as general public as its target (as per the need).

**ADVERTISEMENTS**

**TYPES OF ADVERTISEMENTS**

1. **Display / Commercial Advertisements** – to advertise items for sale - retail / wholesale, aim is to attract a large no of customers, expected profits are high for eg. Nike shoes etc.
2. **Classified Advertisements** – a single or a few items for sale - expected returns are low for eg. second-hand car etc.

Classified Advertisements are brief- written in 50 words, compact – in 2- 3 running lines and are set in a box.

**General instructions:**
- Specify category eg, property/ vehicle/ pets & kennels etc.
- Be brief – 50 words.
- Do not write in complete sentences.
- Make a box.
- Give contact name, address

**Vehicles:**
- Model no, colour, year of manufacture, mileage.
- Single-hand driven, good condition, offer test drive.
- Accessories ( stereo, new seat covers etc )
- Papers, insurance details.
- Contact name, phone no.

**Sample:**

**FOR SALE**

Available golden Toyota Corolla, 2008 model, 50,000 km. owner-driven, original parts, Sony stereo, excellent condition. Expected price 6 lakhs. Contact Ayush on 9879865565 within 4 days.
To let / Property:
- Flat / independent house.
- Location, surroundings.
- No of rooms, kitchen, study, lawn etc.
- Descriptive words like centrally- located, spacious, airy, furnished etc.
- Contact address and telephone no.
Sample:
Classifieds

TO LET
Newly built, ground floor flat at Swasthya Vihar, 2 bedrooms, study, D/D, 2 bathrooms, 2 balconies, servant qtr. Parking facility, overlooking park. Expected rent 12,000. Contact Sanjay 242365432.

Situation Vacant:
- Post, company name.
- Educational qualification & experience required.
- Nature of job/ job requirement ( fluency in English, knowledge of computers )
- Personality desired (pleasing personality, smart.)
- Salary / perks offered.
- Contact address.
Sample:
Classifieds

Situation Vacant
Wanted for Air –Talk, a receptionist- female, graduate with a pleasing personality, excellent communication skills and working knowledge of computers. Timings 10 a.m to 6p.m. Attractive salary, TA, LTC, medical insurance. Apply with photograph and complete bio data to Manager HR, Air-Talk, Janak Place, New Delhi-23.

Missing Person:
- Name, age, sex.
- Date of missing / from where.
- Height, build, complexion, hair, eyes.
- Clothes last seen in.
- Reward if any.
- Contact name & phone no.
Sample:
Classifieds

Missing
Boy, 12 yrs, fair, thin, tall, with long brown hair wearing blue shirt and black shorts carrying a red bag since Dec 21, '08 from New Delhi railway station. Informer will be suitably rewarded. Contact SHO, Police Station, New Delhi Railway Station. Ph,no 24658098

Pets & Kennels
- Breed, colour, male / female.
- Age, inoculation
- Price expected
- Contact address, phone no

**Sample:**

**Classifieds**

**Pets & Kennels**
For sale Pug puppies, 2 month old, 3 male, 2 female, pure blood line, KCI registered, inoculated. Reasonable price. Only genuine dog lovers to contact Anil Arora, 112, Sainik Farms. Ph 24316754.

**Matrimonials**
- Bride / groom wanted
- Education
- Profession, job, income (engineer with multinational, 5-figure salary)
- Caste, religion,
- Age, height, colour, appearance
- Contact address (usually e-mail id or Post Box no of a newspaper)

**Sample:**

**Classifieds**

**Matrimonial**
Wanted a suitable groom for tall, slim and attractive investment banker working with multinational in Mumbai. Groom should be suitably qualified and working in Delhi. Caste no bar. Box no 1232, Hindustan Times New Delhi - 21.

**Marking Scheme for classified advertisement:**

- **Content 2 mks**
- **Expression 2 mks** (spellings, suitable style)

**Display / Commercial Advertisement**

**A Display Advertisement:**
- is visually attractive, with pictures, catchy language, punch lines, slogan
- has attractive layout of text and pictures
- has varying font shapes and size.
- is expensive; used for commercial purposes.

**Remember to include:**
- Name of company / organization.
- Details regarding the product.
- special discounts / offers etc.
- address of the company / institute / organization.
Questions
1) You are Suman/Suma of 33/244, M.M. road, Mysore. You want to sell off your old desk top computer as you have purchased a new one. Draft an advertisement to be published in The Times of India under classified columns giving its details & the expected price.

2) You are the General Manager of EVL Company which requires posh bungalows on company lease, as guest houses. Draft an advertisement in not more than 50 words under the classifieds column.

3) You are Devang of 56, Railway Colony, Kanpur. You are a postgraduate in English and you wish to work in an advertising agency. Write an advertisement for the classified columns of a newspaper giving your qualifications and experience.

4) You want to sell your newly built flat. Draft a suitable advertisement, giving relevant details, in not more than 50 words, for the classifieds column.

5) You are the Regional Manager of Bank of Rajasthan, which is introducing 24 hour banking facility for its customers. Some Automatic Teller Machines have to be installed in South Delhi for this purpose. Write an advertisement for suitable space to be taken on rent by the bank to install the ATM machines.
6) Mumbai Public School requires yoga and tennis coaches. Draft a suitable advertisement in not more than 50 words for the ‘Situation Vacant’ column stating your requirements regarding age, qualifications, experience etc. you are the Principal of the school.

7) A well-known showroom for jewelry is holding its grand annual clearance sale. Frame a suitable advertisement for a newspaper.

8) Design an advertisement on behalf of Ministry of Defence exhorting the youth to join the defence services.

9) You are a builder and you are building a commercial complex in Noida. Design an advertisement for the complex highlighting its unique features.

10) Unilever has launched a new age defying cream. Draft an advertisement highlighting the merits of this new product.

11) You are looking for a Maths tutor for your sister who studies in the sixth grade. Write an advertisement in 50 words to be published in a newspaper.

12) You own a cyber café in Lajpat Nagar and need two computer operators to run the café. Write an advertisement for the same in 50 words.

13) You are looking for a compatible match for your brother who is software professional and lives in Alaska. Write an advertisement in 50 words for the matrimonial section of a national daily.

14) You want to sell a hybrid pair of milch cows. Draft an advertisement giving suitable details to be published in the column ‘Livestock” in a newspaper.

**POSTERS**

**Important Points:**
- Highlight main topic, for eg. SAVE WATER in big and bold letters to draw attention.
- Make a catchy slogan.
- Give necessary verbal input.
- Can use match stick drawings / graphics.
- Use different font size & shape.
- Include imp information like ‘what’ ‘when’ ‘where’ ‘how’ wherever relevant.
- Make the layout attractive.
- Include name of organization issuing the notice.
Questions
1) There is an exhibition of handicrafts items at Dilli Haat, Delhi. Prepare a poster inviting the people to see the exhibition. Give a suitable title to your poster.
2) Draft a poster in 50 words to be issued by the Delhi government cautioning people against the hazards of burning crackers and encouraging them to celebrate an Eco friendly Diwali.
3) During the rainy season, there is a rise in the number of dengue cases in the city. Prepare a poster to be issued by the Health Department suggesting ways in which one can prevent this deadly disease.
4) The Ministry of Human Resources is organizing an inter-state classical music festival in New Delhi. Draft an attractive poster in 50 words for the festival on behalf of the ministry.
5) On behalf on the Election Commission of India draft a poster urging people to vote. Also, emphasize on the importance of casting one’s vote in a democracy.
6) Prepare an attractive poster to create awareness among the people regarding the importance of knowledge of consumer rights under the programme “Jago Grahak Jago”

INVITATIONS

Kinds of Invitations
a) Card format (Personal & Institutional)
b) Formal letter
c) Informal letter (Personal)

Kinds of Replies to Invitations
a) Formal letter of Acceptance / Regret
b) Informal letter of Acceptance / Regret

Content for an invitation includes- -
a) What (eg. dinner)
b) When
i) date (eg- March 23, 2016 )
ii) time (eg - 6.30pm )
c) Where (eg -12, Station Road, New Delhi)
d) Why (eg - to celebrate placement)

**Content for reply to an invitation includes** - -
a) Expressing thanks for invitation
b) Accepting / giving regret mentioning reason for not accepting invitation
c) Giving your good wishes for the occasion.

**Style / tone:**
i) formal and polite for formal invites / formal replies
ii) warm and personal for informal invites as well as informal replies

---

**Example of Formal Institutional Invitation**

```
The Principal, Staff and Students of
Geetanjali School, Hyderabad
request the pleasure of your company at
their Annual Cultural Celebrations
‘SRISHTI’
on Friday, March 10, 2016, at 10 am
at Rabindrabharati auditorium
Shri S R Kapoor ,
Chief Minister of Maharashtra,
will be the Chief Guest

RSVP
Mrs Thomas
Tel:26885567
```

Programme overleaf
Example of Formal Personal Invitation:

Mr & Mrs Malhotra
cordially invite you to
DINNER
(on the occasion of their first wedding anniversary)
on Sunday, March 26, 2016 at 8 pm
at their residence
6, Malcha Marg, New Delhi

RSVP
Rati -30213453

Formal Letter (Invitation as Chief Guest)

Model Global School
West End
New Delhi

February 20, 2016

Mr ABC
Chief Minister
Govt. of Delhi
New Delhi

Dear Ma’am
Sub: Invitation as Chief Guest

I am pleased to inform you that our school will have its investiture ceremony on March 28, 2016 at 10am, in the school auditorium. I request you to be the Guest of Honour on the occasion. I hope you find time to come and encourage our children.

Kindly confirm your availability at the earliest.

Yours sincerely

(Principal)
Informal Personal Invitation – Letter Format

26, Ma1cha Marg
New Delhi

March 6, 2016

Dear Mohit
I am throwing a party on 26th March to celebrate my placement with NDTV.
I’m inviting our entire gang. Reach my place at 7.30pm. We can all go to TGIF from there. See you on the 26th then.

Yours sincerely
Arjun

---

Formal Letter of Reply to Invitation (regret)

Chief Minister
Govt. of Delhi
New Delhi

February 22, 2016

The Principal
Model Global School
West End
New Delhi

Dear Ma’am
Sub: Letter of Regret

It is a matter of great honour that your school has invited me to the Investiture ceremony of the newly appointed Student Council, on March 28, 2016 at 10.00 am. Unfortunately due to a prior commitment I will not be able to attend the function.
My best wishes are for the newly appointed Council.

Yours sincerely

(Chief Minister)
Informal Reply to Invitation (acceptance)
5, Panchsheel Enclave
New Delhi

March 20, 2016

Dear Arjun

Thank you for inviting me on the 26th. I will surely be the first one to reach and of course like all other times the last to leave.

Yours sincerely
Mohit

Marking Scheme - for invitation:

a) Content
2 marks (what, when where, why)

b) Expression
2 marks (grammatical accuracy, spellings, suitable style)

Marking Scheme - for reply:

a) Content
2 marks (express thanks, what, when, congrats, accept/regret giving reason)

b) Expression
2 marks (grammatical accuracy, spellings, suitable style)

Questions

1) You are Rashi/Manav, School Captain of Vidya Vikas Vidyalaya. You have decided to celebrate "The Grand Parents Day" in the school. Draft a formal invitation to be sent to the grandparents of students of your school giving details of the programme, day, date, time etc.

2) Your parents are celebrating the silver jubilee of their marriage. Draft an invitation to be sent to relatives and friends.
3) The Literary Club of your school is organizing a caricature contest in the school. Draft an invitation inviting the famous cartoonist, Sudhir Tailang, to be the guest of honour during the contest.

4) The Fine Arts Society of St. Joseph’s School is organizing a poster making competition for students of classes VI-VIII. Draft an invitation to be sent to various schools of Delhi.

5) Fabindia has opened a branch in Faridabad. On their behalf draft an invitation to be sent to all patrons inviting them to the inauguration of the showroom.

6) You are Ritesh, son of Mr. Ratan Singh of Model Town, Nagpur. Your father wants you to draft a formal invitation to be sent on the occasion of the house warming ceremony. Draft the invitation.

7) Suman/Suresh has cleared the Pre-Medical Entrance Test. The family is elated at the achievement and decides to have a get-together for all friends. Draft an informal invitation for the get-together.

8) You are Sachin / Sunita, the President of the Value Education Club of your school. Your school is organizing a series of lectures by eminent educationists from October 20, to October 26, 2016. Draft a formal invitation to be sent to Mr Vikas Swaroop, noted novelist to speak on ‘The Importance of Values and Discipline in Life’.

9) The Rai School, of Gandhinagar had invited the Sports Minister of Gujarat to be the chief guest on the occasion of Sports Day in school. Draft a reply on his behalf expressing his inability to attend the Sports Day.

10) Mr Sanjeev Kapoor and his wife have been invited to a formal dinner being hosted by the ambassador of Switzerland in New Delhi. Draft a reply on their behalf accepting the invitation.

11) Kendriya Vidyalaya, Baroda has sent an invitation to Father Agnel School, Lucknow to their inter-school painting competition. However Father Agnel School is unable to participate as the second terminal examinations will be held during that time. Write a reply on behalf of Father Agnel School declining the invitation.

12) Brig. H N Mehta has been invited as the Chief Guest to inaugurate the new computer wing of Army Public School, Ambala. However, due to a conference in Mumbai, he will be unable to attend the same. Draft his reply in not more than 50 words.

REPORT WRITING

Newspaper Report
Important Points:
• Give a catchy headline. (maximum 6 words)
• Mention writer's name right below the headline.
• Write city/town & date.
• Ensure opening sentence includes 'what', 'when', 'where'.
• Write the details of the incident / event (why & how) next
• Include statement of eyewitness / police / authorities
• Keep the report factual. (Do not include writer's feelings about the incident)
• Write in 2-3 paragraphs.
• Word limit: 125 words.
Magazine Report
A magazine report is similar to a newspaper report. However do not mention place and date. It is usually written to cover an event (for eg. Book Week)

- Give a factual headline. (maximum 6 words)
- Write in one paragraph
- Mention writer's name right below the headline.
- Ensure opening sentence includes 'what', 'when', 'where'.
- Write details of the incident / event ('how').
- Include the highlight of the event.
- Conclude / sum up the event.
- Keep report factual. (Do not include writer's feelings about the incident.
- Word limit: 125 words.

Questions
1) You are Gagan Sharma, the newly elected Head Boy of St. Georgia School. Write a report for the school magazine about the investiture ceremony held recently in your school.
2) Recently you attended a seminar on ‘Disaster Management’ in which matters related to floods, earthquakes, fire etc. were discussed. Write a report in about 125 words for your school magazine. You are Priti/Preet of Vidya Bhavan.
3) Your school recently organized a workshop on self-defence techniques for the students of senior school. Write a report on it for the school magazine in 125 words. You are Radha/Ranjan, the editor of the school magazine.
4) A two day long Food Festival was organized by your school .Write a report in about 125 words for your school magazine. You are Hiten/ Harshita.
5) You are Vibhuti Shang , a news reporter .Write a short report on Education Fair for a local newspaper.
6) As a staff reporter for ‘The Times of India’, who witnessed the collapse of a building in Laxmi Nagar, which led to the death of 65 people, write a report in around 125 words for publication in the paper.
7) You are Neera / Naveen working for a national daily. You attended a seminar on ‘The Implications of Global Warming’ organized by UNO as part of Global Warming Awareness Week. Write a report on the proceedings of this seminar in not more than 125 words for publication in the newspaper.
8) You are Sharad/Sharda, a press reporter. You witnessed the suffering undergone by flood victims in terms of loss of life and property. Write a report in about 125 words for ‘The Indian Express’, Chennai.
9) You are a press reporter .Write a report on the recent cattle catching drive launched by MCD to clear stray cattle from Delhi roads. The word limit is 125- 150 words.
LETTERS
Letter to the Editor

These are usually written to express your opinion on some important current/social problem.

Para 1: Introduce the problem briefly (power cuts in Vasant Kunj)

Para 2: Discuss the issue/problem at length listing reasons for it (poor distribution, inadequate supply) and the resultant effects (inconvenience to residents/studies affected).

Para 3: Give 1 or 2 practical solutions/suggestions to overcome the problem (have fixed timings for power cuts so that residents can plan accordingly/avoid power cuts between 6pm & 9pm).

An editor may be requested to:
- publish your letter
- publish more detailed reports/articles to create awareness in the public - start a special column where concerned and like-minded citizens may share their views and experiences.

Please remember, the editor cannot really solve the problem, so do NOT ask him/her to 'take immediate/necessary action.'

Some suggested opening sentences for letters to an editor:

i) Through the esteemed columns of your newspaper, I would like to draw attention of the public to an important issue which
- ... merits immediate attention.
- ... needs to be tackled with utmost seriousness.
- ... is causing grave concern to.. etc

ii) Recently in your newspaper dated .. (mention date and month for example, 20 July) I read an article concerning the issue of ...
  I strongly feel...

iii) This letter is to draw the reader's attention towards.....

Some suggested concluding sentences are:

i) I do hope you will publish my letter and help initiate public debate on the issue.

ii) It is hoped that in future too your publication will continue to carry more such articles.

iii) I do hope more informative articles on the issue would be published to help spread awareness among the readers etc.

Letter of Complaint
Format of a Letter of Complaint
Sender’s address
Date
Receiver’s Address
Dear Sir
Subject
Body of Letter:
Structure your letter so that you include a heading - which identifies the issue and name of product, service, with purchase or reference number if applicable.
Para 1: State the simple facts, with relevant dates and details clearly. Make sure you include all the necessary facts that will justify why your complaint should be resolved. For example: "The above item number 1234 was delivered to xyz address on 00/00/2000 date and developed abc fault on 00/00/00 date.

Para 2: Explain how this caused inconvenience. For example: This put our firm in a difficult position, as we had to make some emergency purchases to fulfil our commitments to all our customers. This caused us considerable inconvenience.

Para 3: Next state what you'd like to happen - a positive request for the reader to react to. For Example: I am writing to ask you to please replace the defective items immediately and to ensure that such errors do not happen again. Include also, (as a sign-off point is usually best), something complimentary about the organization and/or its products, service, or people. For example: “I’ve long been a user of your products/services and until now have always regarded you as an excellent supplier/organization

Closing: For example: I have every faith therefore that you will do what you can to rectify this situation. I look forward to prompt action.

Complimentary close

Important: The tone of complaint letters should not be aggressive or insulting, as this would annoy the reader and not encourage them to solve the problem. In addition, questions such as ‘Why can't you get this right?’ should not be included.

Marking Scheme for Letter of Complaint –

Format – 1 mk
(1 sender’s address, 2 date, 3 receiver’s address, 4 subject, 5 salutation, 6 complimentary close)

Content - 3 mks

Expression - 2 mks
Grammatical accuracy, appropriate words, spellings 1 mk
Coherence, relevance of ideas and style 1 mk

Suggested value points:
- Details of problem
- Inconvenience caused
- Suggested action
- Any other relevant details

Letter of Enquiry
We write an enquiry when we want to ask for more information concerning a product, or service. These letters are often written in response to an advertisement that we have seen in the paper, a magazine, a commercial on television when we are interested in a product, but would like more information before making a decision. (Eg joining CAT coaching classes with TIME)

Important:
- The Start : Dear Sir or Madam
- Giving Reference: With reference to your advertisement (ad) in...
- Requesting a Catalogue, Brochure, Etc.: After the reference, add a comma and continue - ..., would (Could) you please send me ...
- Requesting Further Information: I would also like to know ...
  Could you tell me whether...
Signature: yours sincerely / faithfully

Marking Scheme for Letter of Enquiry –
Format – 1 mk
(1 sender’s address, 2 date, 3 receiver’s address, 4 subject, 5 salutation, 6 complimentary close)
Content- 3 mks
Expression-2 mks
Grammatical accuracy, appropriate words, spellings 1mk
Coherence, relevance of ideas and style 1mk

Letter for Placing an Order
Important:
• The Start: Dear Sir or Madam
• Giving Reference: With reference to your advertisement (ad) in.../ our telephonic conversation.......
• Specify item, model, colour, no. of items required, discounts, if any
• Further mention warranty, mode of payment, delivery etc
• Signature: yours sincerely/faithfully
Avoid - placing vague orders (eg. 12 tables). Specify model no / size / colour

Do not forget to include
a) model no.
b) warranty
c) mode of payment / delivery

Marking Scheme for Letter for Placing an Order –
Format – 1 mark
(1 sender’s address, 2 date, 3 receiver’s address, 4 subject, 5 salutation, 6 complimentary close)
Content-3 marks
Expression-2 marks
Grammatical accuracy, appropriate words, spellings 1mark
Coherence, relevance of ideas and style 1mark
**Letter of Application**
Format for Letter of Application:

Address
City, Pin Code
Phone Number
Date
Name
Title
Company
Address
City, Pin Code

Salutation
Dear Mr./Ms. Last Name, (leave out if you don’t have a contact name)
Subject
Post you are applying for

Body of Cover Letter
The body of your cover letter lets the employer know what position you are applying for, why the employer should select you for an interview, and how you will follow-up.

First Paragraph
The first paragraph of your letter should include information on why you are writing. Mention the position you are applying for and where you found the job listing.

Middle Paragraph(s)
The next section of your cover letter should describe what you have to offer the employer. Mention specifically how your qualifications match the job you are applying for. Remember, you are interpreting your resume, not repeating it.

Final Paragraph
Conclude your cover letter by thanking the employer for considering you for the position. Include information on how you will follow-up.

Complimentary Close
Yours sincerely
Signature

**Curriculum Vitae**
Name:
Father’s Name:
Date of Birth :
Permanent Address:
Telephone number:
E-mail address:
Educational Qualifications: (Tabular Form)
1. School level
2. Graduation
Marking Scheme for Letter of Application –
Format – 1 mk
(1 sender’s address, 2 date, 3 receiver’s address, 4 subject, 5 salutation, 6 complimentary close)
Content- 3 mks
Expression 2 mks
Grammatical accuracy, appropriate words, spellings 1mk
Coherence, relevance of ideas and style 1mk

Sample Letter of Application 1

10, Jay Nagar
Bangalore-40

March 26, 2016

Mr Rakesh Sharma
The Manager
Yahoo India Pvt Ltd
Bangalore-12

Dear Mr. Sharma
Subject: Application for the post of Computer Programmer
This is with reference to your advertisement in The Times of India, Ascent section, dated March 25, 2016. I am writing to apply for the post of Computer Programmer.
With a BS degree in Computer Programming, I have a full understanding of the full life cycle of a software development project. I also have experience in learning and excelling at new technology as needed. The opportunity presented in this listing is very interesting, and I believe that my strong technical experience and education will make me a very competitive candidate for this position.
I am presently working for Satyam Software Solutions. I have successfully designed, developed, and supported live use applications. I strive for continued excellence. Please see my resume for additional information on my experience.
I can be reached anytime via my cell phone, 555-555-5555. Thank you for your time and consideration. I look forward to speaking with you about this employment opportunity.
Yours sincerely
Shreedharan Nair
Enclosures:
1. Attested copies of Certificates
2. Curriculum Vitae
3. Recent photograph

**Curriculum Vitae**
Name: Shreedharan Nair
Father’s Name: Ramesh Nair
Date of Birth : July 15, 1984
Permanent Address: 10, Happy Home Apts ,Sector 3 ,Jay Nagar ,Bangalore - 40
Telephone number: 080 284564321
E-mail address: shree_dharanair@gmail.com

Educational Qualifications:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr. No.</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Percentage/Grade</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Class XII</td>
<td>Bishop Cotton Boys School</td>
<td>91 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>B Sc</td>
<td>Loyola College, Chennai</td>
<td>82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Diploma in C.Sc</td>
<td>NIIT</td>
<td>A Grade</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Experience: working with Satyam Software Solutions – 2005 onwards

Interests: Reading, trekking
Salary Drawn :10 lac per annum
Salary Expected :12 lac per annum
References : 1.
2.

**Sample Letter of Application - 2**
The following is a letter of application for the post of office Manager in Bombay Dyeing. Study the covering letter given below and make a Curriculum Vitae based on it.

2727, Colaba
Mumbai - 220056

March 25, 2016

The Director
Human Resources
Bombay Dyeing
Mumbai

Dear Sir
Subject: Application for the Post of Office Manager
This is with reference to your advertisement in Mail Today dated March 10, 2016 for the post of Office Manager. I wish to apply for the same.

I have recently completed a year-long course called Business Applications as well as gained one year experience at Monster.com. While working for Monster.com, I developed many office and clerical skills. I dealt with customers who sometimes could be very difficult, but I learned to
handle them calmly and with courtesy. I believe the teamwork skills that I learned will be of
benefit to Bombay Dyeing in dealing with office and sales issues.
I have enclosed my resume for your review. I would like to meet with you at your convenience. I
can be reached at 9988765443 or by email shashank@gmail.com. I look forward to hearing from
you soon.
Yours sincerely
Signature
Shashank Agnihotri

Enclosures:
1. Attested copies of Certificates
2. Curriculum Vitae
3. Recent photograph
Curriculum Vitae : ( Students to prepare it in the classroom using the format given in Sample )

Curriculum Vitae
Name:
Father's Name:
Date of Birth :
Permanent Address:
Telephone number:
E-mail address:
Educational Qualifications:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>B.Com</td>
<td>University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>BA</td>
<td>College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>XII</td>
<td>School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Institution</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Experience: (post, Company, duration)
Interests:

References: (Name, designation, address)
1
2
Testimonials : All relevant certificates have been attached.

Guided Exercise
The following is a letter of application for the post of Chief Advertising Manager in Reliance
Retail. Complete the letter by using the hints given.

12/A, Gayatri / Colony
Bhandup, Mumbai 23
May 30, 2016
Mr Naveen Sharma
An example of a covering letter for an advertisement for a Chief Advertising Manager position is as follows:

**Dear Ms. Sharma,**

Subject: Application for the post of Chief Advertising Manager

This is _________________________________. I wish to apply for the position of Chief Advertising Manager______________________________. I have 5 years’ experience in advertising. I am currently the_________________________________________________________. I’m responsible for marketing for the firm’s industrial contracts.

This position has a definite appeal for me, _________________________________. I’m considering my career options at this point, after three years with Hindustan Lever. I feel it’s time to move upward, and back into general advertising, rather than one dealing with a single product line exclusively. Reliance’s very diverse lines of retail products are impressive. The standards of advertising, copy and graphics are truly excellent, which has _________________________________.

I believe I can add value to the Chief Advertising Manager position through my years of experience and genuine enthusiasm for Reliance’s excellent work. Please contact me should _________________________________.

Yours sincerely

Smriti Prasad

Enclosures:

1 certificates
2 curriculum vitae

Hints:

· you require any further information.
· advertised in The Sun Newspaper on June 25, 2016.
· both on a personal and career basis
· Senior Marketing Manager in Hindustan Lever.
· encouraged me to apply for this position.

Prepare a CV based on the above covering letter.

**Curriculum Vitae**

Name:
Father’s Name:
Date of Birth :
Permanent Address:
Telephone number:
E-mail address:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Educational Qualifications:</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Questions

1) You are Nalin/Vishal, Hostel Warden, Zenith Public School, Kosikalan. Write a letter to the Sales Manager, Bharat Electronics Ltd, New Delhi, placing an order for a few fans, ovens and geysers that you wish to purchase for the hostel. Also ask for a discount permissible on the purchase.

2) Of late, you have been observing that senior citizens are also being allotted the upper berths in the trains, which causes a lot of inconvenience to them. Draft a letter to the editor of ‘The Hindu’, Chennai, drawing the attention of railway authorities to look into the matter and redress the grievance of senior citizens. You are Rajni/Rakesh of 16, Avadi, Chennai.

3) As a parent, write a letter to the Principal, Ahlcon School, Chandigarh, requesting him to grant your ward Anil/Akansha, permission to attend the school two hours late for a month as he/she has to attend the coaching classes arranged by Sports Authority of India, on being selected for participation in National swimming Championship.

4) You are Raman/Rama, a member of the Parent-Teacher Association of ABC School, Hyderabad. Write a letter to the Principal of the school asking her to introduce vocational stream in the school, teaching subjects such as computers, insurance, legal studies etc. so that the students may not needlessly continue academic studies. You are residing at 15, Anand Colony, Hyderabad.

5) You are the Manager of Oriental Delight, a restaurant in New Delhi. You recently bought furnishings and upholstery from Cottage Emporium for your restaurant but were aghast at the poor quality of the materials. Write a letter of complaint to the manager at the Emporium asking for a replacement.

6) Kumar has purchased a frost-free refrigerator of 265 litres from Lifestyle, Gurgaon. After a month of purchase, the freezing section of the refrigerator has failed. Write a letter to the Sales Manager of the firm complaining about it and requesting for the piece to be changed since there is a two year warranty.

7) You are Raj/Rani, living at 3, M.G.Road, New Delhi. You read an advertisement about a one month course in Web Designing to be organized by Logistics Learning Limited, 10
Patel Road, New Delhi. You wish to join this course. Write a letter to the advertiser seeking all relevant information about the course.

8) You are Shweta / Saurabh, member of the Human Rights Commission which recently celebrated the Human Rights Day on 10 December. However you wonder about the relevance of observing such days when the newspaper headlines scream out the harsh reality of the atrocities committed on the common man, violence against farmers, women and children being forced to work. Write a letter to the editor of a national daily expressing your views and suggesting ways in which we can make a difference.

9) ‘Mindsets don’t change by merely changing countries’ The newly-wedded emigrant Indian woman continues to be target of dowry harassment, wife-beating, concealment of earlier marriage, ill-treatment and desertion in a foreign land. Write a letter to the editor of a national daily expressing your concern about the situation. Also suggest some solutions (200 words)

10) You are the General Manager of Bharat Publishing House, Panipat. You had received a bulk order from Rai School for the supply of text-books for the academic session 2008 to be supplied by 25 January 09. Unfortunately, there is a problem of short supply of electricity / labour unrest in your Publishing house. Write a letter to the Principal, Rai School explaining why the orders can’t be executed by the due date and requesting for the extension of deadline.

11) You are Gaurav / Garima, 13, Vaishali, Delhi. Read the advertisement below and write a letter to the advertiser, applying for the job.

WISDOM PUBLISHERS
10,SECTOR 24 ,FARIDABAD
Wanted Sales Manager
Qualification: M.Com /M.B.A
Experience :5 years for M.Com; 1 – 2 years for M.B.A
Competency :Knowledge of computers ,finances and related commercial activities
Salary commensurate with qualifications and experience.
Apply to the General Manager.

12) Judith Public School, Pune has recently introduced Diploma Course in Lab Technology under vocational stream. The prospects of this course are not clear in your mind. Write a letter to the Principal of the school inquiring about the future prospects of this course and requesting him to send a prospectus.

13) New India Anodisers, A-10 Phase II Mayur Vihar, New Delhi advertised regarding the vacancy for the post of an accountant. In response to it, apply for the post, giving your bio data. You are Anil/Anila.
14) ABC Pharmaceutical Company, Madurai requires a few Marketing Executives. Write a letter to the Personnel manager of the company applying for the post, giving your bio data. You are Madhav/Madhavi.

15) As Cultural Secretary of GD Birla School, Jamshedpur, you are organizing poster-making competition, in connection with the Diamond Jubilee Celebrations of your school. Draft a circular letter to be sent to various schools in your city requesting their participation. Invent details.

**ARTICLE WRITING**

**Important Points:**
- If the topic is open ended (eg 'Reservations for OBCs') take a clear stand - for / against the topic.
- Begin with the title (eye catching; max. 6 words) and below it write the writer's name.
- Introduction should grab the reader's attention. eg *It is quite a paradox Oliver does not want more. In fact, he is being offered more but he is saying 'Thank you'*
- In the next 2 paragraphs develop your argument logically. Give examples if required.
- Round off your article with a strong conclusion.

Sometimes the question tells you the stand you should take ( eg. You are concerned about the craze for westernization among the Indian youth today. You are worried about the erosion of our culture and values. Write an article highlighting the need to preserve our age-old culture.) For a question like this you have to write that westernization is bad for our youth even though you make personally think otherwise.

**Marking Scheme for Article:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Format</th>
<th>1 mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title and writer's name</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>4 marks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expression</td>
<td>5 marks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>grammatical accuracy &amp; spellings 2 ½ mks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coherence, relevance of ideas, style</td>
<td>2 ½ mks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Questions**

1) Your family has recently shifted from Kota to Ernakulam, where your house is situated in the midst of beautiful flowering plants and fruit yielding trees. Every minute you are experiencing the joy of being in the lap of nature. Write an article in 200 words on the diversity of nature that you have experienced. You are Latha/Lalith.

2) Write an article on the topic, ‘Poverty is the cause of all evils’, to be published in the Young World of ‘The Hindu’, Chennai.

3) A spurt of violence previously unknown in Indian schools makes it imperative for educationists to introduce value education effectively in schools. Write an article expressing your views on the need of value education. You are Anu/Arun.
4) The ban on smoking in public places by the government has started off a debate whether the state has the right to impose its opinion on the public. Also, many doubt the effectiveness of such a ban in a democracy. Write an article in 200 words on the issue in 200 words giving your views and suggestions.

5) ‘Direct to Home ‘lessons relayed on TV channels are no substitute for actual classrooms. Write an article on ‘Can DTH classrooms ever replace schools or colleges? ‘

6) Nuclear family system, lack of communication with parents and siblings, stress related to studies and peer pressure is some of the reasons leading to loneliness among the youth. This in turn is resulting in a variety of problems like development of suicidal and homicidal tendencies, depression and a feeling of insecurity etc. Write an article in not more than 200 words suggesting ways of dealing with this problem. Give it a suitable heading.

7) ‘Satyam fraud ‘, ‘Cash for vote scam’. Such headlines are not uncommon these days. As Vinod / Vimla, an aspiring management student you are very distressed about the increasing number of scams and scandals happening in the country. Write a speech which you have to give in your college during the National Vigilance week, in not more than 200 words, advocating the urgent need for a cleaner tomorrow for the new generation.

8) Regular practice of yoga can help in maintaining good health and even in the prevention of many ailments. Write a speech to be delivered in the morning assembly on the usefulness of yoga.

9) You are Arun / Aruna of APS, Gurgaon. Draft a debate for attending an Inter school contest on ‘Why we have Indian body but European psyche and soul?’

10) Vasant / Tanya has to speak for the motion ‘A job in a call centre is not suitable in the long run’ in an inter–school debate competition held during Career Week. As Vasant/Tanya write the debate in not more than 150 – 200 words.
Introduction
‘The Last Lesson’ is set in Alsace that lies between France and Germany (once a part of Prussia). Both countries claimed that this territory belonged to them. After France was defeated in the Franco-Prussian War of 1870, Alsace became a part of Prussia. This lesson is an account of the students and other villagers attending the last lesson given by M. Hamel before the annexation. It highlights the effects of war in the life of the common man. The people in the village had always considered themselves as French, and when Alsace was annexed by Prussia they suddenly realized that they would now be forced to study German. They also realized that they had not valued their mother tongue enough. The purpose of M. Hamel’s last lesson is to make the people of the village understand that their common language, French, would keep them unified. It would also help them to preserve their sense of identity while under foreign rule.

The story also highlights the importance of time as the people of Alsace kept postponing the learning of French quite oblivious of the fact that circumstances might change on day and all opportunities to learn French may cease one day. They preferred to send their children to work on the farms and mills instead of the school and on the day of the last lesson the realization comes that what they had been evading till then would henceforth be denied to them.

Short Answer Questions (30-40 words)
1. Why did Franz feel that his school was different that day?
2. What did the blacksmith tell Franz and what was the implication of his remark?
3. Why were the people of Alsace crowded around the notice board that day?
4. What task had Franz failed to do that day? Why was he apprehensive?
5. What did M Hamel say about the French language? What did he want his students and other Frenchmen to do?
6. How did M. Hamel behave at the end of the day’s class? Why?
7. How was M. Hamel’s last class different from his previous classes?
8. Why and how did the attitude of the French change towards their language?
9. Describe the background in which 'The Last Lesson' of Alphonse Daudet has been set.
   'The Last Lesson' is set in the days of the Franco-Prussian War (1870-1871). France was defeated by Prussia (Germany). By an order from Berlin, German language was imposed on the French districts of Alsace and Lorraine. The lesson describes how a teacher in Alsace, M. Hamel, reacts to this shocking news. His students and even the villagers share his views.
10."We've all a great deal to reproach ourselves with." Why did M. Hamel blame the parents and himself too for not showing due attention and care to the learning of French?
   Ans. M. Hamel didn't scold Franz for neglecting the learning of French. Most of the people of Alsace could neither speak nor write their own language. Their parents preferred to put them to work on a farm or at the mills. Mr. Hamel didn't even spare himself. He had often sent his students to water his flowers instead of learning their lessons.
   Ans. M. Hamel went on to talk of French language. He told that it was the most beautiful language of the world. It was the clearest and the most logical of all languages. He asked the
people to guard it among themselves and never forget it. As long as people 'hold fast to the' language' they have the key to freedom.

12. **What message does the writer want to convey to the readers through 'The Last Lesson'?**

Alphonse Daudet has a definite message to convey to his readers. Through M. Hamel he wants to express pride in one's language. Greatness of French language is highlighted. The lesson arouses patriotic feelings. It makes the readers aware that they must keep their language and culture alive at all costs.

13. **What is Linguistic Chauvinism? How do you classify M. Hamel's love and the villagers' concern for French?**

'Linguistic Chauvinism' means carrying pride in one's language too far. But the love of Hamel and the village elders for French doesn't amount to this. Rather they are victims of it. German is being imposed on the French speaking people of Alsace. M. Hamel feels genuinely proud of French language. He urges others never to forget such a beautiful language.

14. What was the parting message of M. Hamel to his students and the village elders who had gathered in the classroom?

**Long Answer Questions:** (150 words)

1. **Draw a character sketch of M. Hamel giving examples from the text of, “The Last Lesson”.
   Value points:**
   
   a) **M Hamel as a teacher**
   - Taught French for forty years, and was very sad that he had to leave the place.
   - Was a strict teacher and a disciplinarian
   - Final day showed his love for French and children.
   
   b) **M Hamel as a patriot**
   - was passionate about his mother tongue
   - Told the villagers about the importance of unity, sense of identity and patriotism.
   
   facts from the lesson must be added to each point)

2. “When a people are enslaved, as long as they hold fast to their language it is as if they had the key to their prison.” Justify the relevance of the statement.

3. Justify the title “The Last Lesson”.

4. Why and how did the attitude of the French change towards their language?

**Value Based Questions:**

1) After reading the chapter ‘The Last Lesson,’ do you feel there has been a change in your attitude towards your language and country? Elaborate on the change in your attitude.

2) In what way do you feel that your language preserves your identity?
Lost Spring
Anees Jung

Introduction
The lesson is an interesting and revelatory description of the lives of two poor children and thereby in extension about underprivileged children in India. Sensitively written it brings out the conditions they live in, the circumstances they have to battle and the unrequited dreams they nurture. It forces the reader to think about children working not only as rag pickers and bangle workers but also in food stalls and shops in cities. In spite of their work they seem to be in a perpetual state of poverty.

Theme
The lesson deals with the plight of the children who are forced into labour early in life and denied the opportunity to better their circumstances through access to education. The vicious circle of poverty, governmental apathy and exploitation engulfs them. The story also highlights the indifferent attitude of the society and the political class towards the problem of child labour.

Short Answer Questions (30-40 words)
1. Why is Saheb’s name full of irony?
   Value points:
   - Sahib-e-Alam : lord of the universe
   - Sahib is a poverty stricken, barefoot ragpicker, depends on garbage for his survival
   - Name- total contrast to his condition in life and hence ironical
2. Describe the kind of accommodation that the ragpickers live in.
3. Why did Saheb spend his time going through garbage dumps?
4. Why can’t the bangle makers organize themselves into a co-operative?
5. How do the children and adults view garbage differently?
6. Describe the living conditions of Mukesh’s family. What explanation does the author offer for the children not wearing footwear?
7. Mention the hazards of working in the glass bangles industry.
8. What does Anees Jung want to reveal in her story ‘Lost spring’ stories of lost childhood?
   Anees Jung has portrayed two stories in ‘Lost spring’ and both depict the grinding poverty, pitiable condition of life and the other traditions that condemn the children to a life of exploitation. For the rag-pickers of Seemapuri, garbage is gold and means of survival. The bangle makers of Firozabad live in dingy cells and stinking lanes. Even after much toil, they do not get full meal.
9. In what way is Mukesh different from his people?
   Value Points
   - Mukesh’s family engaged in bangle-making
   - However he wants to become a motor mechanic
   - Though there are difficulties he refuses to give up his dream (garage is far from his home)

Long Answer Questions (150 words)
1. The life of bangle makers of Firozabad was full of obstacles which forced them to lead a life of poverty and deprivation. Discuss.
Value Points

- They are very poor as there are many middlemen who fleece them-money lenders, policemen, politicians and bureaucrats.
- Thus they have no money to eat or repair their houses- cannot send their children to school. They live in abject poverty.
- Bangle making is hazardous- they working glass furnaces with high temperature and in dark rooms. This and the dust from polishing bangles lead to blindness.

2. For most women, the bangles are dreams in glass but for the bangle makers of Firozabad they are like a vicious circle. Comment.
3. Saheb and Mukesh are mute victims of an apathetic and insensitive social set up. Justify.

Value Based Questions:

1). Have you ever seen examples of child labour around you? What do you feel about it?
2) What qualities would you like to inculcate in your life after reading about the life of both Saheb and Mukesh?
3) Would you agree that promises made to the poor children are rarely kept? Why do you think this happens in the incidents narrated in the text?

There is no denying to the fact that the promises made to the poor children are rarely kept. In our modern democratic India, people living in slum colonies, resettlement areas hardly have an access to civic amenities and the education. They are meant for casting their votes or show attendance in political rallies. Their grieves are hardly adhered to by the bureaucrats. The writer has given two current examples of Seemapuri and Firozabad.

In Seemapuri one can see more than 10,000 rag-pickers who live in structures of mud, with roofs of tin and tarpaulin. They are devoid of sewage, drainage or running water. They live without an identity except a ration card for voting and buying grains. They remain barefoot and garbage to them is gold. The writer asks Saheb a rag-picker for school. The boy replies that there is none in his neighbourhood. He further says if they build it, he will go, But this never done.

In the same way about 20,000 children work in bangle factories and work in glass furnaces with high temperature. They live in dingy cells and stingy lanes choked with garbage. They pass their lives in grinding poverty and fail to get proper food. Thus the poor have no dreams and no initiatives. They are the safest targets of exploitation.
Deep Water
By William Douglas

Introduction
This lesson is an extract from ‘Of Men and Mountains’ an autobiographical book by William Douglas in which he deals with the theme of overcoming fear. He talks of his childhood fear of water and how he finally overcame it. The childhood experience of being knocked down by the waves at the California beach and the incident in the swimming pool where he was almost drowned by a bully led to a fear of water which haunted him even as an adult. He could not go for swimming, fishing or boating like others and finally decided to overcome his fear. His subsequent efforts to overcome the fear show his grit and determination. Thus the message conveyed to us is that one has to overcome the fear of fear.

Short Answer Questions (30-40 words)
1. What were the reasons for Douglas's aversion to water?
2. What ‘misadventure’ does Douglas refer to?
3. How did the near drowning experience at the pool affect him?
4. Why did Douglas engage an instructor?
5. What other activities did Douglas engage in other than swimming?
6. “In the midst of the terror came a touch of reason.” How did the two farces work in opposite direction and how did Douglas face them?
7. Which factors led Douglas to re-use the YMCA Pool?
Much to the relief of Douglas, Y.M.C.A. pool was safe. It was only two to three feet deep at the shallow end n it was nine feet deep at the other. Moreover, the drop was gradual. The Yakima River was treacherous and had drowned so many. So he decided in favour of YMCA pool.

Value Points
- ‘Deep Water’ literally refers to the water of the ocean and of the swimming pool that instilled a deep fear in him of going near water.
- It also signifies the fear that took over a large part of his life. It did not allow him to enjoy many activities till he finally overcame it with determination and hard work.

Long Answer Questions
1. “The instructor was finished. But I was not finished.” What does Douglas mean by this?

Value Points
- The instructor made a swimmer of him step by step
- Cured him of his fear of water so that he was able to swim in the pool
- Douglas felt he had to challenge himself further
- Started swimming alone in the pool
- Lake Wentworth….swam 2 miles across the lake…. laughed at his fear
- Warm Lake….. swam to the other shore and back
- Realised all we have to fear is fear itself

2. How did Douglas know that he had finally conquered his fear?
3. What impression do you get of Douglas from the lesson?
Value Based Questions:
1). ‘The only thing we have to fear is fear itself’. Mention some examples from your life or people you know where this statement has been proved true.
2). Determination and perseverance can help us to overcome most obstacles in life. Give personal examples to justify this statement.
3) Doing well in any activity, for example a sport, music, dance or painting, riding a motorcycle or a car, involves a great deal of struggle. Most of us are very nervous to begin with until gradually we overcome our fears and perform well.

Write a paragraph of about 100 words recounting such an experience. Try to recollect details of what caused the fear, your feelings, the encouragement you got from others or the criticism.

You could begin with the last sentence of the essay DEEP WATER – “At last I felt released, free to walk the trails and climb the peaks and to brush aside fear.”

Doing Well- A Great Struggle
At last I felt released, free to walk the trails and climb the peaks and to brush aside fear. Now the haunting fear had been shed and I can drive not only the motorcycle but the car also on the crowded roads of Delhi without any trace of fear in me.

When for the first time I rode a motorcycle I felt very thrilled. Moreover, I drove on an empty road in the rural part after sunset. It was after travelling a distance of four kilometers I drove back. At a sharp curve a passenger bus came from opposite side. To my utter horror, I could notice the fallen tree on my road side when I just reached it. It had no choice but to drive down the road. I jumped flat behind, leaving the running motorcycle in the grove of trees. I was badly hurt and found the bike damaged form standing in the trees. I was fear-struck and helpless. The driving fear followed me whenever I drove.

At last, I engaged an instructor to teach me driving. It was one hour daily for one month. I was given a signal to drive independently. I drove on busy roads, crowded roads, jammed roads and finally, on roads with deep curves in the hills. It made me to feel free of the haunting driving fear. The residual fear also was over a long time. I won it, and felt free to drive.
The Rat Trap  
By Selma Lagerlof

Introduction  
The story is set in Sweden during the Industrial Revolution. During this time many iron workers lost their jobs to machines and many others got jobs at the factories. The main character in this story is one such worker who has lost his job. Perhaps it is this situation that leads him to think of the whole world as one giant rat trap.

The Philosophical Note  
The story also has a philosophical note to it. Firstly the comparison between one’s life and the giant rat trap. Like the rat trap ‘life’ has many temptations which act like baits. If you give in to these temptations then you will get trapped by the consequences of those actions. Secondly, the story touches on the concept of retribution and second chance. If one atones for a wrongful deed then he/she deserves another chance.

Short Answer Questions (30-40 words)  
1. Why did the peddler have to go into the forest? Why was the situation ironical?  
2. What doubts did Edla have about the peddler?  
3. What kind of a person was the owner of the Ramsjo mills?  
4. How was the peddler treated by the crofter?  
5. At the end in his letter to Edla why does the peddler sign himself as ‘Captain Von Stahle’?  
6. Does the peddler evoke the reader’s sympathy? Give reasons  
7. What made the peddler think that he had indeed fallen into a rattrap?

Value Points  
- He behaves like a real Captain thus he signs as one  
- He also says that he would have remained a rat in the world’s rat trap if Edla had not raised him to the level of a Captain  
- His way of showing her that he was a changed man

6. Does the peddler evoke the reader’s sympathy? Give reasons  
Did the peddler expect the kind of hospitality that he received from the crofter?  
No, the peddler had never expected the hospitality that he received from the crofter. He expected sour faces when he knocked the door and requested for the night shelter. But the crofter was happy to get someone to talk to in his loneliness. He immediately put the porridge put on fire and gave the peddler supper. Then he gave him a big slice of tobacco for the stranger’s pipe to smoke. Finally, he entertained the stranger by playing the game of cards “majolis” until bedtime.

7. What made the peddler think that he had indeed fallen into a rattrap?  
After stealing money from the old crofter, the man was pleased with his smartness. He dared not to walk on the public highway. So he turned off into the forest to avoid being caught. It was a big and confusing forest. The paths turned back and forth so strangely. He walked and walked the whole day but he realised that he had only been walking around in the same part of the forest. Suddenly he recollected his ideas about the world and the rattrap. Now his own turn had come. He had let himself be tempted by a bait and had been caught. The whole forest, had been closed in upon him like an impenetrable prison from which he could not escape.
Long Answer Questions (Answer the following in about 125-150 words)
1. The peddler comes out as a person with a subtle sense of humour and this serves in lightening the seriousness of the theme of the story. Do you agree?
   - The concept of the world as a rattrap is quite humourous.
   - The reaction of the peddler when his reality is exposed at the ironmaster’s house is also amusing.
   - The story analyses human behavior in the face of poverty and temptation. The writer shows the latent honesty and integrity in all human beings.
   - Anyone can succumb to temptations but if given a chance, humans also have the predisposition to redeem themselves.
   - However, this message is effectively conveyed with the use of humourous and ironical situations.

2. Edla writes to her friend Adela about her experience with the peddler and how it has strengthened her belief in Man's inherent goodness. Write the letter on behalf.

3. Justify the title “The Rattrap”.
   Value Points
   - The peddler felt the whole world was a rat trap.
   - Its only purpose was set bait for people—riches and joys, shelter and food, heat and clothing just as the rat trap offered cheese and pork.
   - As soon as one touched the bait, the world closed in on one.
   - After the peddler stole the crofter’s money he lost his way in the forest. He thought he had given in to the temptation by stealing and now he was lost in the forest.
   - He tells the ironmaster about the world being a rat trap. All the good things being offered were nothing but temptation to drag people into trouble. None escaped the trap.
   - In the end a rat trap is left as a Christmas present to show Edla that the respect and kindness shown to him had changed him.
   - Thus the title is apt for the metaphor of the rat trap serves to highlight the theory of crime and punishment.

4. In ‘The Rattrap’ the author has used the metaphor of the rat trap to highlight human nature. Discuss.

5. How does the metaphor of rattrap serve to highlight the human predicament?
   The writer Selma Lagerlof sends a universal theme through all her stories. One cannot imagine how dull and sad a vagabond can be walking lowly along the roads for his bread. The metaphor of the rattrap struck on one such occasion. He was plodding along the road, duly lost in his own meditation.
   The whole world about him—the whole world with his lands, seas, cities, villages was nothing but a big rattrap. The world had never existed for any other purpose than to set baits for people to trap them. The world offered riches and joys, heat and clothing, shelter and food exactly as the rattrap offered cheese and pork as bait. As soon as anybody is tempted and he touches the bait, it closes on him and then everything comes to an end on him in life.
Like the poor wretch rattrap seller, people get tempted to the pouch bait hung on the window frame break the window pane and steal the kroner. For self temptation, people like the peddler don’t like to undeceive others about themselves. The touching of the baits always makes people realise that they are caught in the world rattrap now. It is their turn now, they must stop cherish it as their pastime of thinking about the known who get trapped and others who are circling around the trap. They must rise above the baits and shun evil doings like captain Von Stable.

6. How does the peddler interpret the acts of kindness and hospitality shown by the crofter, the ironmaster and his daughter?

7. What are the instances in the story that shows that the character of ironmaster is different from that of his daughter in many ways?

Value Based Questions:

a. ‘The Rattrap’ shows us how an act of kindness can change a person’s view of he world. Discuss.

b. ‘The Rattrap’ depicts the need to forgive criminals and understand their psyche rather than mete out harsh punishment. Discuss.
Indigo
By Louis Fischer

Introduction
This lesson is an extract from the book, ‘The Life of Mahatma Gandhi’ by Louis Fischer. It refers to the period when Gandhi went to Champaran in Bihar to learn about the unjust system which exploited the poor peasants who grew indigo. Gandhi’s subsequent appearance in court, The demonstration by peasants and the official enquiry that followed marked the first triumph of the Civil Disobedience Movement.

The ‘Indigo’ Problem
Most of the land under cultivation in Champaran district was divided into large estates owned by Englishmen. Indian tenants worked for them and the chief commercial crop grown was indigo. All the Indian tenants had to plant indigo in 15% of their land and give up the entire produce as rent to their English landlords. In 1917 the landlords had learnt that Germany had developed synthetic indigo. Thus the British were not interested in getting any more of the indigo crop. To cut their losses and taking advantage of the ignorance of the peasants, they now insisted that the Indian tenants pay them compensation so that they could be released from the ‘15% agreement’. The sharecroppers (those who were growing indigo) refused and engaged lawyers to fight their case. The landlords on the other hand hired thugs to counter this. Also, some sharecroppers had signed the agreement when they learnt about the synthetic indigo. Now they wanted their money back from the English landlords.

Short Answer Questions (30-40 words)
1) Why has Raj Kumar Shukla been described as a resolute man?
2) Why did Gandhiji go to Champaran?
3) Why did Gandhiji not consider it important to bargain over the 25 percent settlement?
4) How was Gandhiji able to influence the lawyers?
5) What “conflict of duties” did Gandhiji experience?
6) What message did the Champaran episode carry?

Value Points
• Justice can be achieved through negotiation and oppression must be fought against.
• Determination, freedom from fear and self-reliance must be developed otherwise we will always be dominated over and never be free.

7) What according to Gandhi was more important than getting legal justice for the peasants?

Value points
• Farmers were crushed and fearful and had limited resources so legal battles were difficult and not very helpful. Also legal justice would bring them limited profits.
• They needed lessons in courage so that they could fight oppression and not allow anyone to ever take advantage of them.

8) Why do you think the servants thought Gandhiji to be another peasant at Rajendra Prasad's house?

Rajkumar Shukla was a regular visitor at Rajendra Prasad's house and the servants very well knew this face but Gandhiji was in his company and dressed in loincloth, so they mistook him for a peasant. His simplicity and humility also led to his mistaken identity.
Long Answer Questions (Answer the following in about 125-150 words)

1) Gandhi never contented himself with large political or economic issues. Explain.

2) When did Civil Disobedience triumph in India for the first time?

Value Points
- Gandhi received summons to appear in court when he refused to leave Motihari.
- Thousands of peasants surrounded the courthouse and held demonstrations there. This fearlessness made the officials feel powerless.
- Officials asked Gandhi for help. This showed the peasants’ liberation from fear.
- Prominent lawyers from Bihar felt it would be shameless desertion if they left when Gandhi was prepared to go to jail for them. Their willingness to go to jail and the show of strength on the part of the peasants won the battle of Champaran’.
- Civil Disobedience had triumphed for the first time in India.

3) On the basis of the lesson ‘Indigo’ write a character sketch of Gandhi in 150 words.

Value Points
- Man of outstanding qualities.
- Was thorough in his work and very organized - went to Muzaffarpur himself to get the real and complete picture. Looked into all minute details, gathered information from lawyers and evidence against landlords.
- Empathy for the peasants - he understood their situation and spent many months in Champaran in an effort to help them.
- Persuasive and fearless - he attempted to meet the Secretary of the British Landlords Association and the British official Commissioner of Tirhut division. When asked by the British to quit Champaran, he refused. Dealt with all the moves of the British without getting intimidated.
- Far sighted and practical - convinced everyone to accept the 25% compensation as the lesson in courage was far more important than the monetary compensation. Thought of the health conditions and tried to improve their social and cultural backwardness.

4) How did Gandhiji exhibit the qualities of fearlessness, negotiation, self control and search for truth when he fought for the rights of the Champaran farmers?

5) The events in this part of the text illustrate Gandhi’s method of working. Can you identify some instances of this method and link them to his ideas of satyagraha and non-violence?

Gandhi was a man of principles and did not want to set a bad example as a lawbreaker but he wanted to render the humanitarian and national service. Gandhi was asked to quit Champaran. He received the notice but wrote on it to disobey. Next day he had to appear in the court. The peasants came to know about it and the town of motihari became cloud with peasants in the morning. They demonstrated around the courthouse. It was the beginning of their liberation from fear of the British. The authorities failed to control the situation and they sought Gandhi’s cooperation to regulate the crowd. His idea of non-violence and satyagraha came into operation. For him the voice of conscience was above any law. Meanwhile Gandhi was allowed to remain at liberty. These instances link them to his ideas of non-violence and satyagraha. His basic theories of fighting for a just cause, self-reliance and non-violence through satyagraha became the greatest challenge to the might of British ruling India.
Value Based Questions:

1. Truth and non-violence are the most effective weapons in the fight against injustice. Do you agree? Answer with reference to the chapter ‘Indigo’.

2. ‘Indigo’ highlights the qualities of leadership shown by Gandhiji to secure justice for the oppressed. What are the qualities of a good leader in your opinion?

3. “Freedom from fear is more important than legal justice for the poor.” Do you think that the poor of India are free from fear after independence?

Yes it is said that freedom from fear is more important than legal justice for the poor. It is because of fear that everyone develops an apprehension of something going enormously wrong and dangerous or even fatal. The fear of any kind, harasses the people and mars his capabilities, energies, powers, happiness and even the peace of mind. In this lesson, one can note that the poor peasants were much afraid of the landlords. Even the lawyers were charging high fees for the cases. Gandhi chided them for charging high fees even for the share croppers. He advised that it was useless to go to the courts because the peasants were crushed and they were fear stricken. In his campaign for the share croppers Gandhi was forced to leave Champaran immediately. The peasants came to know and blackened the town of Motihari. The officials battled and sought Gandhijis cooperation. An official enquiry commission was set up. It ordered the landlords to refund the amounts to the peasants. Consequently they learnt courage and realised their rights. It shows that freedom from fear is more important than legal justice.

After independence one can see that the poor are not free except some cases of schedule castes, backward castes and scheduled tribes. There are other poor people in India. They hardly keep their body and soul together. They pass their nights on the open footpaths and go without food. Small children and workers are exploited by the industrialists. They work in horrible conditions devoid of any security and safety. They are beaten and thrown in dingy cells. In reality the present India is ruled by the rich, crooked politicians and dons of the underworld.
Going Places
By A R Barton

Introduction
Sophie a teenage girl lives in a world of fantasy. She fantazises about owning a boutique, about becoming an actress and meeting a famous football player. Her friend Jansie is more realistic and knows that they will both end up working in the biscuit factory. Sophie’s account of her meeting with Danny Casey, a football player, is a figment of her imagination. Though her brother Geoff believes her, her father thinks that it is one of her ‘wild stories’. Sophie believed in her own fantasy to the extent that she actually waited for him. In the end she accepts that Danny was not coming to meet her. Coming to terms with reality is both disappointing as well as disillusioning for her.

Short Answers (30-40 words)
1) What are the indicators of Sophie’s family’s financial status?
2) Jansie appears to be more practical than Sophie. Justify.
3) How would you describe the character and temperament of Sophie’s father?
4) Why did Sophie like her brother, Geoff, more than any other person?
5) What impression do we get of Sophie’s mother from the chapter?
6) Why does Sophie resent Geoff’s life which she feels does not include her?
7) Who was Danny Casey?

Value Points
- A young Irish football prodigy
- Played for the English Club United.
- A brilliant player and a celebrity.
- Sophie fantasized about him.

8) What is the 'burden' that Sophie feels she has to live with?
9) Sophie flits from one dream to another. What trait of hers is brought out by this action?
10) According to Sophie’s father, what dangers does Danny Casey face in his career as a football player?

11) Why was Sophie jealous of Geoff’s silence?
Sophie’s brother Geoff was an apprentice mechanic. He was almost grown up yet he hardly spoke anything of his own. Words were prized out of his mouth like stones from the ground. She could only suspect areas of his life which she wanted to hear from him. So she was jealous of his silence. She took him to be out there in the world, when he was not speaking.

12) Sophie and Jansie were classmates and friends. What were the differences between them that showed up in the story?
Sophie: Imaginative, day dreamer, live in the world of fantasy, harbours unrealistic dreams, escapist, optimist, romantic, hero worships Danny Casey, good at concocting stories
Jansie: Mature, sensible, realistic, practical, well wisher of Sophie: dissuade her from living in the world of fantasy, did not nurture big dreams, accepted her reality, nosy, gossip monger.

Long Answer Questions (Answer the following in about 125-150 words)
1) Sophie’s dreams and disappointments stem from her socio-economic background.
Value Points
- Sophie - poor middle class family
- Wished to be rich and lead a glamorous and sophisticated life.
- Cannot accept reality, dissatisfied with her present life
- Dying to break free from her middle class existence
- Dreams of meeting Danny Casey - to her family he is a hero

2) Contrast Sophie’s real world with her fantasies.
3) Justify the title ‘Going Places’.

Value Based Questions:
- a. Fantasy and day dreams can only lead to disillusionment. Discuss with reference to ‘Going Places’.
- b. ‘Going Places’ I about an adolescent given to hero worship. Have you ever admired anyone or considered a person as your ‘hero’? What made you do so?
POEMS

My Mother at Sixty-six
Kamala Das

The poem examines the theme of advancing age and the fear of losing a dear one and of separation from her. It is written in blank verse.

As the poet is driving away from her parents’ home to go to the Cochin airport she becomes aware of how her mother has aged and is pained at the thought losing her mother. The mother is dozing in the car and she looks almost like a corpse. To forget her unhappy thoughts, the poet looks outside the car and she sees trees which appear to sprint and young children who are playing excitedly. These are representative of energy and youth and are a direct contrast to her aging mother. The mother’s pale face resembles a winter’s moon. The familiar childhood fear and her insecurity of being separated from her mother resurface again. Yet when she leaves her at the airport, she summons a smile and bids her a cheerful good-bye, “see you soon, amma”, masking her inner turmoil and also as if to reassure her mother as well as herself.

Kamala Das has used many figures of speech to express her feelings.

Personification/Metaphor: the trees are described as “sprinting”, like young children

Metaphor: the children are “spilling out” like the gushing waters of a stream.

Similes: her face like that of a corpse; as a late winter’s moon -which effectively describes her mother’s pale and wan face, lie that of a lifeless person or the hazy moon in winter.

Questions.

1. Read the extract and answer the questions that follow:

a) I saw my mother,
   beside me
   doze, open mouthed, her face
   ashen like that of a corpse and realised with pain

   i) Where was the poet headed?
   ii) Who was sitting beside her?
   iii) What does the poet compare her mother’s face to and why?

b) I looked again at her, wan, pale
   as a late winter’s moon and felt that old
   familiar ache, that childhood fear.
i) Who do ‘I’ and ‘her’ refer to?
ii) Where are they both going?
iii) What does the ‘familiar ache’ refer to?
iv) How does she part from her mother?

II. Answer in 30 – 40 words:
a) Why do you think the narrator looks out of the window?
b) What makes the poet smile at her mother at the airport?
c) Why was the mother’s face compared to a winter moon?
d) Why does the poet mention “the merry children” and “sprinting trees”?
e) How does the poet behave at the airport and why?
f) What is the kind of pain and ache that the poet feels?
g) ‘Smile and smile and smile’ is a poetic device. Identify it and explain the significance.
An Elementary School Classroom in a Slum

Stephen Spender

The poem concentrates on the theme of social injustice and class inequalities. The plight of impoverished, and deprived children of a school in a slum area is described here. Their classroom is shabby; the pictures on the wall depict the wonderful world outside, which is out of reach for the children. The children are condemned to a dismal life as they are caught in a web of poverty and exposed to the indifference of the society around them. It is inhuman to show them glimpses of a better world, confusing them, tempting them to give in to deception and using unfair means to achieve what that world promises.

The poet concludes with the hope that someone who is in a position to help them, (governor, inspector, visitor) will take on the moral responsibility of giving these children meaningful education and leading them from their narrow alleys and bleak worlds to the wonderful world of letters. If that is not done, then these classrooms will be the cemetery of their dreams.

All education, without opportunity is meaningless and so it is important to let them grow unrestricted and liberated and creative, lead them to write “history theirs whose language is the sun.” only the educated can transform the world.

The poem is written in a simple and lucid manner and the poet has done away with regular rhyme to denote social disorder, confusion and chaos. The poem is replete with imagery and symbols which help in conveying the message in an effective manner.

Some of the Figures of Speech used in the poem:

**Alliteration:** Far far from, break o break

**Metaphors:**
- a) paper seeming boy with rat’s eyes – thin boy, with hungry/furtive eyes
- a) Of squirrel’s game – free, liberated, happy life
- b) Sour cream walls- coloured; like that of sour cream, grimy, shabby
- c) Future painted with a fog- gloomy, a future without hope
- d) Lead sky- dark and unpromising
- e) History is theirs whose language is the sun- grow unrestrained, life as bright and cheerful as the sun
- f) From fog to endless night-the present situation of the children which is without joy or hope compared to fog and their bleak future is compared to an endless night suggesting death
- g) Slag heap-refers to the miserable and unhygienic living conditions of these children.

**Similes:**
- a) Like rootless weeds- comparison between the waif like children and weeds.
- b) Like bottle bits on stone- lives shattered like bottles and pieces strewn around
- c) Lives like catacombs- suffocating lives, unaired and grave like
- d) As big as doom- life / slum like a terrible disaster

**Symbolism:**
- a) Weighed down head
- b) Endless night
- c) Language is the sun
- d) Mended glass
Transferred Epithet: Gnarled disease

Questions:
I. Read the extracts and answers the questions that follow:
   a) Far far from gusty waves, these children’s faces
      Like rootless weeds, the hair torn around their pallor:
      The tall girl with her weighed-down head. The paper
      Seeming boy, with rat’s eyes.

      i) What kind of room are the children sitting in?
      ii) Why does the poet refer to the children as “rootless weeds”?
      iii) Explain: weighed down head
      iv) Identify the figure of speech in the phrase “the paper seeming boy with rat’s eye” and explain in your own words.

   b) Unless, governor, inspector, visitor
      This map becomes their window and these windows
      That shut upon their lives like catacombs,
      Break O break open till they break the town

      i) What do the windows and map symbolize?
      ii) Who do the governor, inspector, visitor refer to?
      iii) What role should they play?
      iv) Explain the reference to ‘catacombs’.

   c) Surely Shakespeare is wicked, the map a bad example,
      With ships and sun and love tempting them to steal-
      For lives that slyly turn in their cramped holes
      From fog to endless night?

      i) Why is Shakespeare “wicked”?  
      ii) Which map is a better example for these children?
      iii) Explain: “from fog to endless night”

II. Answer the following in 30-40 words:
   a). What does the poet wish for the children of the slums?

   b). What do the “green fields” and “gold sands” in the poem refer to?

Value points
- Freedom to explore the beautiful nature which is in sharp contrast to their present living conditions
- Economic and social justice; access to education
- Various opportunities

   c). How is the world depicted on the class room walls different from the world of the slum children?
d). Who can improve the condition of the underprivileged children and how?

e). Explain “His eyes live in dream”.

f). How does “the map” become their “window”?

**Value points:**

- Map is symbolic of the world beyond the reach of the slum children.
- This map on the walls of the classroom can be their reality if those in power like the governor give them opportunities and access to education

**g) What is the message that Stephen Spender wants to give through the poem 'An Elementary School Classroom In a Slum'? (V. Imp.)**

In 'An Elementary School Classroom In a Slum', Stephen Spender deals with the theme of social injustice and class inequalities. There are two different worlds. Art, culture and literature have no relevance to slum children. They live in dark, narrow cramped, holes and lanes. Unless the gap between the two worlds is abridged, there can't be any real progress or development. The children will have to be made mentally and physically free to lead happy lives.

**h) The poet says: 'And yet, for these children, these windows, not this world, are ‘world'. What is the real world for them and which is not for them?**

The conquerors and dictators can change the map of the world at will. But their 'map' and world is not the world of slum children. Their world is the world of stinking slums. Narrow lanes and dark cramped holes make their world. Their world is not the world of 'domes', 'bells' and 'flowers'. Their world is the world of poverty and disease.

**i) What should governors, teachers, inspectors and other important and powerful persons do to improve the lot of children living in slums? (V. Imp.)**

Two worlds exist. They are quite opposite and incompatible to each other. The gap between them must be abridged. Governors, teachers and powerful persons can play an important role in it. They can help in removing social injustice and class inequalities. They must bring them out of their ugly and dirty surroundings. All good things of life, the sea, the sun and the fields should be within their easy reach.

**j)'History is theirs whose language is the sun'. Justify the veracity of this statement.**

Ans. Stephen Spender concludes the poem with a beautiful metaphor. 'History is theirs whose language is the sun'. This world is not ruled by the dumb and driven people. Only those who speak with confidence, power and authority are heard and obeyed. Their language must have the warmth and power of the sun.
Keeping Quiet
Pablo Neruda

This is an anti-war poem and the poet feels that the need of the hour is introspection and meditation and a higher level of existence. Only this will save the world from self-destruction. He appeals to the people to slow down the pace of their lives. This period of life will benefit mankind immensely. Wars lead to total destruction and hollow victories with no survivors. Stopping all activities and sharing of silence is the only hope for a peaceful world. However, total inactivity is not what the poet advocates and neither does he think death is the answer. He advises the people to let earth be our teacher. Just as, when earth may look dead, life goes on under the surface, preserving seeds to sprout later etc. in the same way, from our silence will come true knowledge and the meaning of life. We should make a conscious and resolute effort to calm the mind, stop all activity and do some quiet introspection. Then we can hope of mutual understanding among human beings, and harmony among the people of the world.

Theme: Only by keeping quiet and stopping all destructive activities can we find peace and tranquility. Silence creates a unique moment when all differences are removed and feeling of brotherhood prevails. It provides opportunity for introspection and better understanding of self.

Figures of speech used:
Metaphor:
   a) fishermen in the cold sea would not harm whales- symbolizing man’s indiscriminate exploitation of nature for his vested interests.
   b) Man gathering salt would look at his hurt hands- stands for self- destruction
   c) put on clean clothes- start life afresh, a peaceful life

Questions:
I. Read the extracts and answer the questions that follow:
   a) Those who prefer green wars,
      Wars with gas, wars with fire, victory with no survivors
      Would put on clean clothes
      And walk about with their brothers
      In the shade, doing nothing
         i) Why does the poet shun war?
         ii) What are “green wars”, “wars with gas” and “wars with fire”?
         iii) Explain: put on clean clothes
         iv) What is the significance of “walking about with their brothers in the shade”?

   b) It would be an exotic moment
      without rush, without engines,
      we would all be together
      in a sudden strangeness
         i) What does the poet refer to as the “exotic moment”?
         ii) What does the word “engines” signify?
iii) What is the present condition of the world that forces the poet to make this request?

c). If we were not so single minded  
about keeping our lives moving,  
and for once do nothing,  
perhaps a huge silence  
might interrupt this sadness  
of never understanding ourselves  
and of threatening ourselves with death.

i). Who does “we” refer to?  
ii). What is the cause of the sadness?  
iii). What is man “single minded” about?

d) Now we will count to twelve  
and we will all keep still.  
This one time upon the earth,  
let’s not speak any language,  
let’s stop for one second,  
and not move our arms so much

i) Why does the poet want us to count to twelve?  
ii) What does the poet ask us to do?  
iii) What is the significance of ‘twelve’?  
iv) Why does the poet want us not to use our language and our arms?

II. Answer the following in 30-40 words:

a) What will counting up to twelve and keeping still help us to achieve?  
b) What is the ‘exotic moment’ the poet is referring to?  
c) What symbol of nature does the poet use to make us understand the lesson?  
d) Why is Pablo Neruda against ‘total inactivity’?  
e) Who do the ‘fishermen’ and ‘man gathering salt’ refer to?  
f) What importance does the poet give to The Earth, when he says that it can teach us an essential meaning of life?

Ans. The poet says that when everything seems dead on the surface of the earth, there pulsates and throbs life underneath. It means that the earth should be seen and realized in the right perspective. Keeping still for some time opens up its mysteries, when we introspect ourselves vis-à-vis of the earth.

g) What is the sadness referred to in the poem?  
The sadness Pablo Neruda refers to in his poem, ‘Keeping Quiet’, is that of never being able to understand ourselves through introspection. It also arises out of our mad rush to achieve everything quickly due to our constant fear of the brevity of our lives.
A Thing Of Beauty
John Keats

In this poem, the Romantic poet, John Keats speaks about the power of beautiful things, which have the ability of giving pleasure time and time again. A thing of beauty is an everlasting source of happiness. It makes a lasting impression on the mind and can never be forgotten. Human life is full of malice and disappointments, of gloomy and dull days; but a thing of beauty removes the pain and lifts our spirits. The beauty of nature inspires us to aspire for better lives like our magnificent heroic forefathers. The poet says that even thoughts regarding grand legacies of the mighty dead and the tales we have heard or have read about, can all be counted among the things of beauty. Nature’s bounty is like an endless fountain of heavenly drink (elixir), which rejuvenates and refreshes us.

Figures of speech:

Metaphor:

a) ‘morrow are wreathing a flower band’- pleasant memories are compared to a garland of flowers that bind us to the earth and give us joy despite all the unhappiness around us.
b) “Some shape of beauty moves away the pall”- pall or funeral cover. Some beautiful thing (of nature) lifts our depression/grief like a funeral cover is lifted. Nature has a healing effect and it alleviates our pain and suffering.
c) “an endless fountain of immortal drink”- Nature’s bounty being compared to a heavenly fountain which is continuous and joy

Alliteration:

a) noble natures
b) cooling covert

Questions:

I. Read the extracts and answer the questions that follow:

1. A thing of beauty is a joy forever
   Its loveliness increases. It will never
   Pass in to nothingness; but will keep
   A bower quiet for us, and a sleep
   Full of sweet dreams, and health, and quiet breathing.

   a) What is a bower?
   b) How can we overcome sorrows and sufferings?
   c) What are the effects of beautiful things on a man’s spirit?
   d) What is the theme of the poem?

2. Therefore, on every morrow ,are we wreathing
   A flowery band to bind us to the earth,
   Spite of despondence ,of the inhuman dearth
   Of noble natures ,of the gloomy days,
   Of all the unhealthy and o’er darkened ways
   Made for our searching: yes, in spite of all
Some shape of beauty moves
away the pall
From our dark spirits.

i. Explain “flowery band”.
ii. What are “unhealthy and o’er darkened ways”?
iii. Explain the figure of speech in “moves away the pall.”

3. .......................... yes, in spite of all,

Some shape of beauty moves away the pall
From our dark spirits. Such the sun, the moon,
Trees old, and young, sprouting a shady boon
For simple sheep; and such are daffodils
With the green world they live in; and clear rills
That for themselves a cooling covert make
‘Gainst the hot season;

i. What does the word ‘all’ in line 1 stand for?
ii. What sprouts a shady boon for sheep and how?
iii. Mention some of the things from the world of Nature that move away the pall from our dark spirits.
iv. What do streams do?
v. How do ‘daffodils’ and ‘rills’ enrich the environment?

Answer the following in 30-40 words:

a) What makes humans unhappy and how do they find a release from this state?
b) What is the “endless fountain” a reference to? What are its effects?
c) What makes human beings love life despite trouble and suffering?
d) Why is grandeur associated with the mighty dead?
e) What images does Keats use to describe the beautiful bounty of the earth?
f) List the things of beauty mentioned in the poem.

Every little or big thing of nature is a thing of beauty and a source of pleasure. The sun, the moon, trees old and young and daffodil flowers are all things of beauty. So are small streams with clear water, mass of ferns and the blooming musk-roses. They are constant sources of joy and pleasure.

g) List the things that cause suffering and pain.

There are many things that cause human suffering and pain. The biggest source of suffering is our malice and disappointment. The lack of noble qualities is another. Our unhealthy and evil ways also give birth to so many troubles and sufferings. They depress our spirits. They are like a pall of sadness over our lives.

h) What does the line, 'Therefore are we wreathing a flowery band to bind us to earth', suggest to you?

John Keats is a sensuous poet. He is firmly attached to the endless beauty of the earth. The link of man with nature is constant and unbroken. The things of beauty are like wreaths of beautiful flowers. We seem to wreathe a flowery band that keeps us attached to the beauties of this earth.
Aunt Jennifer’s Tigers
Adrienne Rich

The poem addresses the constraints of married life experienced by a woman in a male-dominated world. It is about gender struggle that is reflected in the way she creates an alternative world for herself, in her tapestry work.

In the beginning we see the fantasy world, which Aunt Jennifer wishes to be in. The tigers that she embroiders are fearless, chivalrous and full of life and colour. They are in direct contrast to the timid and meek aunt. Perhaps in embroidering these ferocious beasts, aunt is able to express her secret longing for a life of freedom and confidence.

But Aunt Jennifer’s reality is quite different. Her nervous fingers are unable to even hold the ivory needle or bear the weight of the oppressive marriage she is caught in (by the “weight of uncle’s wedding band”).

The third stanza is a prediction in to the future. Even death is not a liberator for Aunt because when she dies, she will still remain terrified, defeated. She even loses her identity and is only ‘aunt’ at the end. The irony is that the tigers she created will forever remain immortal and fearless, blatantly proclaiming their freedom.

Figures of speech
a) **Metaphor:**
   
   Topaz denizens- unafraid of their environment, as contrasted with aunt ringed fingers- surrounded by obstacles, oppressed by marriage

b) **Alliteration:**
   
   Prancing, proud
   Fingers fluttering

c) **Synecdoche:** terrified hands- aunt is frightened of uncle and so she is perpetually in a nervous and fearful state of mind, which is revealed by her trembling fingers.

d) **Symbolism in the poem:**

   Adrienne Rich has employed the use of symbolism to a convey the state of an oppressed and downtrodden woman in a patriarchal/male-dominated society:

   a) **tigers** symbolize aunt’s unfulfilled wishes and yearning to be free and to be able to live her life as she wishes; free spirit
   b) **topaz**- striking presence; **denizens:** symbolic of an uninhibited, fearless and confident life, dark picture of the uncle
c) **needlework/embroidery/tapestry work:** reveals aunt’s passive outlook on life, unable to take on anything more exciting or active. Also symbolic of her creativity.
   d) **the massive weight of uncle’s wedding band:** the trials and tribulations of her married life, trapped in a timid and suppressed life due to social and cultural expectations. She finds it difficult to express her repressed feelings even through needlework.
   e) **aunt**- all women oppressed by the patriarchal society
**Rhyme scheme:** aa bb cc dd etc – mimics the movement of the tigers.

**Questions:**
Read the extracts and answer the questions that follow:

1. Aunt Jennifer’s fingers fluttering through her wool
   Find even the ivory needle hard to pull
   The massive weight of uncle’s wedding band
   Sits heavily upon Aunt Jennifer’s hand

   i) Why do Aunt Jennifer’s fingers flutter? What does it suggest about her mental state?
   ii) Why do you think Aunt Jennifer has taken up needlework?
   iii) Explain; massive weight of uncle’s wedding band

2. When aunt is dead her terrified hands will lie
   Still ringed with ordeals she was mastered by.
   The tigers in the panel that she made
   Will go on prancing and unafraid

   i) What figure of speech has been used in “terrified hands”?
   ii) What is the significance of “ringed with ordeals”?

   It refers to Aunt Jennifer’s wedding band and also refers to the trials and tribulations of married life and a patriarchal society that she is surrounded by.
   iii) What is the symbolic meaning of the last two lines?

3. Aunt Jennifer’s tigers prance across a screen,
   Bright topaz denizens of a world of green.
   They do not fear the men beneath the tree;
   They pace in sleek chivalric certainty.

   i) What is the significance of “sleek chivalric certainty”?
   ii) How do you think the tigers are different from Aunt Jennifer?

**Answer in 30-40 words:**

i) What is the theme of the poem?
ii) Give examples from the poem that suggest that Aunt Jennifer found her marriage a terrifying state.
iii) What role do the tigers play to highlight the character traits of Aunt Jennifer?
iv) What does Aunt Jennifer’s ring stand for?
v) What happens to Aunt Jennifer’s tigers when she is no more?
vi) What impression do you get of Uncle from the various images used in the poem?

**vi) Describe Aunt Jennifer’s tigers. How are they different from her?**

Aunt Jennifer’s embroidered tigers prance across a green screen. They are fearless. They are not afraid of the man beneath the tree. They move elegantly with brave style and confidence which is
opposite to Aunt Jennifer’s character who is meek and finds difficult to pull the ivory needle from the wool and on whom the responsibility of married life weighs heavily.

viii) How would you describe the relationship between Aunt Jennifer and "Uncle"?

ix) This poem was written over 60 years ago. Do you think that a poet would write a similar poem today? Have the issues like equality for women changed since the 1950s?
VISTAS

The Tiger King
- Kalki

Introduction
The story is a political satire which highlights how rich and powerful people misuse their position and power to fulfill their vested interests. The story also shows us the callous and indifferent attitude of the people towards animals. The self-centered attitude of the Maharaja goes against all that a Maharaja stands for. The well-being of all his subjects appears to be of no concern to him. The author also highlights the blind faith people have in astrologers.

What is dramatic irony?
Dramatic irony is when the words and actions of the characters of a work of literature have a different meaning for the reader than they do for the characters. This is the result of the reader having a greater knowledge than the characters themselves. Thus when the hundredth tiger is killed, the reader knows that the tiger is not actually dead and can thus anticipate the death of the king at the hands of another tiger. On the other hand the Maharaja is not aware of this fact.

Humour
The story is replete with instances of humour. The title of the king which suggested grandeur was completely antithetical to his character and personality. His idiosyncrasies and his single minded devotion to killing tigers (he ignores his duties as a king and a father!) make him a humorous but despicable figure. The entire conversation between the king and the dewan about the king’s marriage generates a lot of humour. The dramatic irony at the end of the story is also a source of humour.

Satire
- Satire on young princes and maharajas of native Indian states having long names and descriptive titles
- satirizes the upbringing and education of crown princes of Indian States. Ridicules the attitude of Indian princes who emulate the British
- Criticizes Indian who considered the British as Gods and Goddesses (durai ,duraisani)
- Satirises the conceit and whims of those in power

Short Answer Questions
1) Describe the efforts made by the Tiger King to achieve his target of killing a hundred tigers.
2) “It was celebration time for all tigers inhabiting Pratibandapuram” Discuss the irony in the statement.
3) How did the Tiger King acquire his name?
4) How would you describe the behavior of the Maharaja’s minions towards him?
5) When was the Maharaja in danger of losing his kingdom? How was the danger averted?
6) What is ironical about the end of the story ‘The Tiger King’?

Value Points
a) Those in power often misuse it to fulfill their own interests.

b) Society as a whole is indifferent towards the plight of animals.

c) People blindly believe in astrologers.

7) What lesson do we learn from the lesson ‘The Tiger King’?
8) What is the connection between the bulletins of the war office and the new born Tiger King’s claim?

9) What was Dewan’s tiger like? How did he take it into the forest?

10) What do you understand by “threat of a Stuka bomber”? 

Stuka Bomber was a German ground attack aircraft which was known for its high accuracy in hitting its target and terrorizing sound it emitted. Through the reference of Stuka Bomber, the author wants to convey that he intends to tell why Maharaja of Pratibandapuram came to be known as Tiger King and nothing, not even horrifying Stuka Bomber could compel him to digress from the topic.

**Long Answer Questions (125-150 words)**

1. How did the tiger King stand in the danger of losing his kingdom? How was he able to avert the danger?

2. ’The operation is successful. The Maharaja is dead’. Comment on the irony of the situation.

**Value Points**

- The entire situation is a satire on the life of the rich and powerful. Their illness and treatment even for a splinter needed surgeons and a specialist from Madras!
- The procedure of extracting a splinter needed discussion, debate and an operation.
- Finally the operation was successful but the Maharaja was dead. Thus it was the procedure that was important for them not life.
- The doctors’ task was thus to concentrate on the technical aspects of the treatment not on saving the life of a patient.

3. ’The Tiger King’ is a story about crime and retribution. Comment.

**Value Points**

i) Crime:

- Prince was born in the hour of the Bull which had Tiger as its enemy — thus that would be the cause of its death. Astrologer predicted that the hundredth tiger would be fatal. Prince vowed to attend to all other matters only after killing 100 tigers.
- Within ten years he killed 70 tigers.
- To kill thirty more he married a girl from the royal family of a state with a large tiger population.
- After that he killed 5-6 tigers every time he visited his father-in-law. In this way he killed 99 tigers.

ii) Retribution:

- Death was caused by a wooden tiger that cost only two and a quarter annas.
- The surface of the wooden tiger was rough and one of the slivers pierced him infecting his right hand.
- It developed into a sore which spread all over the arm. Despite famous surgeons operating on it, he could not be saved.

Thus the Maharaja of Pratibandapuram was punished for killing the tigers in and around his kingdom.

4. ‘The Tiger King is a political satire laced with humour and exaggeration. Elucidate.
5. How would you describe the behaviour of the Maharaja’s minions towards him? Do you find them truly sincere towards him or are they driven by fear when they obey him? Do we find a similarity in today’s political order?

Ans. Maharaja’s minions were subservient and sycophantic. Most of them were scared of Maharaja and tried to keep him in good humour by obeying his orders. They did not dare to disobey him as his displeasure could mean loss of their job or even loss of their lives. The astrologer was afraid of predicting his death, till Maharaja told him to “speak without fear”. Dewan who should have advised the king not to kill the tigers did not dare to go against his wishes and aided his marriage to a princess whose father’s kingdom possessed a large number of tigers. Being afraid of losing his job, he presented an old tiger to satisfy the whims of his Maharaja. Likewise, the hunters chose not to inform him of the survival of the 100th tiger and instead killed it themselves fearing that they might lose their jobs. Even the shopkeeper, who sold the king a cheap wooden toy tiger, quoted a higher price lest he should be punished under the rules of emergency.

So, it is evident that the king’s minions were driven by fear rather than any feelings of sincerity towards their ruler.

Today’s political order is no different—we know too well that many of the people in power are not there because of their ability but because of their influence and power. Moreover, others pander to them for their own vested interests rather than for the good of the country.
The Enemy
By Pearl S. Buck

Introduction
This story tells us that humanitarianism is above patriotism and thus indirectly it condemns war. Pearl S. Buck believed in brotherhood and the equality of all men. ‘The Enemy’ written in 1942 confirms this belief. The story shows the conflict of a person who has to make difficult choices and raises certain moral questions—Is Sadao’s obligation to his country above the obligation he has to his family, to himself and to his profession?

Theme
Pearl Buck’s message is that above all we are fellow human beings and we need to co-exist and live in peace and brotherhood. Our need to kill the ‘enemy’ as well as all barriers of caste, creed and nationality must be eliminated. This message was particularly important during World War II when this story was written.

Short Answer Questions (30-40 words)
1) Did Hana think the Japanese tortured their prisoners of war? Why?
2) Why was it risky for Dr Sadao to give medical help to the American soldier?
3) What was the attitude of the servants regarding the presence of the American soldier in the house?
4) In what way did Hana help in this operation?
5) What memories did Sadao carry of his American landlady and his teacher of Anatomy?
6) What are the two moral implications the story, ‘The Enemy’ is built upon?
8) ‘But Sadao searching the spot of black in the twilight sea that night, had his reward’. What was the reward?
9) Why did the General overlook the matter of the enemy soldier?
The General had an attack and according to Dr. Sadao he could not survive the second attack. So if Dr. Sadao was arrested, no other doctor was capable of performing the operation. So for furthering his selfish needs he overlooked the matter and promises to send his assassins. But he was so self-absorbed, he forgot about it.

Long Answer Questions (Answer the following in about 125-150 words)
1) Is the title ‘The Enemy’ appropriate? Discuss.
2) Imagine you are Dr Sadao. You are relieved when you finally realize that the American soldier has finally managed to escape. Write down your feelings in your diary in 150 words.
3) After the American soldier escapes to his country, he writes to his friend recounting his harrowing experience in Japan and how he was saved by the Japanese doctor. Write the letter on his behalf in 150 words.
4) Sadao and Hana were true patriots and human beings. Justify with reference to the story, ‘The Enemy’.

Value Points
- Both were patriots as were proud of their country and its culture-disliked Americans because of their prejudices against the Japanese.
- Did not hide the fact that the POW was with them—even told the General hoping he would help them.
they wanted to give him to the authorities and if he had not suffered injuries they probably would have.

However they were true human beings for they could not abandon an injured man even if he was the enemy.

Both Sadao and Hana looked after the American soldier’s health – Sadao could not ignore a patient who desperately needed medical help.

When nothing else worked out Sadao gave him a boat, clothes and other essentials to help him escape—thus showing that were basically kind people who felt that their nationality is Mankind itself.

5) There are moments in life when we have to make hard choice between our role as private individuals and as citizens with a sense of national loyalty. Discuss with reference to the Enemy.

Suggested Answer / Value Points
Dr. Sadao encounters with the dilemma
-to live as private individual whose and moral ethical responsibility is to save the soldier. So as a doctor and as an individual his first job is to save the man
-takes ethical responsibility, he risks his life, fame and social status - takes him to his house and makes efforts to save him.
But his other side -sense of patriotism and nationalism also involves a report to police, takes the general in confidence, and plans to get the enemy soldier killed but later on helps the soldier in escaping. Thus Dr. Sadao’s personality is displayed as patriotic citizen.
Should Wizard Hit Mommy
By John Updike

Introduction
John Updike is best known for his ‘domestic fiction’. The underlying assumptions about gender roles reflect the attitudes that were prevalent in the 1950s and 1960s when these stories were written. This story contains a story within a story so while Jack tells his four year old daughter a story about a wise Owl, a wizard, a skunk named Roger and his mother, it also talks about the validity of parental authority, of being true to one’s inherent nature and about the desire for acceptability by one’s peer group.

This story has two issues running through it. One is the parent child equation. Jack wants to tell his daughter the story in a particular manner, the conclusion being that parents know what is best for their children. ‘Should Wizard hit Mommy?’ raises the issue, ‘Are parents always right”? Jo wants Roger Skunk to have the security of belonging to a group. To her, being accepted as part of the peer group is the most important thing. But Jack wants Roger Skunk to listen to his mother, though it means smel...ing bad again.

The other thread that weaves in and out of the story is Jack’s discomfort with the independence that his wife and daughter have started showing. Jack is not a feminist and doesn’t believe in it either. Whether in the story or real life, he would like to maintain the status quo — children should listen to their parents; his daughter and his wife are likeable when ‘hanging on his words’. This attitude of Jack is what makes him feel ‘caught in an ugly middle position’. He loves his family but is unhappy because of their independent thinking. Jo has started asking questions, and her gestures, demands and even the way she smiles show that she is growing up and acquiring a personality of her own. His pregnant wife is busy painting furniture. To Jack the woodwork seems like a ‘cage’—he feels trapped in a life that he is not at ease with. And though his wife is ‘in the cage with him’, her independence makes him feel unwanted. He feels no bond with her, no desire. The ‘half old tan and half new ivory’ (last para of story) is a metaphor for his life — new feminist changes in the old family structure.

Short Answer Questions (30-40 words)
1) What was the typical pattern of the story told by Jack to his daughter?
2) Why did Jo disapprove of Jack’s ending of the story of Roger Skunk? How did she want it to end?
3) Why was Jack in a hurry to finish the story and go downstairs?
4) Which incidents show that Jo was growing assertive?
5) How did personal experience intrude into the story telling session of Jack?
6) Why was story telling especially tiring for Jack on Saturday?
7) This was a new phase, just this last month, a reality phase. How did Jo behave in this 'reality phase'?
8) Do you think the father in the story is, more or less, an alter ego of the author, as far as the childhood is concerned?
   John Updike’s childhood was tortured by ‘psoriasis’ and ‘stammering’ and he had to suffer humiliation and ridicule at the hands of his classmates on account of this. Like him, Jo’s father too recalls certain moments of "humiliation of his own childhood". Thus the father more or less, was an alter ego of the author.
9) What was Jack trying to tell Jo through the story of the skunk? What was Jo’s reaction?
Value Points
- One must be comfortable with one’s own identity.
- Eventually people will accept you for what you are.
- Parents always know what is best for their children.

Jo is unhappy as she wants Roger Skunk to be liked by the other animals so that he can play with them.

Long Answer Questions (Answer the following in about 125-150 words)
1) The writer mentions that when Jack comes down, he sees his wife painting the chair and though he feels her presence in the cage, he has no desire to interact with her. What does the reference to the cage indicate? How do you account for his feelings?
2) Explain the story within the story in the lesson “Should Wizard Hit Mommy?”.
3) Justify the title of the story “Should Wizard Hit Mommy?”.

Value Points
- The story raises issues regarding parental prejudices foisted on children. Parents are not always right as their actions are based on their previous experiences and their perspectives on life which may be different from that of a child.
- The story depicts the conflicting views of a child and his mother regarding his future. Roger knows his problem, gets the solution and is happy. His mother however does not understand Roger’s problem and wants him to grow up to be like her. She hits the Wizard for doing what Roger wants him to do.
- The title shows that the reader is left to decide about whether Roger and the Wizard are right in what they do or whether the Mother is right in insisting on her way.

4) What issues does the story raise? Are they relevant in today’s context?

Value Points
- The story raises issues like- should parents impose their view on children, should parents take decisions for children and is it right for parents to ask for unquestioned obedience.
- The issue is also about children having the independence to take decisions regarding their own future and how important acceptance by one’s peer group is for an individual.
- These issues are relevant even today as they are universal problems. Every generation wants to and tries to, assert its own independence. Parents have to accept differing points of view and encourage their children to become independent individuals.

5) An adult’s perspective towards life is different from that of a child. Discus with reference to ‘Should Wizard Hit Mommy’.

6) How does the reader get the impression that Jack was quite insensitive to the feelings of his daughter?

7) Character Sketch of Jack.

Value points
- conscious of his duties as a father and husband
- fatigued and confused by her constant questioning, pointing errors (roger fish instead of skunk), asking for clarifications and suggesting alternatives
- has the typical parental attitude that parents know what is best for their children
- stifles her objections and amendments shown by his defending the skunk’s mother
- feels caught in an ugly middle position physically, emotionally and mentally
• did not like women to take anything for granted
• someone who is not used to his authority being questioned
• insensitivity and impatience comes across in his dealings with his daughter, and the fact that an adult’s viewpoint is biased by personal experiences.
• Though a loving parent he finds it hard to accept the fact that Jo now has a mind of her own
**On The Face of It**
Susan Hill

**Introduction**
This play brings out the pain and isolation that the physically handicapped go through and the lack of sympathy that they face from people in society. The play revolves around Mr. Lamb and Derry a fourteen year old boy. Both characters suffer from a physical disability – one has a tin leg and the other a scarred face. Mr Lamb has come to terms with his disability and has built a life for himself in spite of the tin leg. He still maintains a positive outlook towards life. Derry on the other hand is growing up and understands the look of disgust and repulsion that people have when they see his face. This has made him withdrawn and isolated. He now pretends that he doesn’t care for company. A chance meeting with Mr. Lamb changes his perspective of life. The play is an effort to sensitize readers to the insecurities and fears that the disabled face and the longing to be accepted and loved for what they are, not pitied or ignored.

**Theme**
People who suffer from disabilities must always look at the bright side of things and adapt reality of life bravely. At the same time the actual pain or inconvenience caused by a physical impairment is often much less than the sense of alienation felt by the person. The disabled need support and acceptance and not our pity. The title ‘On the Face of it’ is used to mean that something seems to be good, true etc. but that needs to be changed when you know more about it. Appearances are deceptive and most often, we go on dealing with impressions and prejudices about other without caring to know about them actually. People know Mr. Lamb as a lonely eccentric lame old man but in reality he is a very kind and generous man who longs for company and he loves his fellow human beings along with all the other creations of God. Similarly Derek appears to be an abominable ugly boy with a huge scar on his face whom no one loves or likes or befriends. He is the object of other people’s hateful stares ridicules and neglect. Even his mother does not dare to kiss him on the cheek with the scar. Yet this boy who is suffering from an acute inferiority complex has a tender and sensitive heart. He wants to love and be loved. Fortunately he meets Mr. Lamb who transforms him with his healing touch.

**Justification of Title**
According to the Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary, “On the Face of it” is an informal expression used to say that something seems to be good, true etc. but this opinion may need to be changed when you know more about it. This definition of the expression should leave us in no doubt about the appropriateness of the title. An individual may be quite different from what we think of him or what he or she may apparently appear to be at first glance. There is the imperative need for us to view others by removing our glasses of prejudice, hatred, hearsay and dislike.
On the face of it, Mr. Lamb appears to be mysterious, lonely, lame old fellow who lives in a neighbourhood house with a huge garden, but in reality he is very kind, generous, loving and altruistic. Similarly, although Derek has an ugly looking scary
On the face of it, there is so much of diversity, so many differences and divides between the people and other species of the world but underneath is a oneness – all of them are created by God and all of them need to live and grow together with love and mutual acceptance. As the play progresses, the characters views about each other and our impression of them changes for the better.

Mr. Lamb means to say that different people have different viewpoints to look at the same thing. Some find one thing beautiful, others find it ugly. It all depends on one's outlook and attitude. It is therefore important to adopt a positive attitude to everything in life just like the princess. Beauty in the fairy tale but the beast, although he was the prince, failed to discover his reality. The point is that you are not what you look like but what you are inside. According to Derry, what do people think and say about him? In what context does Mr. Lamb tell Derry, “Acid only burns your face”? What is the bond that unites Mr. Lamb and Derry? How does Mr. Lamb keep himself busy when it was a bit cool? Why does Derry say so? 

Mr. Lamb's meeting with Derry became a turning point in Derry's life. For the first time, Derry is encouraged to face his disability rather than hide behind it. Values Points

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. For the first time Derry is encouraged to face his disability rather than hide behind it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Generates a feeling of faith and confidence in Derry.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Gives him the courage to break free from his own fears.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Long Answer Questions (Answer the following in about 125-150 words)

1. Despite all that the old man says, he is yet a lonely man. How is this brought out in the course of the play? How does Mr. Lamb overcome this?

2. How does Mr. Lamb try to change Derry's mindset?

3. How does Mr. Lamb tell Derry, “Acid only burns your face”? In what context does Mr. Lamb tell Derry the same thing? Give the character's views and say about him.

4. What is the bond that unites Mr. Lamb and Derry?

5. Why does Derry say so?

6. Why does Derry say, “If I don't go back there, I'll never go anywhere in this world”?

7. What does Mr. Lamb mean by this statement?

8. It's all relative, 'Beauty and the Beast'. What does Mr. Lamb mean by this?
Welcomes Derry in his garden though he has jumped over the wall
Tells him that beauty is relative and what is inside is more important than what is outside
Shows him that when one has accepted oneself then the fear of others will vanish (being called Lamey-Lamb did not bother him)

3) Society is indifferent to the needs of the physically challenged. Justify this statement with reference to the lesson 'On the Face of it'.

4) How are Derry and Mr. Lamb different in their attitudes to their respective disabilities?
Evans Tries an O-Level
By Colin Dexter

Introduction
In this story James Roderick Evans, popularly known as Evan the Break escapes from Oxford Prison. Evans was a criminal but was not given to violence. He was however very clever and had helpful friends. He had already escaped from prison three times. Thus when he wanted to appear for the O level test in German the Governor of the prison feared another jail-break. He tried to take every precaution but Evans and his friends turned out to be too clever for the Governor and the other jail officials. Though the Governor manages to catch him once, he loses him due to his negligence.

Short Questions (30-40 words)
1) What was the unusual request received from Oxford prison by the Secretary of Examinations?
Ans: One of the inmates of the prison wanted to appear for the German O-level examination so the governor requested the Secretary of Examinations to make the necessary arrangements.
2) What kind of a person was Evans?
3) Why didn’t Evans take off his hat when Jackson ordered him to do so?
4) Why did the Governor feel that Evans had no chance of escape?
5) What clues did the answer sheet of Evans provide the Governor? What was the purpose of leaving behind the clue?
6) ‘Evans the Break’ lives up to his name. Justify.
7) What arrangements did Evans’ friends make to help him escape from prison?

Value Points
- They bound and gagged Rev S Mcleery and reached the prison impersonating the Rev.
- They cleverly carried into the cell all that was necessary to help Evans escape.
- They ensured that he got the correction paper that laid out the plan.

8) Who was Carter? What did the Governor ask him to do?
9) Who, do you think, has the last laugh- The Governor or Evans? How?
10) What two purposes did the correction slip serve? Which of them did Evans consider more important?
11) Do you agree that between crime and punishment it is mainly a battle of wits? Discuss with respect to the story "Evan tries an o-level".
There is always a war of wits between criminals and punishing authorities and invariably the smarter of the two wins the race. Evans and the prison authorities are engaged in a war of wits in which Evans and his gang have the last laugh; because they are all very good planners and are smart enough to foresee things. Thus they successfully foil all efforts of the punishing authorities. It is like a game of chess where the intelligent player is able to preconceive quite a few moves of his opponent. Evans and the Governor are actively engaged in outdoing each other. The Governor's taking precautions like bugging the cell during the examination and drawing correct
conclusion about the location of the hotel where Evans goes to after his escape are commendable, but in this war of wits, Evans and party carry the day and outwit all authorities, leaving them wringing their hands.

**Long Answer Questions (Answer the following in about 125-150 words)**

1) How did Evans plan his escape from the prison?
2) The Governor and Stephens received three phone calls. Why were all three calls important ones?
3) **Highlight some of the mistakes made by the jail authorities that helped Evans to escape?**

**Value Points**
- Jackson did not insist that Evans take his hat off.
- Governor allowed Stephens to keep a watch on Evans from outside the cell.
- The things taken into the cell were not examined carefully, e.g., the rubber ring containing blood.
- Taking ‘McLeery’ at his word and not having him attended to first (cleaning the blood would have revealed who it really was)
- The Governor tried to catch Evans single-handed. He called neither the police nor the jail officials but asked the receptionist to call a prison van.

4) Inspite of the fact that Evans was a prisoner and a habitual offender, readers have their sympathy with him rather than with the governor. Discuss.
5) Imagine that you are Evans. Write an account of how you planned and executed your escape from the prison at Oxford despite all the security measures that had been taken to ensure against that.
Memories of Childhood  
By Zitkala-Sa and Bama

Introduction
This chapter depicts autobiographical incidents from the lives of two young girls who belong to the marginalized communities of society. Though separated by miles they face the same indignities by virtue of their birth and race. Caste based discrimination and racial bias sow the seeds of revolt in these girls as they question the validity of these prejudices and oppose them vehemently.

Gertrude Simmons Bonnin was better known by her pen-name Zitkala-Sa. She lived a traditional lifestyle till the age of eight when she left her reservation to attend a mission school in Indiana. This story offers an account of the hardships that she and other Native Americans endured when they were removed from their reservation life and put into boarding schools that were meant to ‘civilize’ them. Zitkala-Sa recounts her experiences in the Carlisle Indian School where her cultural identity was threatened. In a cold place where she had to wear uncomfortable clothes, speak an alien language and conform to regimental discipline her suffering is symptomatic of the exploitation of the Native American at the hands of the Euro-American settlers.

Bama, a Dalit writer was born at Puthupatti in Tamil Nadu. Fighting impossible odds she went through both school and college and trained as a teacher who imparts values aimed at building self-esteem and social consciousness. Bama is a victim of caste discrimination and the inhuman concept of untouchability. When her brother Annan tells her that they cannot command any respect, dignity or honour as they belong to the lower caste, she is disgusted and angry. Her observant and sensitive mind perceives the injustice prevalent in society. Hence she is determined to rise above the limitations imposed on her by her caste by working and studying hard.

Short Answers (30-40 words)
1) What does Zitkala Sa remember about her first day in the land of apples?
2) What were the indignities that Zitkala-Sa had suffered since the day she was taken from her mother?
3) How was Judewin different from Zitkala-Sa?
   Judewin felt that the white people were stronger than them so they had no choice but to submit to them while Zitkala-Sa refused to accept this and rebelled.
4) Why did the author not want to cut her hair short?
   They had been taught that only unskilled warriors who had been captured had their hair shingled by the enemy. Short hair was worn by mourners and shingled hair by cowards.
5) “Then I lost my spirit”. In which context does Zitkala-Sa say this?
6) Describe Bama’s first encounter with untouchability.
7) What did the landlord’s man ask Bama’s brother and what was its significance?
8) What valuable advice does Annan give Bama to overcome the evil of untouchability?
9) Why did it take Bama more than half an hour to walk home from school?

Value Points
Watched all the fun and games on the way. (the performing monkey, snake that was displayed from time to time, the cyclist with the rupee notes pinned to his shirt, the Maariyaata temple etc.)

**10) How would you interpret the author's statements, "Now I was only one of many little animals driven by a herder."**

The authorities of Carlisle Indian School refused to treat its students as human children and gave the same treatment to each and every child, for getting the basic truth that each child had a unique personality. The children were so shabbily treated that the author felt they were not human beings, but animals. So the author rightly felt that the author (she) was being "driven by the herder".

**11) What lesson do you learn from the episode "We too are human Beings"?**

"We too are human beings" teaches us the lesson that all human beings are equal and each one of us has human dignity, honor and self-respect. It also emphasizes the need of eradicating such evils as untouchability and discrimination on the basis of caste through education, empowerment and economic growth.

**Long Answer Questions (Answer the following in about 125-150 words)**

1) Describe how Zitkala-Sa tried in vain to save her hair from being cut.
2. How did Bama understand that a particular caste could bring untouchability and what did she resolve to do?
3) Though separated by time and space the childhood of both the girls was full of humiliating experiences due to bias in society.
4) Both the units of 'Memories of Childhood' present autobiographical episodes from the lives of two women from 'marginalised communities'. Describe the main issues raised as well as the common features highlighted in them.

**Value Points**

- Zitkala-Sa’s first day was frightening …the Indian girls were she felt immodestly dressed.
- The ‘eating by formula’ unnerved her as she kept making mistakes.
- Her unsuccessful attempts to hide and the cutting of her hair made her lose her spirit.
- Bama was naïve and innocent enough to be amused at the sight of the elder of the community carrying the packet of vadais with his fingers.
- The truth made her angry and disillusioned about society.
- Both girls realized that these humiliating experiences were because society was biased against their community.
The Invisible Man – H G Wells

CHAPTER 1. The Strange Man’s Arrival

Summary

A stranger arrives in Bramblehurst railway station. He is bundled from head to foot with only the tip of his nose showing. He enters the Coach & Horses Inn and demands a room and a fire. Mrs. Hall, the owner prepares a supper for him and offers to take his coat and hat, but he refuses to take them off. When he finally removes the hat, his entire head is swathed in a bandage. Mrs. Hall thinks he has endured some accident. She tries to get him to talk about himself, but he is taciturn with her, although not particularly rude.

Notes

This introduction to the Invisible Man through the eyes of the town people is actually about midway through his own story. He has already gone from place to place trying to keep his cover and has committed two acts of violence, one against his own father and the other against the proprietor of a costume shop whom he tied and gagged in order to be able to steal clothing and money. Nevertheless, his intention at this point is simply to find a quiet place and work as quickly as possible to find an antidote to the invisibility. The primary thread of the story—that of the growing rumors and suspicions, which eventually contribute to his exposure—is begun.

CHAPTER 2. Mr. Teddy Henfrey’s First Impressions

Summary

Teddy Henfrey, a clock repairman, comes to the inn for tea. Mrs. Hall asks him to “repair the clock” in the stranger’s room. Teddy deliberately takes as long as he can with the clock, taking it apart and reassembling it for no reason. The stranger finally gets him to hurry up and leave. Offended, Teddy talks himself into believing that the stranger is someone of a suspicious nature, perhaps even wanted by the police and is wrapped up to conceal his identity. Teddy runs into Mr. Hall and warns him about the stranger, informing him that a “lot of luggage” will be coming. It would seem that the stranger intends to stay awhile.

Mr. Hall goes home intending to investigate the stranger, but is put off by the short-tempered demeanor of his wife.

Notes

Mrs. Hall, although not a major character, is revealed as rather devious in a harmless sort of way. She really wants to know what the man’s disfigurement is; she assumes he has been in a horrible accident, and the motherly side of her wants to know how to express sympathy. She is a very good innkeeper under the circumstances. While she is not above using Teddy to pry for information, she does not contribute to the spread of rumors. In fact, we are told later that she
defends him as long as he is faithful about paying his bill. Teddy is a character typical of the other people of the town. He wants to know the man’s story, and when he is rebuffed for his persistence, he begins to imagine all sorts of things. His imagination soon becomes fact to him, and he spreads his new knowledge to anyone who will listen.

CHAPTER 3. The Thousand and One Bottles

Summary

The stranger’s luggage arrives at the inn. Numerous crates fill the deliveryman’s cart, some of them containing bottles packaged in straw. Fearenside, the cart man, owns a dog that starts to growl when the stranger comes down the steps to help with the boxes. The dog jumps for the stranger’s hand, but misses and sinks his teeth in a pant leg. The dog tears open the trouser leg, whereupon the stranger goes quickly back into the inn and to his room.

Concerned about the possibility of injury, Mr. Hall goes to the stranger’s room. He gets a glimpse of what seems like a white mottled face before he is shoved by an unseen force back through the door. The stranger soon reappears at the door; his trousers changed, and gives orders for the rest of his luggage. The stranger unpacks 6 crates of bottles, which he arranges across the windowsill and all the available table and shelf space in the inn’s parlor—a space he seems to have commandeered for himself.

Mrs. Hall enters later to tend to his needs and catches a quick glimpse of him without his glasses. His eyes seem hollow; he quickly puts his glasses on. She starts to complain about the straw on the floor, but he tells her to put it on the bill and to knock before entering his rooms. She points out that he could lock his door if he doesn’t want to be bothered, advice that he takes. He then works behind the locked door all afternoon. At one point, Mrs. Hall hears him raving about not being able to “go on.” She hears a sound like a bottle being broken. Later she takes him tea and notes the broken glass and a stain on the floor. He again tells her to “put it on the bill.”

Meanwhile Fearenside talks in the beer shop of Iping Hangar. Fearenside says that the stranger is a “black man,” an assumption derived from the absence of “pink flesh” when the trouser leg was ripped open. When reminded of the pink nose, Fearenside claims that the man must therefore be a “piebald,” or a part white, part black creature.

Notes

Fearenside is more observant than even he realizes. Of course, Griffin knows that a close look at his torn pant leg will reveal a “missing” leg, but he also needs to get away from the dog until they can get the animal under control. Subtle differences among characters of the town are beginning to be revealed. Mrs. Hall notices a “hollow” look to the guest’s eyes, an appearance masked by the dark glasses he usually wears. His frustration is over the failure of his experiments; she notes the mess he makes but cleans up after him with minimal complaint.
when he gives her extra money. Fearenside, on the other hand, liberally discusses the “discoveries” he has made as a result of the brief encounter. Fearenside refers to horses as an example of the “patchy” color that can happen when black and white are mixed.

CHAPTER 4. Mr. Cuss Interviews the Stranger

Summary

The stranger works diligently in his room until the end of April with only occasional skirmishes with Mrs. Hall. Whenever she disapproves of anything he does, he quiets her with additional payment. He rarely goes out during the day, but goes out nearly every night, muffled up regardless of the weather.

His identity becomes a topic of speculation in the town. Mrs. Hall defends him, repeating his own words that he is an “experimental investigator.” The view of the town is that he is a criminal trying to escape justice. Mr. Gould, the probationary assistant imagines that the man must be an “anarchist” who is preparing explosives.

Another group of people believe he is a piebald and could make a lot of money if he chose to show himself at the fairs. All agree, however, that due to his habits of secrecy, they dislike him. The young men begin to mock his bearing; a song called “Bogey Man” becomes popular and children follow at a distance calling out “Bogey Man.”

The curiosity of a general practitioner named Cuss is aroused, and he contrives for an interview. During the interview the stranger accidentally removes his hand from his pocket. Cuss is able to see down the empty sleeve to the elbow. Cuss questions him about “moving an empty sleeve.” The stranger laughs, then extends the empty sleeve toward Cuss’s face and pinches his nose. Cuss leaves in terror and tells his story to Bunting, the vicar.

Notes

In spite of Hall’s defense, Griffin will be the cause of his own destruction. Perhaps it is the frustration of always having to guard his secret that causes him to act offensively when challenged, but in any case, he could have handled the situation differently. The deliberate pinching of Cuss’s nose is not only an unnecessary affront, but is also a mark of Griffin’s immaturity. Bringing pain upon others for the sake of his own amusement, however, will soon deteriorate to performing criminal acts. In fact, although Bunting is about to become Griffin’s new victim, Griffin has already been foraging at night for places that he could rob in order to maintain his materials and keep up with his rent.

This chapter nudges the plot forward a bit by bringing in Bunting the vicar. The actions which will follow begin to bring the town together in an awareness of a stranger in their midst.
CHAPTER 5. The Burglary and the Vicarage

Summary

Mrs. Bunting, the vicar’s wife, wakes up at the sound of bare feet walking through her house. She wakes her husband and the two watch and listen as a candle is lit and papers are rustled in the study. When they hear the telltale clink of money, Rev. Bunting rushes into the study with a raised poker, but the room appears to be empty. Their money disappears and at one point they hear a sneeze in the hallway but are unable to locate or see the intruder.

Notes

Due to the necessity of running about naked, Griffin has caught a cold, which he is unable to completely hide. His sneezes begin to give him away even though people don’t yet understand what they are hearing. In robbing the Buntings, Griffin also sets himself up for accusations and criminal charges. Thus when his presence is discovered, it is inevitable that people will begin to expect the worst and will be concentrating on apprehending him rather than helping him.

CHAPTER 6. The Furniture that Went Mad

Summary

The Halls arise very early in the morning on Whit-Monday in order to take care of some private business having something to do with their wine cellar. In passing by the guest’s room, Mr. Hall notices that the door is ajar. A few minutes later, he sees that the bolts on the front door of the house are unlocked although he remembers shutting them on the previous night. The guest is not in his room, but his clothes, shoes, and even his hat are scattered about. As the Halls are investigating, the bed-clothes suddenly gather themselves into a bundle and toss themselves over the bottom rail. Then a chair flies toward Mrs. Hall. The legs of the chair are brought to rest against her back, propelling her out of the room. The door slams and is locked behind them. The Halls decide that the stranger is a spirit.

They send for Sandy Wadgers, the blacksmith who is also supposed to be an exorcist. Wadgers is joined by Huxter, and together they ponder the likelihood of witchcraft and contemplate the propriety of breaking through the door in order to examine the situation more closely. However, before they can carry out any such action, the door opens and the stranger emerges, wrapped and bundled as usual. He distracts them long enough to enter the parlor and slam the door against them. When Mr. Hall raps on the door and demands an explanation, the stranger tells him to “go to the devil” and “shut the door after you.”

Notes

The panic is building for Griffin, while characterization is enhanced for the people in the town. Wadgers delays “breaking” into the room, using the excuse of propriety when the real and very human reason is apprehension. While they may talk of spirits and witchcraft in their leisure, it
is clear that they have no real experience with such. The growing impression is that the Invisible Man is something evil. Griffin helps the idea along with his continued offenses.

CHAPTER 7. The Unveiling of the Stranger

Summary

The stranger remains locked in the parlor all morning. He rings his bell for Mrs. Hall several times, but she does not answer it. About noon, he emerges and demands to know why his meals have not been brought to him. Mrs. Hall tells him that his bill has not been paid in five days. She refuses to accept the excuse that he is waiting for a remittance. When he produces some money, she refuses it, saying she first wants to know why he doesn’t enter by doorways and move about like normal people.

For his answer, the stranger removes all his head wrappings, including his nose and moustache. He thus looks like a person with a missing head. At the sound of screams a crowd of people run toward the inn. “Eye-witnesses” suddenly babble hysterical stories of the man attacking the servant girl, and brandishing a knife. Bobby Jaffers, the village constable, appears with a warrant.

The stranger slaps Jaffers with his glove, but then says he will surrender. He will not accept handcuffs, however. As the constable, Halls and others watch, the man removes the rest of his clothes, becoming invisible before them. He tells them he is invisible. Jaffers wants to take him in for questioning on suspicion of robbing the Bunting home. A scuffle ensues, and the stranger, now known as the “Invisible Man,” escapes.

Notes

This is the last chapter in which Mrs. Hall has a significant presence, but the reader is left with the image of a very courageous and spunky lady. She has, just a day before, been shoved out of one of her own rooms with a floating chair; she knows the man has entered and left by some mysterious means and yet she rejects his money and demands an explanation. Griffin’s own actions are quickly becoming offensive, violent and deliberately geared toward creating reactions of fear and terror in his victims. There seems to be no sense of humanity left in him; everything he does is first for survival, then for the sheer thrill of striking terror—simply because he can. He is like an evil schoolboy who enjoys pulling the legs off of flies just to see them squirm. It never occurs to him to try to solve his problem by any means other than violence and terror.
CHAPTER 8. In Transit

Summary

An amateur naturalist named Gibbins is relaxing out on the downs and hears someone coughing, sneezing and swearing. Frightened, Gibbins gets up and runs home.

Notes

This chapter simply indicates the passage of the Invisible Man through the countryside.

CHAPTER 9. Mr. Thomas Marvel

Summary

Marvel is an eccentric bachelor and local tramp who likes to be comfortable and take his time about things. He has come across a pair of boots in a ditch. He has tried them on and found them too big, and is occupied in contemplating the boots when he hears a voice nearby. Marvel talks about boots with the voice for several minutes before turning to see his visitor and finding no one there.

First Marvel tells himself that he has had too much to drink, then that his imagination has played some sort of trick on him. The Invisible Man begins throwing things at Marvel to convince him that he is not just imagining the presence. Eventually the Man convinces Marvel that he is real and is in need of an accomplice who will first give him food, water and shelter. He delivers an unfinished threat of what he will do if Marvel betrays him.

Notes

Marvel appears eccentric, unassuming and something of a loner, which would be bait to Griffin. He has no family, and apparently little money as he is first found contemplating whether or not he wants to keep a set of cast-off boots. He is fat, red faced, slow moving and doesn’t seem terribly bright, but that is merely the effect of Griffin having the advantage over him. As soon as he realizes his predicament, he begins to look for any possible means of escape. As for Griffin, he is “making use” of Marvel in the same way that he did the Halls, the stray cat, and even his own father. Whatever means he deems necessary to his purpose is enacted without thought or conscience.

CHAPTER 10. Mr. Marvel’s Visit to Iping

Summary
Iping has nearly recovered its earlier holiday atmosphere. As only a few people had actually made contact with the Invisible Man, the general population is soon able to reason him away as some trick of an overactive, holiday imagination.

Around 4:00, Mr. Marvel enters town and is observed by Huxter to behave rather strangely. He makes his way down the street almost reluctantly. He stops at the foot of the steps to the Coach & Horses and seems to undergo a great struggle before finally entering. A few minutes later, he re-emerges, apparently having had a drink, and walks as if he is trying to act nonchalant. Soon he disappears into the yard and re-emerges with a bundle wrapped in a tablecloth. Huxter thinks some robbery has taken place and tries to follow Marvel when he is tripped in a mysterious fashion and sent sprawling.

Notes

Griffin has used Marvel to attempt to get his belongings out of the Coach & Horses. Marvel’s resistance manages to get attention, but not the attention he wants. Huxter thinks that Marvel has committed the robbery.

CHAPTER 11. In the Coach & Horses

Summary

The narrator backtracks to explain what happened inside the Coach & Horses. Mr. Cuss and Mr. Bunting were in the parlor going through the belongings of the Invisible Man. Three large books labeled “Diary” are written in a cipher or code they do not understand.

Suddenly the inn door opens and Mr. Marvel enters. They disregard him and begin studying the books again when an unseen force grabs each of them by the neck and begins pounding their heads on the table between questions about what they are doing with his things. The man demands his belongings, saying he wants his books and some clothes.

Notes

Griffin is on the verge of insanity. He is probably terrified on two counts. One would be lest someone tamper with his notes or other belongings related to his experiments. The other would be lest someone should actually be able to decipher his records.

CHAPTER 12. The Invisible Man Loses His Temper

Summary

Mr. Hall and Teddy Henfrey are involved in a discussion behind the hotel bar when they hear a thump on the parlor door. They hear strange sounds as of things being thrown against the door and some bizarre conversation. Doors open and shut and they see Marvel taking off with
Huxter trying to follow him. Suddenly Huxter executes a complicated leap in the air. Seconds later, Hall lands on the ground as if he had been attacked by a football player.

Several other individuals are shoved aside or sent sprawling in the streets. Mr. Cuss calls for help, telling people that the “Man” has all of the vicar’s clothes. After breaking all the windows in the Coach & Horses and thrusting a chair through the parlor window of another citizen’s house, the Invisible Man disappears from Iping.

Notes

Marvel has taken advantage of the situation, and rather than carrying Griffin’s material for him, has run off with it. The intervention of Huxter and the other individuals almost enables Marvel to get away with the precious books. Cuss quickly catches on to the fact that Griffin will be visible so long as he is carrying the bundle, but he is unaware of the existence of Marvel. The narrator tells us that “perhaps” the Invisible Man only intended to use the vicar’s clothes to cover his retreat, but that at some chance blow he has “gone completely over the edge.” He throws or upends benches, chairs and boards, along with breaking windows. Eventually he catches up with Marvel and they head for the next town.

CHAPTER 13. Mr. Marvel discusses His Resignation

Summary

Mr. Marvel, propelled by the unrelenting shoulder grip and vocal threats of the Invisible Man, arrives in Bramblehurst. Marvel tries to reason his way out of the situation to no avail. The Invisible man needs a normal person to carry his books and is determined to make use of the fat, red-faced little man.

Notes

This brief chapter serves to track Griffin’s movement to the next location and to show his crude behavior toward Marvel. Marvel tries reasoning, whining, and even suggesting that he may in the long run be a failure and thus “mess up” Griffin’s plans. Nothing works. For the moment, Griffin needs Marvel. If Marvel should drop in accordance with his professed heart condition, it would mean nothing to Griffin.

CHAPTER 14. At Port Stowe

Summary

Marvel arrives in Port Stowe and is seen resting on a bench outside of town. He has the books with him, but the bundle of clothing has been abandoned in the woods. As he sits there, an elderly mariner, carrying a newspaper, sits down beside him. Citing the paper, the mariner brings up the topic of an Invisible man.
According to the newspaper, the man afflicted injuries on the constable at Iping. Certain evidence indicates that he took the road to Port Stowe. The mariner ponders the strange things such a man might be able to do—trespass, rob or even slip through a cordon of policeman.

Marvel begins to confide in the mariner, saying he knows some things about this Invisible Man. Suddenly Marvel is interrupted by an attack of some kind of pain. He says it is a toothache, then goes on to say that the Invisible Man is a hoax. Marvel begins to move off, walking sideways with violent forward jerks.

Later the mariner hears another fantastic story—that of money floating along a wall in butterfly fashion. The story is true, however. All about the neighborhood, money has been making off by the handful and depositing itself in the pockets of Mr. Marvel.

Notes

Marvel tries to take advantage of a short respite to let someone else know about the Invisible Man, but he is caught by Griffin before he can complete his story. This chapter gives us a little insight as to how Griffin has been surviving to this point. He has been stealing money wherever he could find it. Now that he is obliged to remain invisible, however, he has to use Marvel as a repository for his ill-gotten gain. The irony is that although Griffin can steal unlimited amounts, he has no way to use the money in his invisible condition. And Marvel, who is for a time nothing more than a helpless victim, will be the one to benefit in the end.

CHAPTER 15. The Man Who Was Running

Summary

Dr. Kemp happens to be day-dreaming out his window when he spots a short, fat man running down the hill as fast as he can go. The doctor notices that the man is running “heavy” as if his pockets are “full of lead.” Kemp’s reaction is one of contempt, but the people on the street who see him approaching react a bit differently. The running man is Marvel; his expression is one of terror. A short distance behind him, people hear the sound of panting and a pad like hurrying bare feet. Soon cries of “The Invisible Man is coming” are heard in the streets along with the slamming of doors as people bolt into their houses.

Notes

This chapter simply introduces Kemp into the story. Kemp’s attitude is representative of the average established, self-confident, and self-sufficient individual. He sees a man in trouble, but his reaction in contemptuous instead of concern. He has heard warning cries about an Invisible Man, but clearly doesn’t believe any of it. He is a man who keeps himself apart from the concerns of the general public, is buried in his work, interested only in what award it will ultimately bring him.

CHAPTER 16. In the Jolly Cricketers
Summary

The Jolly Cricketers is a tavern. The barkeep, a cabman, an American and an off duty policeman are engaged in idle chat when marvel bursts through the door. Marvel begs for help, claiming the Invisible Man is after him.

A pounding begins at the door and then a window is broken in. The Invisible Man doesn’t come in immediately, however. The barman checks the other doors, but by the time he realizes the yard door is open, the Invisible Man is already inside. Marvel, who is hiding behind the bar, is caught and dragged into the kitchen. The policeman rushes in and grips the invisible wrist of the hand that holds onto Marvel, but is abruptly hit in the face.

People stumble over and into each other as all try to catch the Invisible Man. He yelps when the policeman steps on his foot, then flails wildly about with his Invisible fists and finally gives them the slip. The American fires five cartridges from his gun, sweeping his gun in a circular pattern as he fires. The chapter ends with the men feeling around for an invisible body.

Notes

Griffin is injured in this chapter. He is thus forced to find shelter and help in the nearest possible place. But now, enough people have been involved in Griffin’s mayhem that it will be relatively easy to round up a posse of believers when the time comes to do so.

CHAPTER 17. Doctor Kemp’s Visitor

Summary

Doctor Kemp is still working in his study when he hears the shots fired in the Cricketers. He opens his window and watches the crowd at the bottom of the hill for a few minutes, then returns to his writing desk. A few minutes later, he hears his doorbell ring, but his housekeeper says it was only a “runaway” ring.

The doctor is at his work until 2 AM when he decides to go downstairs for a drink. On the way he notices a spot of drying blood on his linoleum floor. Then he finds more blood on the doorknob of his own bedroom. In his room, his bedspread is smeared with blood, his sheet is torn, and bedclothes are depressed as if someone has been sitting there.

The Invisible Man introduces himself to Kemp. He is Griffin, of University College. He explains that he made himself Invisible, but is wounded and desperately in need of shelter, clothes and food.

Kemp loans him a dressing gown along with some drawers, socks and slippers. Griffin eats everything Kemp can rustle up and finally asks for a cigar. He promises to tell Kemp the story
of his bizarre situation but insists that he must sleep first as he has had no sleep in nearly three days.

Notes

Kemp’s reaction is in stark contrast to Marvel’s original reaction to Griffin. Although he finds the story hard to believe, he is too well educated and too intelligent to deny the evidence of his own eyes. Nor is he prey to hysterics or to working class superstitions. The idea of a spirit or witchcraft doesn’t even occur to him. His cool demeanor as he helps Griffin to the things he needs could be an indication of hope for the Invisible Man.

CHAPTER 18. The Invisible Man Sleeps

Summary

Griffin examines the windows of the room, then exacts a promise from Kemp that he will not be betrayed in his sleep and finally locks the door, barring Kemp from his own room.

Kemp retires to his dining room to speculate upon the strange events. There he sees the day’s newspaper, which he had ignored earlier. He reads it eagerly, but assigns the more terrifying elements of the stores to “fabrication.” In the morning he sends his housekeeper for all available papers and reads those as well. The papers contain stories of the previous evening’s events at the Cricketers along with a rather badly written account of Marvel’s experience. Marvel doesn’t tell how he came upon the money in his pockets, nor does he mention the location of the three books. Kemp becomes alarmed at the possibilities of what Griffin could do and writes a note to Colonel Adye at Port Burdock.

Notes

Kemp experiences his first apprehension because of what his own intelligence reveals to him rather than from the hysterical reports in the papers. He is motivated, however, from personal interest. When he recalls the behavior of Marvel, he realizes that Marvel—a mere tramp—was being pursued by Griffin. He suddenly realizes that Griffin is insane to the point of being homicidal.

CHAPTER 19. Certain First Principles

Summary

Griffin explains how he became invisible. He had been a medical student, but had dropped medicine and taken up physics. He discovered a formula of pigments that lowers the refractive index of a substance, allowing light to pass through it rather than being reflected or refracted. After experimenting with pigments for three years, he came upon the secret whereby animal
tissue could be rendered transparent. He was continuously trying to hide his work from another professor. He was finally brought to a halt in his experimenting by a lack of funds, a problem he solved by robbing his own father. Because the money did not belong to him, his father shot himself.

**Notes**

From this chapter through XXIII, the point of view changes as Griffin tells his own story. He explains how he became invisible and tells the story up to the time when he had first entered the Coach & Horses. He explains his use of and contempt for Marvel, justifying his own behavior as necessary to his survival.

**CHAPTER 20. At the House in Great Portland Street**

**Summary**

Griffin explains how he had found lodging in a boarding house on Great Portland Street. After his father’s funeral, he went to his apartment to continue with his experiments. He successfully made a piece of cloth disappear, and then he tried his process on a stray cat. The cat was not entirely successful, as the animal’s eyes and claws never completely disappeared.

Later the next day he had a minor altercation with the landlord who brought reports of Griffin tormenting a cat in the night. The landlord wanted to know what Griffin was doing in the room and what all the paraphernalia was for. The two argued and Griffin shoved the landlord out of the room. Griffin knew he would have to act quickly, so he made arrangements to have his belongings stored, and then he drank some of his own potion. In the evening the landlord returned with an ejection notice, but was too terrified at the stone white face of Griffin to serve it. In spite of extreme illness and pain, Griffin finished his treatment and watched himself gradually disappear.

In the morning, the landlord, his stepsons and the elderly neighbor lady who had complained about the cat enter Griffin’s apartment and are astonished to see no one. A day later, afraid, lest his equipment reveal too much information, Griffin smashes the items and sets fire to the house. Believing that he has covered his tracks with impunity, he begins to imagine all sorts of “wild and wonderful” things he will be able to do under the cover of invisibility.

**Notes**

Griffin’s explanations are completely absent of any sense of humanity or conscience. His intentions suggest anarchy or lawlessness resulting from an absence of social restriction. Killing his own father seems to have killed his conscience, and the novelty of invisibility highlights his immaturity and seems to divorce him from a normal sense of responsibility.

**CHAPTER 21. In Oxford Street**
Summary

Griffin continues to explain his experiences with invisibility. He soon discovered that being invisible had as many drawbacks as advantages. People ran into him and stepped on him. He had to be continually on guard as to the movements and positions of others in order to avoid accidental contact. To make matters worse, although people could not see him, dogs could detect him with their keen sense of smell. As he had to remain naked, he was soon uncomfortable. Also, he could not eat, as food was visible until it was fully assimilated into his system.

At one point, he had run up the steps of a house in order to avoid a unit of a marching Salvation Army band. While he waited, two youngsters spotted the prints of his bare feet in the mud. Soon a crowd of people had gathered to look at the “ghost prints.” He leapt over the railing and ran through a bunch of back roads to avoid the press. Fortunately for him, his escape at that time was aided with the distraction created by conflagration engulfing his former dwelling.

Notes

Griffin’s initial error was that he became so obsessed with a single scientific notion that he failed to take consequences into consideration. No doubt, he was not concerned about people reacting to him as though he were some kind of mutation or monster. As an albino human, he was already a marginalized individual who did not fit into ordinary society. College was the perfect place for him, but he was so concerned about the possibility of any one getting credit for his discovery that he failed to take advantage of collaboration and more mature knowledge that he might have had access to.

THE INVISIBLE MAN: CHAPTER NOTES

CHAPTER 22. In the Emporium

Summary

Griffin explains his first attempts to get clothing and render his situation more tolerable. He had gone into the Omniums, a large apartment type store where one could buy everything from groceries to clothing. He made his way to an area of bedsteads and mattresses, hoping that once the store closed for the night, he would be able to sleep on the mattresses and steal some clothes with which to mask his condition.

In the night he procured a complete set of clothes for himself, helped himself to food in a refreshment department, and then slept in a pile of down quilts. He failed to awaken before the morning crew had entered, however, and was unable to escape as long as they could see him. Thus he was forced to shed the clothing and run, naked, back out into the cold.

Notes
Griffin was preoccupied with getting his food and clothes by illicit means. His plans are continually evil even as the reactions of other people are consistently behaviors of suspicion and rejection. At no point does he consider trying to get anyone to understand his situation. His imagination drives him only toward evil, as if the grotesque and the evil are natural partners.

CHAPTER 23. In Drury Lane

Summary

Griffin’s peril increased daily. He had no clothes or shelter and dared not eat. Also, he soon realized that walking through the streets of London was going to result in an accumulation of dirt on his skin— which would make him visible in a grotesque way. He made his way into a costume shop, hoping to make way with some clothes and dark glasses after the proprietor had gone to bed. In the shopkeeper’s room, he had to stand and watch the man eat his breakfast. Furthermore, the man had exceptionally acute hearing and nearly discovered Griffin several times. When evening came, he was finally able to explore the house and found a pile of old clothes. In his excitement, he forgot about the noise he was making and was nearly caught when the shopkeeper investigated the noise. Unable to see the source, but positive someone was in the house; the proprietor went about locking all the doors in the house and pocketing the keys. In desperation, Griffin struck the old man on the head, then gagged and tied him with a sheet. Then he put together a costume of old clothes, stole all the money he could find and went out into the street.

Believing his troubles were over, Griffin went into a restaurant and ordered a meal, but soon realized he couldn’t eat it without exposing his invisible face. He ordered the lunch and left, telling the proprietor that he would be back in ten minutes.

Griffin went to “another place” (which happens to be the Coach & Horses Inn) and demanded a private room, explaining that he was “badly disfigured.” Thus he had set himself up at Iping, hoping to find a way to reverse the process of invisibility. Here he was finally discovered.

Notes

This chapter brings us current with events in the first chapter of the book.

CHAPTER 24. The Plan that Failed

Summary

Griffin tells how his original plan, after being discovered by the people of Iping, had been to get his books and get out of the country, but that plan had changed upon meeting Kemp. He thinks that Kemp can work with him. Together they can set up a “reign of terror” to take full advantage of the Invisibility. Griffin does not realize that Kemp has already betrayed him and is
only trying to keep him talking until the police arrive. Kemp stands in front of the window to keep Griffin from seeing the police, but Griffin soon hears them on the stairs and realizes he has been deceived.

Griffin quickly begins to disrobe even as Kemp springs to the door and attempts to lock him in. A dropped key spoils the effort as the now invisible Griffin shoves him aside, then hurls his weight at Colonel Adye, the chief of the Burdock Police who is approaching on the stairs. Griffin escapes past two more policemen in the hall; they hear the front door of the house slam violently.

Notes
In assuming that he can make demands and others will simply capitulate to him, Griffin has misjudged Kemp. Kemp is self-centered, but is not a murderer. As for Griffin himself, he appears to have abandoned any intention of searching for an antidote and is only interested in trying to terrorize as much of the country as he can. He wants to set himself up as a vindictive god with Kemp as his personal henchman.

CHAPTER 22. In the Emporium

Summary
Griffin explains his first attempts to get clothing and render his situation more tolerable. He had gone into the Omniums, a large apartment type store where one could buy everything from groceries to clothing. He made his way to an area of bedsteads and mattresses, hoping that once the store closed for the night, he would be able to sleep on the mattresses and steal some clothes with which to mask his condition.

In the night he procured a complete set of clothes for himself, helped himself to food in a refreshment department, and then slept in a pile of down quilts. He failed to awaken before the morning crew had entered, however, and was unable to escape as long as they could see him. Thus he was forced to shed the clothing and run, naked, back out into the cold.

Notes
Griffin was preoccupied with getting his food and clothes by illicit means. His plans are continually evil even as the reactions of other people are consistently behaviors of suspicion and rejection. At no point does he consider trying to get anyone to understand his situation. His imagination drives him only toward evil, as if the grotesque and the evil are natural partners.

CHAPTER 23. In Drury Lane

Summary
Griffin’s peril increased daily. He had no clothes or shelter and dared not eat. Also, he soon realized that walking through the streets of London was going to result in an accumulation of dirt on his skin- which would make him visible in a grotesque way.

He made his way into a costume shop, hoping to make way with some clothes and dark glasses after the proprietor had gone to bed. In the shopkeeper’s room, he had to stand and watch the man eat his breakfast. Furthermore, the man had exceptionally acute hearing and nearly discovered Griffin several times. When evening came, he was finally able to explore the house and found a pile of old clothes. In his excitement, he forgot about the noise he was making and was nearly caught when the shopkeeper investigated the noise. Unable to see the source, but positive someone was in the house; the proprietor went about locking all the doors in the house and pocketing the keys. In desperation, Griffin struck the old man on the head, then gagged and tied him with a sheet. Then he put together a costume of old clothes, stole all the money he could find and went out into the street.

Believing his troubles were over, Griffin went into a restaurant and ordered a meal, but soon realized he couldn’t eat it without exposing his invisible face. He ordered the lunch and left, telling the proprietor that he would be back in ten minutes.

Griffin went to “another place” (which happens to be the Coach & Horses Inn) and demanded a private room, explaining that he was “badly disfigured.” Thus he had set himself up at Iping, hoping to find a way to reverse the process of invisibility. Here he was finally discovered.

Notes
This chapter brings us current with events in the first chapter of the book.

CHAPTER 24. The Plan that Failed

Summary
Griffin tells how his original plan, after being discovered by the people of Iping, had been to get his books and get out of the country, but that plan had changed upon meeting Kemp. He thinks that Kemp can work with him. Together they can set up a “reign of terror” to take full advantage of the Invisibility. Griffin does not realize that Kemp has already betrayed him and is only trying to keep him talking until the police arrive. Kemp stands in front of the window to keep Griffin from seeing the police, but Griffin soon hears them on the stairs and realizes he has been deceived.

Griffin quickly begins to disrobe even as Kemp springs to the door and attempts to lock him in. A dropped key spoils the effort as the now invisible Griffin shoves him aside, then hurls his weight at Colonel Adye, the chief of the Burdock Police who is approaching on the stairs. Griffin escapes past two more policemen in the hall; they hear the front door of the house slam violently.
Notes

In assuming that he can make demands and others will simply capitulate to him, Griffin has misjudged Kemp. Kemp is self-centered, but is not a murderer. As for Griffin himself, he appears to have abandoned any intention of searching for an antidote and is only interested in trying to terrorize as much of the country as he can. He wants to set himself up as a vindictive god with Kemp as his personal henchman.

CHAPTER 25: The Hunting of the Invisible man

Kemp explains the situation to the police, informing them of Griffin’s intentions to cause general mayhem. They talk of using dogs to sniff him out and of putting powdered glass in the streets.

Notes - The narrator tells us that if he had used his time more wisely, Griffin may have been able to escape during the 24 hours it took the countryside to organize. He slept instead, however, and by the time he had awakened there was no escape possible.

CHAPTER 26: The Wicksteed Murder

By 2:00 in the afternoon, the entire countryside around Burdock has been mobilized. Men set out with guns, clubs and dogs, and the police warn the village people to lock their doors and stay inside. Griffin manages to evade his pursuers for a 24-hour period except for one encounter with a middle-aged man who had apparently cornered him. Griffin kills the man by beating him with an iron rod.

Notes - None necessary

CHAPTER 27: The Siege of Kemp’s House

Kemp receives a letter telling him that the Reign of Terror is beginning and that Kemp himself will be the first execution for the sake of an example. Kemp decides that he himself will be the bait and that Griffin will be caught because he will have gone too far. A knock at the door turns out to be Adye with news that Kemp’s housekeeper-who was carrying notes for the police-had been attacked and the notes taken from her.

Griffin makes his presence known by smashing windows in Kemp’s house. During the battle that follows, Adye is shot. Griffin gets inside the house and tries to tell the police to “stand away” as he is after only Kemp. He swings an ax at them, but one of them manages to strike him with an iron poker. By this time Kemp has followed his housekeeper through a window and is nowhere to be found.

Notes
The police express contempt for Kemp, believing he has run off and left them to face Griffin alone. The truth is, he has, because he knows Griffin will follow through on his threats. However, even though Kemp tries to escape, he does not forget his earlier idea of using himself as bait. It is ironic that he runs the same course he watched Marvel run just a couple days earlier. He, too, is white faced and terrified, but keeps his wits; whenever he finds a bit of uneven ground or a patch that is scattered with broken glass, he takes it, knowing it will slow down the invisible, barefooted Griffin.

CHAPTER 28: The Hunter Hunted

Griffin chases Kemp through the town. People begin to join in the chase. When Kemp realizes that the people are chasing Griffin, he stops running, which allows the Invisible Man to catch him. Even though people cannot see him, they are able to grab hold of him and keep him down. The effort is not needed for long as Griffin has been fatally injured and seems to have lost a lot of blood. As the town people watch, the effect of invisibility is gradually reversed, and soon, Griffin, now dead, is visible.

Notes

When Griffin becomes visible, his albino condition is also revealed. It is interesting that the people are not horrified or even surprised. Nor is there any speculation about how this bizarre incident could have happened. The people watch as his broken, battered body slowly becomes visible from his extremities to the center of his being. It is only when his white face and hair and staring garnet eyes are revealed that someone calls for them to “cover that face” before the children in the town can see it.

EPILOGUE

Mr. Marvel, formerly the tramp, has become the landlord of the little inn near Port Stowe and the “owner” of all the information about Griffin. He has been able to keep all the money Griffin stole because lawyers could not identify the sources accurately. The books seem to have disappeared entirely; at least whenever anyone asks Marvel about them, he denies knowing anything. However, when the inn is closed and he is alone, he takes the books out of their hiding place and tries to study the “wonderful secrets.”

Notes

The epilogue implies that the people, represented by the tramp-turned-innkeeper, not only have learned very little from the experience of the invisible man, but that they would not be above trying the invisibility themselves if only they knew how to do it. Regardless of the horrors perpetrated by Griffin, it seems to be part of human nature to want to be able to cause chaos and commit obscenities with impunity. While Marvel says that he would not do the same things Griffin did, there is little doubt that anyone, given such advantage over others, would resist the temptation to dabble in behaviors that are unacceptable in normal civilized society.
Literary Elements

Setting

England in the 1890’s. Iping and the surrounding area Much of the action initially occurs around or in a couple of pubs and an inn, thus taking advantage of the natural opportunity for people to spread rumors, speculate on mysterious issues, and expand on each other’s stories.

Conflict

Protagonist and Antagonist

The story contains both external and internal conflict. In either case, both the protagonist and the antagonist is Griffin himself as he has made himself his own worst enemy. The external conflicts that Griffin causes are between Griffin and various members of the town as his invisibility is gradually discovered. People react with fear and then with terror as Griffin aggravates the situation by lashing out against people as soon as they figure him out. The people accept his existence with surprising lack of suspicion about the possibility of such an occurrence, which may be a lack on the author's part. Once they believe that he exists, the primary goal is to apprehend and imprison him. Although motives are not elaborated upon, it would seem that different people in the town have different notions of what they might do when and if they could capture the man. Griffin also ultimately sees Kemp as an enemy although he had at first believed that Kemp would be both sympathetic and cooperative.

The most important conflict is internal as Griffin himself struggles to live with his situation. He rationalizes his crimes rather than making any sane attempt to get people to understand his predicament. He uses force to get people to help him and goes from bad to worse in his attempts to replenish his research materials for experiments in reversing the process that rendered him invisible. There is no real depth of character. Griffin simply runs from place to place trying to survive by increasingly decadent methods.

Climax

The climax occurs when Griffin returns to Kemp's house intending to make an example of Kemp for having betrayed him. Kemp escapes out the window but is soon followed by Griffin who can see him although he can't see Griffin. The entire town is soon involved in the chase.

Outcome
The resolution is the death of Griffin. Once Kemp realizes what is happening he slows down and allows Griffin to catch him. Although Kemp is buffeted about a good bit for his efforts, Griffin is weaker than usual due to his injuries. Some of the men of the town are able to grasp invisible wrists and ankles and hold him down until the effort is no longer necessary.

**Mood**

The mood is generally distant as that of a newspaper reporting telling about a strange event. In the sections where Griffin is telling his own story, the tone is one of self-justification, lack of conscience, and even a certain amount of arrogance.

**Literary / Historical Information**

In the late 1800's, England had some rather stuffy notions about humanity and social behavior in general. Wells' intention in The Invisible Man was to experiment with the limits to which a person might go if he/she were released from the bonds of social restriction. Wells himself attended the Normal School of Science in London where he was impressed with a romantic conception of science, which is subsequently reflected in his writing, The Time Machine, The War of the Worlds, and The Invisible Man were all written in the style of what was called "scientific romance" as the term "science fiction" was not invented until 30 years later.

After 1901, Wells' association with the Fabians led his writing in a different direction. The Fabians were young upper class intellectuals with idealistic notions about social change. They wanted to achieve gradual change through democratic measures. Although Wells eventually broke with the Fabians, the association led to deeper involvement in world politics and with the publications urging world peace and compromises between capitalism and communism.

**Synopsis**

The plot is simple and straightforward. Griffin, having rendered himself invisible with an earlier experiment, enters a town and sets up a lab in an inn where he works night and day to come up with a formula that will reverse his invisibility. When he slips up and accidentally reveals himself, he engages in immature and violent actions until he is forced to run and find a new hiding place. As more people become aware of his existence, his situation becomes more perilous. Finally, he stumbles into the home of a former college professor whom he assumes will be interested in his experiments and willing to help him. The doctor, Mr. Kemp, however, reads newspaper accounts of Griffin’s insane actions against people in the town and betrays his trust. Griffin is hunted down, caught and killed, whereupon he becomes visible again. The little, inconspicuous victim of some of Griffin’s behavior is left with the stolen money and the documents that explain Griffin’s experiments. The story closes with the suggestion that Marvel himself might try the experiments if only he could figure them out.

**Character List**
Griffin

The Invisible Man. He is an albino college student who had changed his area of study from medicine to physics and had become interested in refractive indexes of tissue. During his studies he stumbled across formulas that would render tissue invisible. Eventually he tries the formula on himself, thinking of all the things he could do if he were invisible. Unfortunately, the conveniences are far outweighed by the disadvantages; Griffin turns to crime as a means of survival.

Mr. Marvel

The first character whom Griffin tries to use as an accomplice. Mr. Marvel is short, fat, and a loner. He is the area tramp. Griffin perhaps also thinks that he is a little stupid and will thus not be able to resist and will not be believed if he tries to tell anyone about his predicament.

Dr. Kemp

A former associate of Griffin’s in his college days. Griffin had been a student and knew Kemp to be interested in bizarre, and idiosyncratic aspects of science. It is to Kemp’s house that Griffin goes in his final attempt to find an accomplice and live a more normal life. Kemp, however, has no particular sense of loyalty to a former student and is not prepared to participate in Griffin’s grand schemes. He is also more deceitful than Griffin knows and betrays the invisible man even while pretending to accept his confidences.

Minor Characters

The Halls

Proprietors of the Coach & Horses. Mrs. Hall is the one who is primarily in charge. She is happy enough to leave Griffin alone so long as her money is coming in on time. Her husband is more suspicious but does not interfere until Griffin’s behavior starts to become obvious.

Teddy Henfrey

A clock repairman who happens to visit the inn for a cup of tea. Mrs. Hall takes advantage of him to try to find out about her strange guest. Because the stranger will not talk, Teddy convinces himself that the man is someone of a “suspicious” nature. Teddy begins the rumors about the man being wanted by the police and merely wrapping himself up to conceal his identity.

Fearenside

A cart man who delivers luggage from the station whenever he is needed. He notices darkness through a torn pant leg where there should be pink flesh and starts the stories of Griffin being either a black man or a piebald.
Cuss

A general practitioner who attempts to get an interview with Griffin. He is the first to realize he actually see emptiness where there should be flesh and bone. He also tells an outrageous story to his companions in town after Griffin terrifies him by pinching his nose with an invisible hand.

Mr. And Mrs. Bunting

Bunting is the vicar. Cuss takes his story to Bunting. The next evening Bunting and his wife hear noise in their house after they have gone to bed. They are able to hear someone sneeze, and their money disappears right before their eyes.

Other people in the town who appear briefly in the story but have no particular characterization:

Huxter; Wadgers
The blacksmith
Jaffers
The village constable
The mariner; Colonel Adye
Chief of Burdock Police

Plot Analysis

Most good stories start with a fundamental list of ingredients: the initial situation, conflict, complication, climax, suspense, denouement, and conclusion. Great writers sometimes shake up the recipe and add some spice.

Initial Situation

Stranger in a Strange Land

The novel opens when a stranger arrives at Iping and no one knows what to make of him. From the very beginning we know that there’s some weirdness here, but we’re not quite sure what. (Unless, of course, we’ve seen the title of the book we’re reading. Oh well.)

Conflict

Stranger vs. Village
The stranger doesn’t fit in well in Iping and everyone’s pretty suspicious of him. This makes it tough for him to just live his invisible life. Starting with a robbery and ending with the Invisible Man revealing himself, there is constant discord.

Complication

Marvel: He’s No Robin

At first, the conflict is just between the Invisible Man and the village of Iping (at least, as far as we know). Soon, though, the Invisible Man brings Thomas Marvel in as his accomplice, which just complicates things. It causes more trouble in town, and also leads to bigger problems for the Invisible Man, since Marvel doesn’t want to help him. So now, the Invisible Man is fighting the villagers and his ex-accomplice. Complicated, indeed.

Climax

The Back Story

In a weird way, the climax of the story takes place in the past. It’s all about the Invisible Man’s development of his invisibility formula. It includes him stealing from his father, burning down his boardinghouse, almost being caught by the Salvation Army, breaking out of the department store, and realizing that being invisible isn’t so great. This is also the section where we finally learn the Invisible Man’s name. So, if this story is a mystery about the stranger, we finally unravel the mystery here.

Suspense

Who Will Prevail?

After Griffin invents the invisibility formula and finds Kemp, it seems like everything will go okay. (Well, okay for Griffin – not for everyone else whom he plans to murder and terrorize.) But when Dr. Kemp betrays the Invisible Man, the IM tries to murder Kemp in response. Now it’s Invisible Man vs. the world. The battle has begun, and we can’t wait to see how it ends.

Denouement

The Not-So-Invisible Corpse

Spoiler alert: the world wins. The Invisible Man gets killed by some workmen and slowly but surely, Griffin becomes visible again. This is the big reveal of the book, though it reveals info we already knew.

Conclusion

The End – Or Is It?
After Griffin dies, Marvel still has his scientific notes, but since they’re totally in code, he can’t really put them to use. Maybe whoever inherits those notes will be able to recreate the formula or some other scientific miracle. It’s both a closed conclusion – because Griffin is dead – and an open conclusion – because who knows what Griffin’s notes might lead to next.

**Theme Analysis**

**PLOT STRUCTURE ANALYSIS**

The plot of the story is very straightforward. It begins in third person as the narrator introduces the Invisible Man midway through his experiences. Once the Man is revealed, Griffin himself takes over and tells how he began his experiments and what happened to him after he had taken the potion. At the end, the point of view once again changes to that of an objective narration.

As Griffin tells his story, one can see that his behavior becomes increasingly reprehensible. In a very logical way, people first in Iping, and then in surrounding towns, become aware of the strange being in their midst. The people are curious, frightened and then determined in their attempts to bring him down and to find out who and what he really is.

The climax of the story occurs when Griffin returns to take revenge on Kemp for betraying him. The plot is resolved with the Invisible Man’s death.

**THEMES – THEME ANALYSIS**

**Corruption of Morals in the Absence of Social Restriction**

The narrator uses the Invisible Man to experiment with the depth to which a person can sink when there are no social restrictions to suppress his behavior. When Griffin first kills his father, he excuses it away by saying that the man was a “sentimental fool.” When he takes the potion himself, he endures such pain that he “understands” why the cat howled so much in the process of becoming invisible. Nevertheless he has no compassion for the cat, for his father or for any of the people he takes advantage of in the course of trying to survive invisibility. On the contrary, he descends from committing atrocities because they are necessary to his survival to committing them simply because he enjoys doing so.

This theme of corruption in the absence of social law has become a motif that is explored in other literary works. H. G. Well created his story with very little psychological elaboration or character development. Other writers, however, have taken the idea much farther; we are thus blessed with novels such as Lord of the Flies, and Heart of Darkness, along with short stories by Poe and Melville.

**Science without Humanity**
Although Wells does not have his characters elaborate on this idea, the concept is represented in the character of Kemp as well as in Griffin himself. Kemp wants to stop Griffin more out of fear for himself than out of concern for the community, but he is nonetheless fascinated by the accomplishment of this misguided college student. The problem with the entire experiment is that Griffin pursued the idea of invisibility without regard to whether or not there would be any real benefit to society because of it.

**POINT OF VIEW**

The point of view is third person dramatic for the first half of the book. Then it is a blend of third person and first person while Griffin tells his own story. Chapters 25 through the Epilogue return to third person.

**MOOD**

The mood is generally distant as that of a newspaper reporting telling about a strange event. In the sections where Griffin is telling his own story, the tone is one of self-justification, lack of conscience, and even a certain amount of arrogance.

**Important Quotes Explained**

**QUOTES - QUOTATIONS AND ANALYSIS**

1) “Everything was ruddy, shadowy, and indistinct to her, the more so since she had just been lighting the bar lamp, and her eyes were dazzled. but for a second it seemed to her that the man she looked at had an enormous mouth wide open,—a vast and incredible mouth that swallowed the whole of the lower portion of his face.”

Mrs. Hall has received a glimpse of Griffin’s face. He had to remove the lower part of the bandages in order to eat.

2.) “That marn’s a piebald, Tedd. Black here and white there-in patches. And he’s ashamed of it. He’s a kind of half-breed, and the colour’s come off patchy in places instead of mixing. I’ve heard of such things before. and it’s the common way with horses, as anyone can see.”

In the tavern, Fearenside and the other men of the village are discussing the identity of the stranger. In the absence of the known, their imaginations create a person who fits what they think they know.

3.) “He rarely went abroad by daylight, but at twilight he would go out muffled up invisibly, whether the weather were cold or not, and he chose the loneliest paths and those most overshadowed by trees and banks.”

It is an irony that Griffin must cover his invisibility with something designed to make him even more invisible. His condition has thus become a burden rather than a benefit.
4.) “The frantic gesticulations they surprised now and then, the headlong pace after nightfall that swept him upon them around quiet corners, the inhuman bludgeoning of all the tentative advances of curiosity, the taste for twilight that led to the closing of doors, the pulling down of blinds, the extinction of candles and lamps,—who could agree with such goings on? They drew aside as he passed down the village, and when he had gone by, young humourists would up with coat-collars and down with hat-brims, and go pacing nervously after him in imitation of his occult bearing.”

Since people do not understand Griffin, and since he has deliberately kept himself apart, the town is beginning to treat him like an object of ridicule. The truth is, people are afraid of him. Ridicule is a reaction to fear and lack of understanding.

5.) “I want to know what you been doing t’my chair upstairs, and I want to know how ‘t is your room was empty, and how you got in again. Them as stops in this house comes in by the doors,—that’s the rule of the house, and that you didn’t do, and what I want to know is how you did come in.”

Mrs. Hall has courageously demanded explanations for Griffin’s behavior. As if he has given up on his earlier plans, Griffin answers her mandate by pealing off his nose and whiskers and unwrapping the bandages that surround his face. The action causes panic in the inn.

6.) “Great and strange ideas transcending experience often have less effect upon men and women than smaller, more tangible considerations.”

Once Griffin is out of sight, the people put him out of mind as well. Their immediate concern is to proceed with their holiday plans. As people have never before experienced invisibility, it is easier not to believe than to believe. Even those who saw Griffin find it easier to deny their senses than to explain them.

7.) “He seems in a confounded hurry,” said Doctor Kemp, “but he doesn’t seem to be getting on. If his pockets were full of lead, he couldn’t run heavier.”

Kemp’s observation is more accurate than he knows. Marvel’s pockets are actually full of silver, specifically, money stolen by Griffin.

8.) “To do such a thing would be to transcend magic. And I beheld, unclouded by doubt, a magnificent vision of all that invisibility might mean to a man, -the mystery, the power, the freedom. Drawbacks I saw none. You have only to think! And I, a shabby, poverty-struck, hemmed-in demonstrator, teaching fools in a provincial college, might suddenly become-this.”

Griffin is recounting his feelings of exaltation when he realized he had discovered the means of becoming invisible.
9.) “A feeling of extraordinary elation took the place of my anger as I sat outside the window and watched these four people...trying to understand the riddle of my behavior...I was invisible, and I was only just beginning to realize the extraordinary advantage my invisibility gave me. My head was already teeming with plans of all the wild and wonderful things I had now impunity to do.”

Having deceived his first group of “victims,” Griffin is obsessed with the visions of things he can get away with.

10.) “Weary, cold, painful, inexpressibly wretched, and still but half convinced of my invisible quality, I began this new life to which I am committed. I had no refuge, no appliances, no human being in the world in whom I could confide...I was half minded to accost some passer-by and throw myself upon his mercy. But I knew too clearly the terror and brutal cruelty my advances would evoke...My soul object was to get shelter from the snow, to get myself covered and warm; then I might hope to plan. But even to me, an invisible man, the rows of London houses stood latched, barred and bolted impregnably.”

At this point Griffin still seems to have some consideration for people’s reactions toward an invisible human. Nevertheless, he has already discovered that being invisible isn’t as “wild and wonderful” as he had thought.

11.) “The more I thought it over,...the more I realized what a helpless absurdity an invisible man was,-in a cold and dirty climate and a crowded civilized city. Before I made this mad experiment I had dreamt of a thousand advantages. That afternoon it seemed all disappointment. I went over the heads of things a man reckons desirable. No doubt invisibility made it possible to get them, but it made it impossible to enjoy them when they were got. Ambition-what is the good of pride of place when you cannot appear there? What is the good of the love of woman when her name must needs be Delilah? I have no taste for politics, for the black-guardisms of fame, for philanthropy, for sport. What was I doing to? And for this I had become a wrapped-up mystery, a swathed and bandaged caricature of a man.”

This is one of the last sane realizations that Griffin could claim. Once he realized what he had done to himself, his only hope was in getting back what he had lost, but he had not developed his theories in reverse. The awareness of his situation leads to his insanity; if he cannot reverse his condition, his only option—to his demented way of thinking—is to use his invisibility to demand the comforts of life from people who would be to terrorized to refuse him.

12.) “He has cut himself off from his own kind. His blood be upon his own head.”

Kemp has been explaining Griffin’s intentions to the police. In devising the plan for murder and a “reign of terror,” Griffin has become “inhuman,” and completely selfish. He “cut himself off” first by creating a condition which would force him to the fringes of society. In planning to terrorize that society for his own ends, he divorces himself from all sense of human compassion.
An essay on Literary Analysis – The Invisible Man

Politicians often propose legislations to resolve current problems, but in doing so, few consider the long-term effects of their proposals. On a smaller scope, individuals must also think about their actions to prevent the emergence of unexpected drawbacks. In The Invisible Man, H.G. Wells demonstrates this exact theme of personal responsibility. He employs characters, motif, and symbols to emphasize the theme that successful execution of a plan requires careful contemplation of its consequences.

In the story, the protagonist, Griffin, displays character traits that exemplify his negligence of consideration for his plan of invisibility, leading him to inevitable consequences. As Griffin pleads for Dr. Kemp’s assistance, he explains his yearning of “...elaborate plans for the complete realisation of the advantages my invisibility gave me (as I still imagined) over my fellow men” (Wells 139-140). In this narrative, Griffin plainly admits his illusion of the associated benefits transforming from a visible human being into an invisible character. The corrupt thought of his metamorphosis’s advantages motivates Griffin to impulsively secure its realization without considering the ramifications of its establishment. However, only as an invisible man is Griffin able to understand the implications of his transformation as he expresses:

“The more I thought it over, Kemp, the more I realised what a helpless absurdity an invisible man was – in a cold and dirty climate and a crowded civilised city. Before I made this mad experiment I had dreamt of a thousand advantages. That afternoon it seemed all disappointment. I went over the heads of the things a man reckons desirable. No doubt invisibility made it possible to get them, but it made it impossible to enjoy them when they are got. Ambition -- what is the good of pride of place when you cannot appear there? What is the good of the love of woman when her name must needs be Delilah? I have no taste for politics, for the black-guardisms of fame, for philanthropy, for sport. What was I to do? And for this I had become a wrapped-up mystery, a swathed and bandaged caricature of a man!” (Wells 156)

Through this complaint, Griffin expresses sincere regret of the misjudgment that leads him to the failure of his dreams, even after invisibility has been attained. He now realizes the challenges an invisible man faces in all aspects of life, from obtaining the basic necessities to withstanding the vicious weather. It is clear that without understanding of what he is about to embark, Griffin’s plan for the acquisition of advantages over his fellow men is falling apart. Without comprehending the multitude implications of his alteration, he fails to accomplish what he yearns for most, the ultimate ability to derive pleasure from life. According to critic Robert Crossley, Griffin demonstrates the inevitability of failures when he uses alchemy, a false science, to obtain invisibility, “…aiming ‘to transcend magic’ and attain ‘the mystery, the power, the freedom’ of invisibility...As simultaneous researcher and subject of research, victim and beneficiary of the experiment in invisibility, Griffin is also the voice of suffering as much as the embodiment of ambition. Indifferent to the anguish of others…” (Crossley 36). Griffin’s
careless character becomes the victim of his own experiment, a consequence of his own creation. As the protagonist, Griffin’s character development clearly illustrates a shift in attitude towards his invisibility, from admiration to contempt, as he begins to understand the nature of his atrocious experiment that he initially does not expect.

In contrast to the impulsive Griffin, Dr. Kemp provides a character foil that illuminates the theme of carelessness leading to failures from a different perspective. As Dr. Kemp contemplates the implication of Griffin’s presence in his home, he quickly realizes how dangerous Griffin is to Iping, “‘He is invisible!’ he [Dr. Kemp] said. ‘And it reads like rage growing to mania! The things he may do! The things he may do! And he’s upstairs free as the air. What on earth ought I to do?’” (Wells 110). Upon carefully looking at the local newspapers, Dr. Kemp evaluates the threat that this invisible man possesses. Not only does this demonstrate Dr. Kemp’s compassionate character as opposed to the heartless Griffin, but it also portrays Dr. Kemp as an attentive and cautious person in contrast to his quick-tempered colleague. Later, upon considering the fate of Iping, Dr. Kemp proposes a plan to Adye to stop Griffin, “‘But how?’ cried Kemp, and suddenly became full of ideas. ‘You must begin at once. You must set every available man to work. You must prevent his leaving this district. Once he gets away, he may go through the countryside as he wills, killing and maiming. He dreams of a reign of terror!’” (Wells 165-166). Amidst the frantic atmosphere confronting a loose murderer, Dr. Kemp maintains his calmness, evaluating the situation carefully and directing the constable to increase defensive counter-forces against Griffin. Because of his decisive and frank manner coupled with proper attention to the consequences of his situation, Kemp is able to exercise some control over the horror of the town, and eventually is the victor, demonstrating the importance of prudence in character. As critic Bruce Beiderwell says, “The simile likening the rational, respectable, and responsible Kemp to a hound extends the discomforting associations that Wells has developed around Griffin” (Beiderwell 122). The contrast that Wells provides proves his message concerning the failure of Griffin. The success of Dr. Kemp at saving his life is further prioritized by the failure of Griffin at sparing his. Through character foil, Wells artfully characterizes Kemp as a thoughtful and cautious individual whose effort is eventually rewarded by the sparing of his life as opposed to the impulsive Griffin whose failure to consider the effects of his actions costs him his life.

As the title suggests, Wells also uses the motif of invisibility to convey his message concerning the necessity of thought for successful execution of a plan. Thinking of the advantages of invisibility, Griffin explains to Kemp in the second half of the novel that “I looked about me at the hillside, with children playing and girls watching them, and tried to think of all the fantastic advantages an invisible man would have in the world” (Wells 124). Invisibility is the ultimate discovery that would undoubtedly grant Griffin the ability to take advantage of his fellow men, or at least he believes so. In this case, invisibility represents Griffin’s desire to gain power from his transformation, leading him to neglect pondering the drawbacks of his plan. Earlier in the novel, Griffin explains the calamity of the situation as he is harassed by the people of Iping, he says, “‘The fact is, I’m all here -- head, hands, legs, and all the rest of it -- but it happens I’m
invisible. It’s a confounded nuisance, but I am. That’s no reason why I should be poked to pieces by every stupid bumpkin in Iping, is it?” (Wells 47-48). Because of his invisibility, Griffin isolates himself from the rest of the human race, causing other people to bestow upon him a sense of suspicion and distrust. This motif of invisibility symbolizes the downfall of Griffin’s greed for power and desire for advantages as it brings him further and further away from human civilization. Critic Keith Phipps fully encapsulates the meaning of invisibility as Griffin’s ultimate outcast because it causes Griffin to not only be physically isolated from man, but is emotionally and mentally detached from the human race; Phipps states, “For Wells, an invisible man is the ultimate outcast, denied clothing, shelter, food, and all the other basic needs we’ve come to take for granted since we climbed down from the trees” (Phipps). Instead of a talisman as Griffin hopes, invisibility turns out to be a curse on his existence. Appearing throughout the novel, the contrast between the reality of invisibility and the fantasy of its manifestation in Griffin’s mind clearly illustrates the catastrophe encountered as a result of carelessness to consider its consequences.

Furthermore, clothing symbolizes the institution of deprived thought as the precedent of a failing effort. Explaining his circumstances to Dr. Kemp, Griffin discloses that:

“I had thought of painting and powdering my face and all that there was to show of me, in order to render myself visible, but the disadvantage of this lay in the fact that I should require turpentine and other appliances and a considerable amount of time before I could vanish again. Finally I chose a mask of the better type, slightly grotesque but not more so than many human beings, dark glasses, greyish whiskers, and a wig. I could find no underclothing, but that I could buy subsequently, and for the time I swathed myself in calico dominoes and some white cashmere scarves. I could find no socks, but the hunchback’s boots were rather a loose fit and sufficed. In a desk in the shop were three sovereigns and about thirty shillings’ worth of silver, and in a locked cupboard I burst in the inner room were eight pounds in gold. I could go forth into the world gain, equipped.” (Wells 154)

Griffin explains how clothing is both his friend and foe as it offers him a method to assimilate back to humanity, but it is also his obstacle to escaping his grotesque existence. Clothing is a symbol of human qualities, of protection, and of warmth. Yet, it denies Griffin all of those elements now that he is an invisible man and signifies Griffin’s severe isolation. Furthermore, Griffin explains, “To get clothing was to forgo all my advantage, to make of myself a strange and terrible thing” (Wells 146). From this testimony, to hold on to his invisibility means to render Griffin less than a human character. Clothing symbolizes Griffin’s inability to return to normalcy because he sacrifices his human traits for what he believes would bring him ultimate advantages, which it does not. Critic Richard Hauer Costa believes Griffin’s nudity is a symbol of isolation that illustrates Griffin’s lack of thought, declaring that “No writer of his day put so much power into an essentially detached viewpoint. In his first three scientific romances Wells sees humans as stripped of their distinctly human qualities, just as Griffin is stripped of clothing to maintain transparency” (Costa 41). Because Griffin has not considered invisibility as a vehicle
that would drive him from civilization, his experiment strips him his humanity, as it strips him his clothing. Griffin’s yearning for the advantages of invisibility denies him his human status as symbolized by his lack of clothes, a result that he has not expected.

In addition to clothing, the weather also symbolizes the consequences of Griffin’s thoughtlessness. As Griffin explains to Dr. Kemp, he says, “It was a bright day in January, and I was stark naked, and the thin slime of mud that covered the road was freezing. Foolish as it seems to me now, I had not reckoned that, transparent or not, I was still amendable to the weather and all its consequences” (Wells 132-133). Griffin elaborates about the effects of weather on his invisible state of being that he has not expected. The weather symbolizes universality that both serves and destroys men in different circumstances. In this case, it seeks to obstruct Griffin’s plan as an invisible, naked character to remind the readers of the drawbacks of Griffin’s neglect to consider his actions. After Griffin escapes, declaring his plan for havoc on Iping, Dr. Kemp wishes, “‘Heaven send us cold nights and rain! The whole countryside must begin hunting and keep hunting’” (Wells 166). Furthermore, the weather gives Griffin’s enemies hope for rectification. It gives Dr. Kemp optimism confronting this inhuman Griffin. As demonstrated, the weather symbolizes a universal mediator that seeks to obtain balance by both assisting men to destroy evil and intruding with the progression of evil itself, showing that Griffin’s lack of contemplation of all aspects of the plan creates for himself another necessary enemy that continues to impede his intentions. According to Hans Biedermann, when rain, a component of weather, “…is moderate and not excessive, the earth brings forth new life. But if it is inordinately heavy, it destroys the earth and drowns its new shoots” (Biedermann 277). As shown in this dissection of the meaning of weather, its presence in excess is detrimental to men, but its absence is also critical to the livelihood of humans, hinting to the idea of balance earlier mentioned. The weather, with all its intricacies, symbolizes opposition to Griffin’s plan by creating unbearable conditions for his nudity to exemplify Griffin’s failure to predict the implications of his plan. Again, Griffin’s poor judgment creates an obstacle for himself as symbolized by the attack from the weather to his nakedness.

Furthermore, the inclusion of dogs as a symbol that obstructs Griffin’s proceeding enhances the author’s message about vigilance. Terrified by the presence of dogs, Grifﬁns states that “…every dog that came in sight, with its pointing nose and curious sniffing, was a terror to me!” (Wells 136). Dogs are particularly troublesome to Griffin because of their keen sense of smell. Even though he is invisible, dogs can sense his presence through his odor. Without considering dogs’ sensory sharpness, Griffin yearns for the success of his transformation, but before he knows it, Griffin is confronted by the obstacle he least suspects. Then, Griffin continues to say that “‘I had never realized it before, but the nose is to the mind of a dog what the eye is to the mind of a seeing man’” (Wells 133). Griffin now discovers the error of his misjudgment when it is already too late as dogs begin to attack his existence even though he believes that no living organisms could sense him. Because of Griffin’s inability to foresee the complications of his invisibility, he faces problems in a state of existence that he cannot escape. Amidst the complexity of his situation, he has waived all of his options to return to the
normalcy of his life because he fails to contemplate the consequences of his transformation. Critic Beiderwell emphasizes, “Dogs are a special curse to Griffin because they detect him by scent, not sight. Still, this faculty does not account for the antipathy dogs express toward Griffin. It cannot be that dogs are merely angered by smelling what they cannot see; in the third chapter, a fully costumed, visible Griffin is bitten by a dog. It seems that dogs instinctively dislike Griffin” (Beiderwell 121-122). Not only is Griffin isolating himself from the human race, but he is also an outcast even from the animals. The irony is that even though the animals can sense him, they still show an instinctive abhorrence towards Griffin. This demonstrates the detriment of Griffin’s thoughtlessness as he is despised by all of society, both humans and animals. Wells illustrates the inevitable ramification of Griffin’s lack of consideration for his plans through the symbol of dogs hating him.

Throughout The Invisible Man, Wells imparts the message of adequate investment of thought concerning the consequences of a plan to ensure its expected outcomes by artfully manipulating characters, motif, and symbols to convey this theme. The uncertainty of the future necessitates one to carefully consider the possible outcomes of his or her plans. It requires one to expect impediments on his or her path and to carefully evaluate a plan in order to overcome these obstacles. As Griffin suffers from his ultimate isolation from society, individuals can learn from his mistake to be more vigilant in their pursuits.

Study Questions

1.) Why does Mrs. Hall tolerate the Invisible Man as long as she does?

2.) Why do you think Griffin smashes bottles and swears behind the locked door of his room?

3.) How do the speculations of the people in town exemplify human nature?

4.) Which characters have realistic reactions to the Invisible Man? Which ones have unrealistic reactions?

5.) Explain why Teddy Henfry decides the Man is trying to hide something from the police.

6.) What do Huxter’s actions say about him as a member of the town?

7.) At what point is Griffin truly insane?

8.) How do you think you would react if you saw your money disappear in front of you, but couldn’t see who was taking it?

9.) Marvel ends up with all the money because the lawyers couldn’t tell definitively whom it belonged to. How is this similar to our court systems today?

10.)Marvel is introduced as a tramp and ends up a business owner. How realistic is this? What does it say about Marvel himself?
Model Questions and Answers – The Invisible Man

A. What is an example of rising action and falling action in The Invisible Man by H. G. Wells?

An important rising action that leads up to the climax is the occurrence in Chapter XIX in which Griffin, the Invisible Man, has a conversation with Kemp over breakfast. His identity has been revealed; his secret is uncovered. Kemp believes Griffin to be mad and homicidal: “he said, ‘but he’s mad! Homicidal!’” This conversation occurs while Kemp is awaiting the results of whatever he wrote in his note to Colonel Ayde of Fort Burdock; it was apparently a plea for help and the apprehension of Griffin: “For instance, would it be a breach of faith if--? No.’ ....”

The climax occurs in Chapter XXIV after Griffin has told Kemp his story. Sounds are heard indicating Ayde’s presence. Griffin in a rage realizes what has come to be and furiously yells while removing his clothing--Kemp tries to secure him in the belvedere but loses the door key. Griffin overpowers him and attacks his would be captors, escaping over Kemp’s fallen form:

‘the dressing-gown came wedging itself into the opening. [Kemp’s] throat was gripped by invisible fingers, and he left his hold on the [door] handle to defend himself. He was forced back, tripped and pitched heavily into the corner of the landing. The empty dressing-gown was flung on the top of him.’

The following chapters detail the various elements of falling action that lead up to resolution in which Griffin materializes to reveal his albino coloring:

‘glassy bones and intricate arteries, then the flesh and skin, first a faint fogginess, and then growing rapidly dense and opaque. ... His hair and brow were white ... with the whiteness of albinism — and his eyes were like garnets.’

An example of falling action is the episode during which Kemp flees for his life with the Invisible Man in hot pursuit. He ran for his life, "though his face was white and wet, his wits were cool to the last," and was locked out of every house along the way--because he had order they all keep their doors locked:
"You can't come in," said Mr. Heelas, shutting the bolts. "I'm very sorry if he's after you, but you can't come in!"

B. What impression do you form about the stranger?

It was biting cold when a stranger arrived at the 'Coach and Horses' inn at Iping. Mrs. Hall, the owner of the inn gave him accommodation without giving much consideration about his identity. The stranger was fully covered from head to toe but his pinkish bright nose. When she went in to his room to serve him tea, she did not knock at his door and entered swiftly. She noticed that the guest had taken off his hat and overcoat. She heard a muffled voice and stood gaping at him. His head was all bandaged up. His hair escaping through them gave him a very grotesque appearance. Mrs. Hall was too shocked to even speak.

He was no miser and didn't even negotiate over the rent. Initially, he grabs our attention by his appearance. He is mysterious and whenever Mrs. Hall goes into his room, we find him standing near the window. Then Mrs. Hall encounters his bandaged head and she infers that he had met some severe accident. Mrs. Hall was talking to him but he snubbed her. It was rather rude of him. He didn't come out of his room and kept to himself. All in all, there is apparently something obscure about him.

C. What were Teddy Henfrey's impressions about the guest?

From the very beginning, Teddy was suspicious of the guest. Being of a curious nature, Teddy delayed his work to fall into a conversation with the silent guest. The stranger stood where he stood and he was so still that it got on Henfrey's nerves. He felt alone in the room and looked up, and there, grey and dim, was the bandaged head and huge blue lenses staring fixedly, with a mist of green spots drifting in front of them. It was so uncanny to Henfrey that for a minute they remained staring blankly at one another. Then Henfrey looked down again. For him it was an uncomfortable position. The stranger annoyed Mr. Henfrey so much which the latter could not bear it after sometime.

On returning from the inn after repairing the clock in the stranger's room, Henfrey uttered curses and wished the police interrogated the stranger and removed his bandages. Mr. Henfrey, out of rage, gave a much more grotesque description of the stranger so that Mr. Hall could be equally determined to throw him out at the earliest. He blamed Mrs. Hall for admitting the stranger without proper identification and reminded him that it was a mess that they could not get him out before a week had passed. In addition to this, Mr. Henfrey told Mr. Hall how his aunt at Hastings had been swindled by a stranger with empty suitcases. Altogether he left Hall vaguely suspicious.
1. Dr. Kemp comes out a character with great grit and determination. Also bring out the qualities that make him different from Griffin.

Kemp comes out as a man of grit and determination because he was the first person who analysed the existence of the Invisible Man without any trace of apprehension. He was a well qualified scientist who was working on a project which he hoped would win him a fellowship at the Royal Society. This tall and slender young man with flaxen hair and almost white moustache had a rational and logical approach to the happenings around him. Thus he scoffed at the idea of the invisible Man and those who believed in the existence of such an absurd being were looked upon by him with contempt. Mr. Kemp was a keen observer and a self confident scientist who examined the first traces of the Invisible Man’s presence in his house. On coming face to face with him, Kemp did not get startled. He never lost his cool and in a very calm and composed manner, he heard Griffin’s entire story with patience and assured to respect his freedom. However when he came down to his study and read all the reports about the Invisible Man as printed by the newspapers, he sent a word to the police chief, Colonel Adye to come and arrest this criminal; Kemp’s determination to check any potential threat to the society and his grit to contain the unchecked terror caused by the Invisible Man was thus fully established. However this breach of trust on the part of Kemp can in no way be called a betrayal because he took this step in the larger interest of the welfare of the society. The manner in which he arranged and organized the arrest of Griffin also indicates the dominance of his moral strength over any other human weakness. Of course his human frailty is indicated at one stage in the story when he leaves behind the two policemen and escapes quietly from his house, but this action later becomes part of his strategy to get the Invisible Man arrested.

In college Kemp was Griffin’s senior, but Kemp was not violent or given to fits of madness, he was not impulsive and had a logical mind. On the other hand Griffin, because of his boundless ambition became anti-social and isolated himself from rest of the world. In his pursuit he loses his humanity and allows himself to become a slave of negative forces. Inspite of his negativity, Griffin emerges as the central, the pivotal character of the story, Dr. Kemp is sidelined. It so happens to some extent because of his escapist nature and lack of courage. Thus Kemp earns the admiration of the readers for the qualities of grit and determination that he employs to rescue everyone from the evil Invisible Man.

2. Griffin was a brilliant scientist but a depraved human. Draw a pen-portrait of Griffin in this context.

Griffin was a very intelligent and hard working scientist who put in his heart and soul into his research. He worked with a focused mind and stopped at nothing in pursuit of his scientific goal to achieve invisibility. Unfortunately his passion warped into an obsession and he stooped to the pits of depravity.

Griffin was a student of medicine at the University College where he won a medal for excellence in chemistry. He was almost an albino, six feet high and broad with a pink and white face and red eyes. His keen interest in light drew him to physics. Fascinated by optical density, he moved to Chesilstowe after leaving London. At that time he was twenty two years old and full of enthusiasm. He worked as a lecturer in a provincial college with his superiors and his peers, he worked stealthily so that he
wouldn’t have to share the credit of his work with anybody. He cut himself off from normal social life and withdrew into the dark interiors of selfishness.

His poverty drove him to the extent of robbing his own father, creating such a situation that that the old man had to commit suicide in order to escape humiliation. The lack of remorse at the death of his father was a firm point when this otherwise brilliant scientist turned into a self-centred, selfish and callous man. Throwing away all ethics and morality, Griffin grew short tempered, intolerant and vindictive. He finally succeeded in his ambition but the unforeseen problems that were generated because of his invisible condition compelled him to move to Iping, a remote village.

Embittered by his pseudo success Griffin continued to fall morally. He made life miserable for the people of Iping, especially that of the Hall couple. He resorted to theft, robbery, and terror to proclaim a false sense of superiority. The absence of humane sensitivity in Griffin became clear when he forced a vulnerable Marvel to be his accomplice. The brutal manner in which he killed Wicksteed and chased Kemp to avenge treachery marked the eventual destruction of goodness, mercy and kindness that are the trademarks of an intelligent scientist. Therefore Griffin’s character comes out more as a wicked, crazy and heinous criminal than a responsible scientist.

3. Highlighting the facts from the novel, how can you say that the Invisible man is against traditional moral values? Griffin stands for science without humanity. Substantiate.

In the novel, the writer seems to highlight the modern man going astray, digressing from the path of righteousness against traditional moral values. Griffin symbolises the careless youngsters of today who can go to any extent to satisfy their desires and ambition. Griffin was in college when he became so involved with his extraordinary experiments, he kept them a secret. Griffin had initially robbed his own father to further his project. His father committed suicide, but Griffin remained unaffected and unrepentant over the folly. He was after his dream of becoming invisible without visualizing the consequences of his obsession. Initially he had not planned to try the experiments on himself. The Jewish landlord and the neighbor forced him to hide his work. Griffin comes out in the novel as a wayward irresponsible character who does not care about anyone and destroys the peaceful harmony of a village community. He is an antisocial being devoid of human values. almost goes to the extent of madness and just takes advantage of anyone and of any situation. He becomes a scheming mind devoid of any scruples just reason without any religion at all. He never goes to church on Sunday, this quite upsets the villages. Without trace of humanity he is only cold, hard logic and nothing else. The writer Wells directly attacks the fast life of London City. Every individual seems to be lost. The unfeeling uncaring character of the big city leaves Griffin also hurt. He feels he has no one to call his own, to whom he could open his heart and share his feelings.

4. Describe the final chase where the hunter is Hunted’. What do you learn from it?

The final chase begins with Kemp running in terror of the Invisible Man, to his neighbor Mr. Heelas’ house. Mr. Heelas who had already heard about Mr. Kemp being chased by the Invisible Man refuses to give him refuge in his house. Forced to run again, Kemp ran with all his might.
All along he saw houses locked and barred by his own orders. He, in his terror, imagined footsteps behind him, he even thought of jumping into a passing tram. At that time he was hit by the car and went reeling towards his unseen antagonist, hit under the jaw again and sprawled on the ground. A couple of eager hands gripped his throat. Kemp grasped the wrists and heard a cry of pain from his assailants. The grip at his throat relaxed and with a tremendous effort, Kemp freed himself and grasped a shoulder and rolled over it.

“I have got him”, Kemp screamed “Help, Help! Hold! Hold his feet.” In a second there was a rush and Kemp could hear only sounds of blows and heavy breathing. The Invisible Man threw off a couple of his attackers but Kemp clung on to him. The tram conductor suddenly got the neck and shoulder and hit hard. A wild scream ‘Mercy! Mercy!’ was heard and Kemp shouted at men to ‘stand back’ as the man was hurt.

Kemp examined the thing unseen on the ground. People were now coming out of the houses. Very little was said by anyone. Suddenly an old woman pointed at the outline of a hand - limp and opaque. Slowly the strange change continued and along with the limbs the vital centres of the Invisible Man appeared soon. They saw his crushed chest, his shoulders and the dim outline of his drawn and battered features. There lay naked and pitiful on the ground the bruised and broken body of a young man about thirty. His hair and brow were white - not grey with age because he was an albino and his eyes were like garnets. His hands were clenched, eyes wide open, his expression was one of anger and dismay.

Someone brought a sheet from the ‘Jolly Cricketers’ and having covered him, they carried him into a house. And there Griffin the world’s most gifted physicist, ended in disaster his strange and terrible career. At the end of the novel, though sorry for Griffin we do not feel any sympathy. He lived violently and died a violent death. He showed no mercy to people he met and the same fate waited for him. It also makes one think that science if not used for the service of mankind is evil and is without humanity. Griffin paid a heavy price for using science without humanity for his own selfish ends. He becomes inhuman and loses all rights to our compassion.
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General Instructions
• No doubts and clarifications shall be entertained. In case of any doubt, make reasonable assumptions and proceed.
• Follow proper sequence of questions while answering. Do not mix sections.
• Stick to the word limit wherever specified.
• This paper has 13 questions and 6 printed sides.

Section A (Reading)
1 Read the passage carefully and answer the questions which follow.

Some political thinkers think that liberty and equality cannot go together. They think that liberty implies the freedom to do what one would like to do. It’s true, if freedom is interpreted in its absolute sense it means that every individual shall be free according to his opportunities, there will be chaos. It is a lesson of history that whenever people are allowed to do as they wish, the clever and more capable used their freedom to concentrate all wealth and power in themselves to the misery and oppression of the rest. Obviously, the negative view is described by those who belong to privileged section of community and for this reason, seek to maintain status quo for the sake of their vested interests. They think that equality is unattainable under conditions of such unrestricted freedom. Lord Action therefore, says, “The passion of equality made vain the hope of liberty.”

The exponents of this view held that liberty is natural whereas equality is not. Nature itself created differences. For example, some are intellectuals, others are not. Liberty means freedom, i.e., no restrictions; equality needs some restrictions. This is against the principle of liberty. The institution of property is a natural institution and it should not be restricted by equality.

Perfect equality is only possible when enforced by state. It means the powers of state will increase. Excess power of the state is harmful to the liberty of the people. Moreover, state has produced many evils of capitalism. It has encouraged exploitation. It has given protection to the capitalists. Such a state cannot give perfect equality. So, the hope of liberty also vanishes away. Democracy is said to be a system based on liberty and equality. But unfortunately, democracy is either becoming elites’ democracy ‘or dollar democracy. Either this is controlled by the educated class or by the capitalist. Presence of elite or capitalist is inequality. Hence, liberty and equality appear opposed to each other.

The Liberals as well as Marxists have asserted that liberty and equality are not opposed to each other. Liberty has no meaning if it is not enjoyed by all. It may be enjoyed by all if privileged classes are abolished in the society. In a society of unequal, freedom becomes a farce. What is the use of expression of thought, when some are deprived? A sound public opinion cannot be
formed. That is why R.H. Tawney observes that a large measure of equality, as far from being inimical to liberty, is essential to it.

If there is only liberty, there will be anarchy. Liberty will be exploited for personal profits. Dunham writes, “A group of men whose social role consists of taking profits from other people’s labour can have no profound belief in equality and fraternity as desired ideals.” Thus, liberty needs equality, so that there is no concentration of wealth in one or few hands. The Marxists have gone to the extent of saying that liberty and equality are, closely related for a classless society.

The Liberals think that democracy can never be successful till there is perfect liberty with equality. Laski, a champion of liberalism, writes, “There cannot, in a word, be a democratic government without equality; and without democratic government there cannot be freedom.”

Democracy is based on, political equality. Political equality is not possible without social and economic equality. In the absence of social equality, some social class will dominate politics and in the absence of economic equality ‘those holding the means of production will dominate politics. So in the absence of socio-economic equality, liberty is just a myth. People may enjoy real liberty only where social and economic equality is established. This will make democracy successful.

Thus, we find that liberty without equality is meaningless. We may enjoy liberty only when there is perfect equality. If liberty is to be viewed as positive thing then equality is prerequisite.

The Marxists clearly stated there is inequality in the society due to the institution of private property. Many contemporary liberal writers express the relation between property and equality but Marxists scientifically analysed the question of equality in relation to property. They maintained that a classless society could only be established when private property is abolished. In a classless society, one will work according to one’s ability and each will get according to one’s need. ‘

The Marxists maintain that social and political equality is a myth without economic equality. In the absence of economic equality those holding the means of production will dominate politics. They refuse that the state can create equality in a class-divided society through welfare measures. They believe that social ownership of the means of production in a given society is a precondition for economic equality. The Marxists accept that all distinctions cannot be removed. They say, “Communist equality presupposes the eradication not of all distinctions and such conditions as would give rise to a difference in the social position of people.”

1.1 Complete the following the choosing the correct option:

a The passage is about _______________
   i. education
   ii. liberty
   iii. equality
   iv. society

b Liberty is meaningless without _______________
   i. freedom
   ii. education
   iii. independence
iv. equality

c. If there is only liberty, there will be_______________
   i. monarchy
   ii. hierarchy
   iii. anarchy
   iv. peace

1.2 Answer the following questions:
   a. If everyone is allowed to do as he/she wishes, what will be the state of the society? 1
   b. What do Liberals and Marxists have in common? 1
   c. How, according to Laski, democracy, freedom and equality depend upon one another? 1
   d. When will people enjoy real liberty? 1
   e. How can classless society be established according to Marxists? 1

1.3 Find words from the passage which mean the same as:
   a. Complete
   b. Utter confusion
   c. Having special rights

2 Read the following carefully and answer the questions which follow.

The wind one morning sprang up from sleep,
Saying, “Now for a frolic! Now for a leap!
Now for a madcap galloping chase!
I’ll make a commotion in every place!”
Through the forest it roared and cried gaily, “Now,
You sturdy old oaks, I’ll make you bow!”
And it made them bow without more ado,
Or it cracked their great branches through and through
Then it rushed like a monster on cottage and farm,
Striking their dwellers with sudden alarm;
And they ran out like bees in a midsummer swarm;
There were dames with their kerchiefs over their caps,
To see if their poultry were free from mishaps;
The turkeys they gobbled, the geese screamed aloud,
And the hens crept to roost in a terrified crowd;
There was rearing of ladders, and logs laying on,
Where the thatch from the roof threatened soon to be gone.
But the wind had swept on, and had met in a lane
With a schoolboy, who panted and struggled in vain;
For it tossed him and twirled him, then passed, and he stood
With his hat in a pool and shoes in the mud.
Then away went the wind in its holiday glee,
And now it was far on the billowy sea,
And the lordly ships felt its staggering flow,
And the little boats dared to and fro.
But do! It was night, and it sank to rest
On the sea-bird’s rock in the gleaming West,
Laughing to think in its fearful fun,
How little of mischief it really had done.

2.1 **Choose the most appropriate option:**

a. What did the wind want to do one day?
   i. It wanted to destroy everything
   ii. It wanted to wear a mad cap
   iii. It wanted to have fun
   iv. It wanted to gallop on a horse

b. Where did it go?
   i. It went to a school
   ii. It went to a city
   iii. It went through a forest
   iv. It went through an orchad

c. What did the wind do to the old oaks?
   i. It broke them
   ii. It shook them
   iii. It made them bow
   iv. It destroyed their branches

2.2 **Answer the following questions briefly**

a. What was the mood of the wind when it got up from its sleep?
b. Why did the dames run out?
c. Whom did the wind meet in a lane?
d. What happened to his shoes and hat?
e. Was the wind satisfied at the end of the day?

2.3 **Pick out words from the poem which mean the same as:**

a. Overwhelming
b. Strong
c. A group or a crowd

3. **Read the passage given below:**

Information technology and library are two faces of the same coin. In a village set-up, mostly the young and old people use libraries and the middle-aged make little use of these libraries. They need job-related information to update their skills and knowledge. The library and information services play a dominant role in catering to education, information and recreational requirements of society. Library is an instrument of social change. All along the concept of library has been associated with literacy and books, and the librarian was considered the keeper of books. Concurrent with changes in society, the concept of library has changed. It is a multimedia centre and a place for learning resources for the literates as well as the illiterates. Education is the key to individual achievement and national strength.

Integrated approach in starting at least a reading room in every hamlet is the need, of the hour. Co-ordination between the Department of Education and Panchayati Raj in spreading the library movement is of paramount importance. Amalgamation of adult education programmes with the
library programmes also needs to be given a greater thought. The school can function in a hamlet or a village serving the common needs of students and public. The massive permanent building programmes for weaker sections in rural areas should earmark at least one house for every 1,000 houses or in every cluster for library purpose. The services of a retired teacher or a retired employee in that hamlet can be availed. A person residing in the same hamlet is more useful with inherent advantages than an outsider for library work as the library has to function in the evening hours and to be extended for TV and Internet operations also. Information technology, internet and e-commerce have great potential in catering to public needs. However, we have to be pragmatic in our approach in terms of electronic access to information in rural areas. Availability, accessibility, affordability, acceptability and sustainability of service should also be kept in view. It is hoped that the states and central government will give top priority to this minimum facility.

3.1 On the basis of your reading of the above passage make notes on it using headings and subheadings. Also use recognizable abbreviations. (4-6) Supply a suitable title to it.

3.2 Write a summary of the passage in 80 words.

Section B (Writing Skills)

4. The Physics Club of Daisy Public School, Vijaynagar, Hyderabad, is planning to organize a workshop on Electromagnetism. Draft an invitation to be sent to the principals of other schools in the city, inviting their students to participate in the workshop. Write the invitation in 50 words

5. In a bid to educate people about the harmful effects of smoking the government of India has taken several steps. But they have been ineffective to a large extent. Write a letter to the editor of a national daily giving your views about the steps taken by the government and what more can be done. You are Rajiv/ Ranjana, a resident of Poorvi Marg, Chandigarh. (150 words)

6. You are ‘Preet/Preeti, a student of class XII. You are going to participate in an inter-school debate and the topic is “Violence in Movies Leads to More Violence in Real Life”. Write the debate for the motion in 150-200 words.

7. You are Fatima/ Fazal, a student of class XII. You are deeply disturbed by the rising cases of immorality and corruption in today’s world. You feel that these can be curbed by proper education and instruction at the school level. Write a speech to be delivered in the morning assembly about the immediacy of introducing value education in school. (150-200 words)

Section C (Literature)

8. Read the extract given below and answer the questions:

Unless, governor, inspector, visitor,
This map becomes their window and these windows
That shut upon their lives like catacombs.’

a) Why does the poet invoke ‘governor, ‘inspector’ and ‘visitor’?
b) What does ‘this map’ refer to? How can it become ‘their window’?
c) What have ‘these windows’ done to their lives?
d) What do you understand by catacombs?

9. Answer the following in 30-40 words.

a. What would be an ‘exotic ‘moment and why? (Keeping Quiet)
b. ‘In the midst of terror came a touch of reason”. Discuss (Deep Water)
c. How was the peddler caught in a rattrap?
d. Was M Hamel an ideal teacher? Give reasons

M/2 Page 5 of SET 1
The plight of the ragpickers of Seemapuri and the bangle makers of Firozabad exposes the callous, cruel face of the society. Which values should the society follow to cure itself of such maladies?

Dr. Sadao masterfully uses diplomacy to get out of a potentially dangerous situation that could have shown him as a traitor to his country. Elaborate.

Describe the events which lead to the town people’s attitude change from curiosity to suspicion, dislike and finally hostility.

Compare the characters of Mr and Mrs Hall in ‘The Invisible Man’.
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General Instructions
• No doubts and clarifications shall be entertained. In case of any doubt, make reasonable assumptions and proceed.
• Follow proper sequence of questions while answering. Do not mix sections.
• Stick to the word limit wherever specified.
• This paper has 13 questions and 6 printed sides.

Section A (Reading)

1 Read the passage carefully and answer the questions which follow.

Some political thinkers think that liberty and equality cannot go together. They think that liberty implies the freedom to do what one would like to do. It’s true, if freedom is interpreted in its absolute sense it means that every individual shall be free according to his opportunities, there will be chaos. It is a lesson of history that whenever people are allowed to do as they wish, the clever and more capable used their freedom to concentrate all wealth and power in themselves to the misery and oppression of the rest. Obviously, the negative view is described by those who belong to privileged section of community and for this reason, seek to maintain status quo for the sake of their vested interests. They think that equality is unattainable under conditions of such unrestricted freedom. Lord Action therefore, says, “The passion of equality made vain the hope of liberty.”

The exponents of this view held that liberty is natural whereas equality is not. Nature itself created differences. For example, some are intellectuals, others are not. Liberty means freedom, i.e., no restrictions; equality needs some restrictions. This is against the principle of liberty. The institution of property is a natural institution and it should not be restricted by equality.

Perfect equality is only possible when enforced by state. It means the powers of state will increase. Excess power of the state is harmful to the liberty of the people. Moreover, state has produced many evils of capitalism. It has encouraged exploitation. It has given protection to the capitalists. Such a state cannot give perfect equality. So, the hope of liberty also vanishes away. Democracy is said to be a system based on liberty and equality. But unfortunately, democracy is either becoming elites’ democracy ‘or dollar democracy. Either this is controlled by the educated class or by the capitalist. Presence of elite or capitalist is inequality. Hence, liberty and equality appear opposed to each other.

The Liberals as well as Marxists have asserted that liberty and equality are not opposed to each other. Liberty has no meaning if it is not enjoyed by all. It may be enjoyed by all if privileged classes are abolished in the society. In a society of unequal, freedom becomes a farce. What is the use of expression of thought, when some are deprived? A sound public opinion cannot be
formed. That is why R.H. Tawney observes that a large measure of equality, as far from being inimical to liberty, is essential to it.

If there is only liberty, there will be anarchy. Liberty will be exploited for personal profits. Dunham writes, “A group of men whose social role consists of taking profits from other people’s labour can have no profound belief in equality and fraternity as desired ideals.” Thus, liberty needs equality, so that there is no concentration of wealth in one or few hands. The Marxists have gone to the extent of saying that liberty and equality are, closely related for a classless society.

The Liberals think that democracy can never be successful till there is perfect liberty with equality. Laski, a champion of liberalism, writes, “There cannot, in a word, be a democratic government without equality; and without democratic government there cannot be freedom.”

Democracy is based on, political equality. Political equality is not possible without social and economic equality. In the absence of social equality, some social class will dominate politics and in the absence of economic equality ‘those holding the means of production will dominate politics. So in the absence of socio-economic equality, liberty is just a myth. People may enjoy real liberty only where social and economic equality is established. This will make democracy successful.

Thus, we find that liberty without equality is meaningless. We may enjoy liberty only when there is perfect equality. If liberty is to be viewed as positive thing then equality is prerequisite.

The Marxists clearly stated there is inequality in the society due to the institution of private property. Many contemporary liberal writers express the relation between property and equality but Marxists scientifically analysed the question of equality in relation to property. They maintained that a classless society could only be established when private property is abolished. In a classless society, one will work according to one’s ability and each will get according to one’s need.

The Marxists maintain that social and political equality is a myth without economic equality. In the absence of economic equality those holding the means of production will dominate politics. They refuse that the state can create equality in a class-divided society through welfare measures. They believe that social ownership of the means of production in a given society is a precondition for economic equality. The Marxists accept that all distinctions cannot be removed. They say, “Communist equality presupposes the eradication not of all distinctions and such conditions as would give rise to a difference in the social position of people.”

1.1 Complete the following the choosing the correct option:

a The passage is about _________________
   i. education
   ii. liberty
   iii. equality
   iv. society

b Liberty is meaningless without ________________
   i. freedom
   ii. education
   iii. independence
iv. equality

c. If there is only liberty, there will be ____________
   i. monarchy
   ii. hierarchy
   iii. anarchy
   iv. peace

1.2 Answer the following questions:
   a. If everyone is allowed to do as he/she wishes, what will be the state of the society?
   b. What do Liberals and Marxists have in common?
   c. How, according to Laski, democracy, freedom and equality depend upon one another?
   d. When will people enjoy real liberty?
   e. How can classless society be established according to Marxists?

1.3 Find words from the passage which mean the same as:
   a. Complete
   b. Utter confusion
   c. Having special rights

2 Read the following carefully and answer the questions which follow.

The wind one morning sprang up from sleep, Saying, “Now for a frolic! Now for a leap! Now for a madcap galloping chase! I’ll make a commotion in every place!” Through the forest it roared and cried gaily, “Now, You sturdy old oaks, I’ll make you bow!” And it made them bow without more ado, Or it cracked their great branches through and through Then it rushed like a monster on cottage and farm, Striking their dwellers with sudden alarm; And they ran out like bees in a midsummer swarm; There were dames with their kerchiefs over their caps, To see if their poultry were free from mishaps; The turkeys they gobbled, the geese screamed aloud, And the hens crept to roost in a terrified crowd; There was rearing of ladders, and logs laying on, Where the thatch from the roof threatened soon to be gone. But the wind had swept on, and had met in a lane With a schoolboy, who panted and struggled in vain; For it tossed him and twirled him, then passed, and he stood With his hat in a pool and shoes in the mud. Then away went the wind in its holiday glee, And now it was far on the billowy sea, And the lordly ships felt its staggering flow, And the little boats dared to and fro. But do! It was night, and it sank to rest...
On the sea-bird’s rock in the gleaming West,
Laughing to think in its fearful fun,
How little of mischief it really had done.

2.1 Choose the most appropriate option:

a. What did the wind want to do one day?
   i. It wanted to destroy everything
   ii. It wanted to wear a mad cap
   iii. It wanted to have fun
   iv. It wanted to gallop on a horse

b. Where did it go?
   i. It went to a school
   ii. It went to a city
   iii. It went through a forest
   iv. It went through a orchard

c. What did the wind do to the old oaks?
   i. It broke them
   ii. It shook them
   iii. It made them bow
   iv. It destroyed their branches

2.2 Answer the following questions briefly

a. What was the mood of the wind when it got up from its sleep?
b. Why did the dames run out?
c. Whom did the wind meet in a lane?
d. What happened to his shoes and hat?
e. Was the wind satisfied at the end of the day?

2.3 Pick out words from the poem which mean the same as:

a. Overwhelming
b. Strong
c. A group or a crowd

3. Read the passage given below:

Information technology and library are two faces of the same coin. In a village set-up, mostly the young and old people use libraries and the middle-aged make little use of these libraries. They need job-related information to update their skills and knowledge. The library and information services play a dominant role in catering to education, information and recreational requirements of society. Library is an instrument of social change. All along the concept of library has been associated with literacy and books, and the librarian was considered the keeper of books. Concurrent with changes in society, the concept of library has changed. It is a multimedia centre and a place for learning resources for the literates as well as the illiterates. Education is the key to individual achievement and national strength.

Integrated approach in starting at least a reading room in every hamlet is the need, of the hour. Co-ordination between the Department of Education and Panchayati Raj in spreading the library movement is of paramount importance. Amalgamation of adult education programmes with the
library programmes also needs to be given a greater thought. The school can function in a hamlet or a village serving the common needs of students and public. The massive permanent building programmes for weaker sections in rural areas should earmark at least one house for every 1,000 houses or in every cluster for library purpose. The services of a retired teacher or a retired employee in that hamlet can be availed. A person residing in the same hamlet is more useful with inherent advantages than an outsider for library work as the library has to function in the evening hours and to be extended for TV and Internet operations also. Information technology, internet and e-commerce have great potential in catering to public needs. However, we have to be pragmatic in our approach in terms of electronic access to information in rural areas. Availability, accessibility, affordability, acceptability and sustainability of service should also be kept in view. It is hoped that the states and central government will give top priority to this minimum facility.

3.1 On the basis of your reading of the above passage make notes on it using headings and subheadings. Also use recognizable abbreviations. (4-6)

3.2 Supply a suitable title to it.

3.2 Write a summary of the passage in 80 words.

Section B (Writing Skills)

4. The Debating Club of Diamond Public School, Vijaynagar, Hyderabad, is planning to organize a workshop on Public Speaking. Draft an invitation to be sent to The President of the Debate Club of St Xavier’s College, Mumbai, to conduct the workshop. Write the invitation in 50 words.

5. You recently bought a refrigerator on the online portal of Amazon. However, the product has started malfunctioning and though you have complained to the customer care executives, no action has been taken so far. Write a letter to the Manager of Amazon India regarding it. You are Rajiv/ Ranjana, a resident of Poorvi Marg, Chandigarh. (150 words)

6. You are Preet/Preeti, a student of class XII. You are going to participate in an inter-school debate and the topic is “Books with controversial content should be banned”. Write the debate against the motion in 150-200 words.

7. You are Fatima/ Fazal, a student of class XII. You feel that the rising cases of unemployment and underemployment in India can be dealt with the help of vocational education in school. Write a speech to be delivered in the morning assembly about the immediacy of introducing vocational education in school. (150-200 words)

Section C (Literature)

8. Read the extract given below and answer the questions:

Now we will count to twelve
and we will all keep still.
For once on the face of the Earth
Let’s not speak in any language,
Let’s stop for one second,
And not move our arms so much.

i. Why does the poet say that he would count up to twelve?
ii. What does he hope to achieve by keeping quiet?
iii. What does the poet mean by “not move our arms so much”?
iv. Why shouldn’t we speak in any language?

9. Answer the following in 30-40 words.
a. How is beauty related to the mighty dead?

b. ‘In the midst of terror came a touch of reason”. Discuss (Deep Water)

c. Pick out any two instances of irony from the ‘The Tiger King ‘and explain them.

d. Was M Hamel an ideal teacher? Give reasons

10 The plight of the rag pickers of Seemapuri and the bangle makers of Firozabad exposes the callous, cruel face of the society. Which values should the society follow to cure itself of such maladies?

11 Why was the Champaran episode called a ‘turning point’ in Gandhi’s life?

12 Describe the events which lead to the town people’s attitude change from curiosity to suspicion, dislike and finally hostility.

13 What impression of Mr and Mrs Hall do we form in our minds?
1.1 Complete the following choosing the correct option:

a. The passage is about ________________
   i. education
   ii. liberty
   iii. equality
   iv. society

b. Liberty is meaningless without _____________
   i. freedom
   ii. education
   iii. independence
   iv. equality

c. If there is only liberty, there will be _____________
   i. monarchy
   ii. hierarchy
   iii. anarchy
   iv. peace

1.2 Answer the following questions:

a. If everyone is allowed to do as he/she wishes, what will be the state of the society?
   *chaos and disorder*

b. What do Liberals and Marxists have in common?
   *Liberty and equality aren’t opposed to each other*

c. How, according to Laski, democracy, freedom and equality depend upon one another?
   *Concept of democracy is a myth without equality and freedom*

d. When will people enjoy real liberty?
   *When there is perfect equality in society*

e. How can classless society be established according to Marxists?
   *Private property to be completely abolished. Everyone will work according to his ability and get according to his need.*

1.3 Find words from the passage which mean the same as:

a. Complete- *absolute*

b. Utter confusion- *chaos*

c. Having special rights-*privileged*
2.1 Choose the most appropriate option:

a. What did the wind want to do one day?
   i. It wanted to destroy everything
   ii. It wanted to wear a mad cap
   iii. **It wanted to have fun**
   iv. It wanted to gallop on a horse

b. Where did it go?
   i. It went to a school
   ii. It went to a city
   iii. **It went through a forest**
   iv. It went through an orchard

c. What did the wind do to the old oaks?
   i. It broke them
   ii. It shook them
   iii. **It made them bow**
   iv. It destroyed their branches

2.2 Answer the following questions briefly

a. What was the mood of the wind when it got up from its sleep? *frolic, chase and commotion*
b. Why did the dames run out? *To see whether the poultry were safe*
c. Whom did the wind meet in a lane? *schoolboy*
d. What happened to his shoes and hat? *hat in pool and shoes in mud*
e. Was the wind satisfied at the end of the day? *not really; thinks could have done more mischief*

2.3 Pick out words from the poem which mean the same as:

a. Overwhelming- **Staggering**
b. Strong- **Sturdy**
c. A group or a crowd- **Swarm**

3.1 Title- 1 mark
Notes- 3 marks
Key- 1 mark

3.2 Summary- 2 (content)+1(expression)

4 Format- 1
Content-2
Expression - 1

5 Format- 1
Content-3
Expression - 2
6  Format- 1
   Content-4
   Expression - 5

7  Format- 1
   Content-4
   Expression - 5

8  a) Why does the poet invoke ‘governor, ‘inspector’ and ‘visitor’?
   They are a position of power; can provide educational opportunities
b) What does ‘this map’ refer to? How can it become ‘their window’?
   The donations by the rich and privileged which depicts their world; with the help of education
c) What have ‘these windows’ done to their lives?
   These windows of the classroom have constricted their lives and opportunities
d) What do you understand by catacombs?
   Underground cemetery symbolizing their death-like existence.

9.  Answer the following in 30-40 words.
   a. What would be an ‘exotic ‘moment and why?
      Silence, no action, no harmful activities, only introspection; unique as has never happened before
   b. ‘In the midst of terror came a touch of reason”. Discuss
      Fear and panic while drowning; at the same time reasoning that he would touch the bottom of the pool and
      jump up and paddle to the edge of the pool to save himself
   c. How was the peddler caught in a rattrap?
      Stole the crofter’s money, went into the forest to avoid being caught by the authorities and got lost.
   d. Was M Hamel an ideal teacher? Give reasons
      Was able to inspire the students on the last day; instilled in them love and respect for the language and
      made them understand the need to hold on to the language; gave his best as a teacher for years; but had
      neglected his work at times by sending students to water his plants or even gave them a day off

10 The plight of the ragpickers of Seemapuri and the bangle makers of Firozabad exposes the
callous, cruel face of the society. Which values should the society follow to cure itself of such
maladies?
   • Working and living conditions of Seemapuri and Firozabad to be described in brief
   • Society indifferent towards rag pickers, poor, child labours
   • Policemen, middlemen, bureaucrats and politicians involved in exploitation of bangle
      makers of Firozabad
   • What can be done- better laws, strict implementation, society’ awareness to be raised
      etc

11 Dr. Sadao masterfully uses diplomacy to get out of a potentially dangerous situation that could
   have shown him as a traitor to his country. Elaborate.
   • Saved the ‘enemy’ as it was his duty to do so as a doctor
   • Was fearful of consequences and the effect of his actions on his family
   • Told the General about the prisoner and how/why he had to save him
   • General told him he would send assassins but forgot as he was preoccupied with his own health
   • General later spoke to him and appeared anxious that Sadao should not reveal his forgetfulness
about the American prisoner as it would put him in a very difficult/embarrassing situation

- Sadao realize that the General was now in his control

Set 2
Section C (Literature)

8 Read the extract given below and answer the questions:

Now we will count to twelve
and we will all keep still.
For once on the face of the Earth
Let’s not speak in any language,
Let’s stop for one second,
And not move our arms so much.

i. Why does the poet say that he would count up to twelve?
   It’s a measure of time: twelve hours/months

ii. What does he hope to achieve by keeping quiet?
   Introspection, starting afresh, fresh perspective, no bloodshed, peace, brotherhood

iii. What does the poet mean by “not move our arms so much”?
   No physical activity, stop all harmful activities

iv. Why shouldn’t we speak in any language?
   Languages divide; Language of silence understood by all;

9. Answer the following in 30-40 words.
   a) How is beauty related to the mighty dead?
      The deeds of our ancestors / their glorious achievements are beautiful as they inspire us and add value to our lives
   b) Pick out any two instances of irony from the ‘The Tiger King’ and explain them.
      Celebration time for all tigers as tiger hunting was banned but now they would killed by the king
      Operation was successful but the king was dead. Myopic vision of the doctors who probably removed the infection from the arm but overlooked the fact it cost the king his life!

11 Why was the Champaran episode called a ‘turning point’ in Gandhi’s life?
   - The miserable and poor conditions of the peasants was an eye opener for Gandhiji
   - Was able to mobilize the masses and even lawyers were ready to forgo their fees and go to jail
   - Peasants were made to realize that they had rights and after winning compensation gained freedom from fear of British
   - Civil disobedience triumphed for the first time
   - Taught the British a lesson that they couldn’t order Indians in their own country and masses were taught to be self-reliant

Set 1 & 2

12
   - The stranger’s love for solitude and avoiding any conversation (e.g. Ted’s account)
   - His strange luggage
   - He was wrapped from head to toe
   - Glimpses of his ‘vast and incredible mouth’, ‘handless arm’ etc
   - Doctor’s account of his visit
   - He would go out only after dark
- He would never go to church
- The mysterious burglary at vicarage
- Furniture flying in his room
- He reveals his invisibility to the astonishment of the entire town

Mr Hall is usually drunk and cannot be entrusted with responsibilities. However he is not careless or casual. He rushes to the inn when Teddy Henfrey tells him about the strange guest that his wife has taken in. Similarly he rushes to check in the well-being of the invisible Man who he is bitten by Ferenside’s dog. In Iping, he was the first one to notice that Griffin, the mysterious man was invisible. The incident when a dog bites Griffin and his glove is torn happened in front of Mr. Hall. He followed Griffin to his room to discover the handless man as it appears to Hall. Mrs. Janny Hall is the owner of the inn ‘Coaches and Horses’. She is friendly, simple, down to earth kind of lady. The first impression that she creates presents her in an unpleasant light. She rents the inn parlour to a stranger without bothering about his credentials simply because he projects himself as a rich customer. At this point she appears to be an opportunist and money-minded woman. She loves and enjoys talking to her guests. However the manner in which she puts up with the rude behavior of Griffin shows that she was actually a very polite hostess who took her duty seriously. She goes out her way to make her guests comfortable. Her courteous behavior and her hospitality win the appreciation of the readers. Mrs. Hall is quite perturbed by the behavior of the stranger. She also does not know what to do with his ill temper. But her polite temperament does not make her weak in any way. When the Invisible Man crosses all limits of etiquettes, Mrs. Hall firmly puts her foot down. She does take a strong hand when she refuses to offer any food, till she had received her dues. She stands up courageously against the arrogant Griffin. She charts her way without letting even her husband to influence her. Mrs. Hall can thus be considered as an independent businesswoman who is capable of taking her decisions without any support or assistance from others.
Section A [Reading] 30

1. Read the given passage and answer the questions that follow: 11

1. The titanic, in its watery grave, is a great museum of human history and is at risk of being lost forever because of curious voyagers and treasure hunters, fears Bob Ballard, who first discovered the remains of the iconic ship in 1985. Famous for discovering the great ship, Ballard is a former US Navy Officer and a professor of oceanography.

2. “Titanic is a museum of human history without door and guard. I am deeply concerned about not only the Titanic but all the ancient history that is now at risk. If we cannot save this iconic ship, then there is very little hope we can save ancient ships. The world should realize that you don’t have to go down and take everything and you do not have to do a treasure hunt. This is a common heritage of all of us and if we really want to take steps to preserve human history in the ocean, we need to start with Titanic,” Ballard said in a telephonic interview from London.

3. Ballard, as part of a tie-up, is presenting a documentary called “Save the Titanic” on the 100th anniversary of the sinking of the great ship – April 15, 1912. The ship and her fate continue to fascinate, largely because of the horror that took place that night, with 1,522 passengers and crew losing their lives.

4. Ballard says that despite being on the ocean floor for 100 years, the ship is full of human footprints. “You will find pairs of shoes everywhere. The sea and the life below has claimed everything but they do not know what to do with shoes so you will find a pair of mother’s shoes next to her little daughter and that’s their gravestone. At her wreckage, we almost felt that we were surrounded by the lifeboats of all the people that were in the water at that spot”.

5. Ballard says that the fate of Titanic continues to fascinate so many years after it sank because it is “irony personified in history”. “The story has all the ingredients to make it timelessly fascinating. You have this revolutionary ship that’s unsinkable, and carrying a cross section of people in society. And then, it goes and hits an iceberg and sinks on its maiden journey. It’s an irony personified in history”.

6. Talking about his discovery, which came after great research and 75 years later, Ballard, says it was a somber moment went they first spotted the boiler of the Titanic. “In the 90s, advanced technology gave us double diving capabilities in the Atlantic Ocean. I knew that
the Titanic was sitting at almost 12,000 feet. What led me to her discovery was a simple technique that I followed. We decided to look for the debris trail instead of the ship”.

7. Ballard says the ship, if preserved well and not subjected to constant submarine journeys, will last for a long time on the Atlantic floor. “The deep sea, because of its darkness, its cold temperatures and its great pressure, creates a high state of preservation. With a little caution, we can protect the Titanic for future generations to visit.”

8. Ballard has also connected to the people of Belfast, who refused to talk about the tragedy “The ship’s construction took place at Belfast. After the tragedy, families of the workers refused to talk about it because of the shame and sadness in the loss of life involved”.

1.1 On the basis of your reading of the passage, answer the following questions : 1x11

   a. The Titanic sank on-----------------
      (i) its 100th anniversary
      (ii) 15th April 1912
      (iii) an iconic voyage in 1985
      (iv) leaving the port of Belfast

   b. The Titanic continues to attract attention because----------
      i) it is irony personified in history
      (ii) its advanced technology gave double diving technologies
      (iii) it is a treasure hunt
      (iv) it is a common need

   c. Ballard’s documentary on the Titanic is titled-------------------
      (i) a museum of human history
      (ii) the titanic
      (iii) save the Titanic
      (iv) 75 years later

1.2 Answer the following question briefly:-

   (a) What happened on April 15, 1927? 
   (b) Who is bob Ballard and what did he discover? 
   (c) Why does Bob Ballard call it a museum of human history? 
   (d) Why did the people of Belfast refuse to talk about Titanic? 
   (e) What did Ballard do as part of the 100th anniversary of the sinking of the Titanic? 
   (f) Explain “it is irony personified”

1.3 Find the words from the passage which mean the same as:-

   (a) first of its kind
   (b) very solemn or serious

2. Read the given poem and answer the questions that follow:

   “Elegy written in a country churchyard”

   The curfew tolls the knee of parting day,

   The lowing herd wind slowly o’er the lea,

   The ploughman homeward plods his weary way,

   And leaves the world to darkness and to me.
Now fades the glimmering landscape on the sight,
And all the air a solemn stillness holds,
Save where the beetle wheels his droning flight,
And drowsy tinklings lull the distant folds;

Save that from yonder ivy-mantled tower
The moping owl does to the moon complain
Of such, as wandering near her secret bower,
Molest her ancient solitary reign.

Beneath those rugged elms, that yew-tree’s shade,
Where heaves the turf in many a mouldering heap,
Each in his narrow cell for ever laid,
The rude forefathers of the hamlet sleep.

The breezy call of incense-breathing morn,
The swallow twittering from the straw-built shed,
The cock’s shrill clarion, or the echoing horn,
No more shall rouse them from their lowly bed.

For them no more the blazing hearth shall burn,
Or busy housewife ply her evening care:
No children run to lisp their sire’s return,
Or climb his knees the envied kiss to share.

Oft did the harvest to their sickle yield,
Their furrow of the stubborn glebe has broke;
How jocund did they drive their team afield!
How bowed the woods beneath their sturdy stroke!-Thomas Gray

On the basis of your reading of the poem, answer the following questions by choosing the best of the given choices.

2.1 When the curfew bells are heard in the field the………..

i. a) farmer heads back home  
   b) Ploughman s still plodding his fields  
   c) Cows are being led to the farer’s house  
   d) People are going to the church

ii. The owl is heard screeching from the ………………..
   a) Fields  
   b) Yew-trees  
   c) Castle towers covered with ivy  
   d) Fading landscape

iii. The graveyard of the village is located ………………..
   a) Under the shade of yew-trees  
   b) Inside the church  
   c) Under the elm trees’ branches  
   d) Inside a prison cell

2.2 Answer the following questions:
   a) Describe two things in nature that the poet notices at twilight.
   b) What does the owl complain about?
   c) What does the poet recall at the break of dawn?
   d) How will the dead be missed by his children?
   e) What task did the farmer perform when he was alive?

2.3 Find words/phrases in the poem that mean:
   a) Tiny town
b) Sound a bell especially rung on someone’s funeral

c) Sulking

3. Read the given passage and answer the questions that follow:

Some four decades ago my professor of physiological psychology was trying to explain the psychosomatic origin of certain ailments. He mentioned that the three reasons for formation of ulcers in the stomach were hurry, worry and curry. Those were the times when the medical fraternity, though aware of the effect of mind on the body was only beginning to talk about the idea of integrative medicine. Today, the impact of psychology on physiology is more than established. At this juncture, it would be good to know a bit about why ancient systems of knowledge like yoga are crucial to our understanding of holistic health and lifestyles.

To understand yoga one must understand the somato–psychic perspective of health, the relationship between two seemingly incompatible substances- the corporeal and the spiritual. Researches in immune system, cognitive behavior therapy and neuro–plasticity suggest that the mind–body connection works both ways. Mind by regearing attention and emotion can effectively rewire the brain and substantially affect mental and physical health. It has been now found that practices that integrate mind and like yoga and meditation can reverse many conditions that are thought to be irreversible. Comprehensive lifestyle changes may turn on the beneficial parts of the genome and turn of more harmful parts. Integrative medicine or holistic healing is all about understanding the mind body compatibility. Mind and emotions play a critical role in our health and well-being. In fact, the endocrine system is largely influenced by mental dispositions and secretions like catecholamine having significant bearing on physiological health.

Yoga helps in arriving at a balance between mind and body through influencing the secretions of ductless glands. With training, even some involuntary responses like blood pressure may be controlled. Not only this, it is now found that brain behavior and immune functions are related and this is the reason why psychoneuroimmunology is emerging as an important field of research in health studies. The health of our body and health of our mind inextricably correlated and lead ultimately to the transformation of the spirit which is the final aim of yoga. The tendency in the present age is to find quick fix solutions for everything problematic including health issues and in the process we have come to outsource our health.

We tend to rush to the doctor or the chemist at the slightest pretext. The practice of yoga lends robustness to the mind and the body that helps in resisting diseases and creating a healthy mind and a healthy body. Yoga is not just an exercise. It is a practice that helps the individual in reinventing himself and realizing his potential. In modern times when stress and anxiety are driving humanity to the brink, yoga can be a panacea. Behavioural and medical scientists have demonstrated quite convincingly that people have far greater capacity to tolerate psychological and somatic stress than was earlier believed. And the reactions can thereof be controlled. Thus, yoga is an easy way to attain physical and mental well-being with relatively less effort and some discipline. It is an old answer to new age problems. Let yoga become a lifestyle.

a. On the basis of your reading of the passage make notes on it using headings and subheadings. Use recognizable abbreviation, wherever necessary.

b. Write the summary of the above passage in 80 words using the notes made and also suggest a suitable title.

Section B [Writing]

4. Draft an advertisement announcing the launch of special health drink by Health Care Private Ltd., highlighting its nutritive value.
5. Rohan Nathani of 77 Nabi Serai, Mandola, sees the following advertisement which piques up his interest regarding the classes offered. He decides to write a letter to the Director of ‘Creations’ asking him about the details of the course—the fee structure; date of commencement and other relevant details. Write the letter for him. (150 words)

LEARN PAINTING AND SKETCHING AT ‘THE MAGICAL WORLD OF ART’
On canvas/ glass /fabric
Contact: Director Creations, 717 Raja Marg, Mandola

6. Every activity that man indulges in creates waste of some kind. Some of the waste can be recycled and reused. In fact the need of the hour is to conserve the earth’s resources in all possible ways. Write an article on the topic ‘Conservation, the Need of the Hour’ in 150-200 words. You are Sudipta/Sunil, a keen environmentalist.

7. You are Vidya/Vijay, a student of Class XII of Sarvodaya School Dilshad Colony. You feel disturbed to read news about increasing cases of honour killing in northern India. You feel that such attitude of some elders in the society deprives children of their free will and pose hindrance in choosing life partner and career of their choice. Write a speech in about 150-200 words on the topic, Honour Killing a Stigma on Modern Society.”

Section C [Literature]

8. Read the extract given below and answer the questions that follow:
A flowery band to bind us to the Earth
Spite of despondence, of the inhuman dearth
Of noble natures, of the gloomy days,
Of all the unhealthy and o’er darkened ways
Made for our searching:

a. What are we doing every day?

b. Which evil things do we possess and suffer from?

c. What are the circumstances that contribute towards making humans unhappy and disillusioned with life?

9. Answer the following in 30-40 words each:

a. Why could the bangle makers not organize themselves into a cooperative?

b. Sadaso’s education was his father’s chief concern. How can you tell that Sadao came up to his father’s expectations?

c. Which factors led Douglas to decide in favour of YMCA pool?

d. Who was Judewin? What warning did she give to Zitkala Sa?

10. Give a character sketch of the Governor of Oxford Prison based on your understanding of the story ‘Evans tries an O level’.

11. Sophie was a dreamer. The lesson ‘Going Places’ reminds us that mere dreams will not help us to accomplish anything. What qualities, do you think, would help Sophie realise her dreams?

12. How does being invisible change a person’s life? Do you think so? Give your views.

13. What sets Kemp apart? Bring out his qualities that make him different from Griffin.
1. **The Titanic, in its watery grave, is a great museum of human history and is at risk of being lost forever because of curious voyagers and treasure hunters, fears Bob Ballard, who first discovered the remains of the iconic ship in 1985. Famous for discovering the great ship, Ballard is a former US Navy Officer and a professor of oceanography.**

2. “Titanic is a museum of human history without door and guard. I am deeply concerned about not only the Titanic but all the ancient history that is now at risk. If we cannot save this iconic ship, then there is very little hope we can save ancient ships. The world should realize that you don’t have to go down and take everything and you do not have to do a treasure hunt. This is a common heritage of all of us and if we really want to take steps to preserve human history in the ocean, we need to start with Titanic,” Ballard said in a telephonic interview from London.

3. Ballard, as part of a tie-up, is presenting a documentary called “Save the Titanic” on the 100th anniversary of the sinking of the great ship – April 15, 1912. The ship and her fate continue to fascinate, largely because of the horror that took place that night, with 1,522 passengers and crew losing their lives.

4. Ballard says that despite being on the ocean floor for 100 years, the ship is full of human footprints. “You will find pairs of shoes everywhere. The sea and the life below has claimed everything but they do not know what to do with shoes so you will find a pair of mother’s shoes next to her little daughter and that’s their gravestone. At her wreckage, we almost felt that we were surrounded by the lifeboats of all the people that were in the water at that spot”.

5. Ballard says that the fate of Titanic continues to fascinate so many years after it sank because it is “irony personified in history”. “The story has all the ingredients to make it timelessly fascinating. You have this revolutionary ship that’s unsinkable, and carrying a cross section of people in society. And then, it goes and hits an iceberg and sinks on its maiden journey. It’s an irony personified in history”.

6. Talking about his discovery, which came after great research and 75 years later, Ballard, says it was a somber moment went they first spotted the boiler of the Titanic. “In the 90s, advanced technology gave us double diving capabilities in the Atlantic Ocean. I knew that
7. Ballard says the ship, if preserved well and not subjected to constant submarine journeys, will last for a long time on the Atlantic floor. “The deep sea, because of its darkness, its cold temperatures and its great pressure, creates a high state of preservation. With a little caution, we can protect the Titanic for future generations to visit.”

8. Ballard has also connected to the people of Belfast, who refused to talk about the tragedy. “The ship’s construction took place at Belfast. After the tragedy, families of the workers refused to talk about it because of the shame and sadness in the loss of life involved”.

1.1 On the basis of your reading of the passage, answer the following questions:

a. The Titanic sank on------------------
   (i) its 100th anniversary
   (ii) 15th April 1912
   (iii) an iconic voyage in 1985
   (iv) leaving the port of Belfast

b. The Titanic continues to attract attention because----------
   (i) it is irony personified in history
   (ii) its advanced technology gave double diving technologies
   (iii) it is a treasure hunt
   (iv) it is a common need

c. Ballard’s documentary on the Titanic is titled------------------
   (i) a museum of human history
   (ii) the titanic
   (iii) save the Titanic
   (iv) 75 years later

1.2 Answer the following question briefly:-

(a) What happened on April 15, 1927?
(b) Who is Bob Ballard and what did he discover?
(c) Why does Bob Ballard call it a museum of human history?
(d) Why did the people of Belfast refuse to talk about Titanic?
(e) What did Ballard do as part of the 100th anniversary of the sinking of the Titanic?
(f) Explain “it is irony personified”

1.3 Find the words from the passage which mean the same as:-

(a) first of its kind
(b) very solemn or serious

2. Read the given poem and answer the questions that follow: “Elegy written in a country churchyard”

The curfew tolls the kneel of parting day,

The lowing herd wind slowly o’er the lea,

The ploughman homeward plods his weary way,

And leaves the world to darkness and to me.
Now fades the glimmering landscape on the sight,
And all the air a solemn stillness holds,
Save where the beetle wheels his droning flight,
And drowsy tinklings lull the distant folds;

Save that from yonder ivy-mantled tower
The moping owl does to the moon complain
Of such, as wandering near her secret bower,
Molest her ancient solitary reign.

Beneath those rugged elms, that yew-tree’s shade,
Where heaves the turf in many a mouldering heap,
Each in his narrow cell for ever laid,
The rude forefathers of the hamlet sleep.

The breezy call of incense-breathing morn,
The swallow twittering from the straw-built shed,
The cock’s shrill clarion, or the echoing horn,
No more shall rouse them from their lowly bed.

For them no more the blazing hearth shall burn,
Or busy housewife ply her evening care:
No children run to lisp their sire’s return,
Or climb his knees the envied kiss to share.

Oft did the harvest to their sickle yield,
Their furrow of the stubborn glebe has broke;
How jocund did they drive their team afield!

How bowed the woods beneath their sturdy stroke! - Thomas Gray

2.1 On the basis of your reading of the poem, answer the following questions by choosing the best of the given choices.

i. When the curfew bells are heard in the field the
   a) farmer heads back home
   b) Ploughman’s still plodding his fields
   c) Cows are being led to the farer’s house
   d) People are going to the church

ii. The owl is heard screeching from the
    a) Fields
    b) Yew-trees
    c) Castle towers covered with ivy
    d) Fading landscape

iii. The graveyard of the village is located
     a) Under the shade of yew-trees
     b) Inside the church
     c) Under the elm trees’ branches
     d) Inside a prison cell

2.2 Answer the following questions:

   a) Describe two things in nature that the poet notices at twilight.
   b) What does the owl complain about?
   c) What does the poet recall at the break of dawn?
   d) How will the dead be missed by his children?
   e) What task did the farmer perform when he was alive?

2.3 Find words/phrases in the poem that mean:

   a) Tiny town
   b) Sound a bell especially rung on someone’s funeral
c) Sulking

3. Read the given passage and answer the questions that follow:

Some four decades ago my professor of physiological psychology was trying to explain the psychosomatic origin of certain ailments. He mentioned that the three reasons for formation of ulcers in the stomach were hurry, worry and curry. Those were the times when the medical fraternity, though aware of the effect of mind on the body was only beginning to talk about the idea of integrative medicine. Today, the impact of psychology on physiology is more than established. At this juncture, it would be good to know a bit about why ancient systems of knowledge like yoga are crucial to our understanding of holistic health and lifestyles.

To understand yoga one must understand the somato–psychic perspective of health, the relationship between two seemingly incompatible substances- the corporeal and the spiritual. Researches in immune system, cognitive behavior therapy and neuro–plasticity suggest that the mind-body connection works both ways. Mind by regearing attention and emotion can effectively rewire the brain and substantially affect mental and physical health. It has been now found that practices that integrate mind and like yoga and meditation can reverse many conditions that are thought to be irreversible.

Comprehensive lifestyle changes may turn on the beneficial parts of the genome and turn of more harmful parts. Integrative medicine or holistic healing is all about understanding the mind body compatibility. Mind and emotions play a critical role in our health and well-being. In fact, the endocrine system is largely influenced by mental dispositions and secretions like catecholamine having significant bearing on physiological health.

Yoga helps in arriving at a balance between mind and body through influencing the secretions of ductless glands. With training, even some involuntary responses like blood pressure may be controlled. Not only this, it is now found that brain behavior and immune functions are related and this is the reason why psychoneuroimmunology is emerging as an important field of research in health studies. The health of our body and health of our mind inextricably correlated and lead ultimately to the transformation of the spirit which is the final aim of yoga. The tendency in the present age is to find quick fix solutions for everything problematic including health issues and in the process we have come to outsource our health. We tend to rush to the doctor or the chemist at the slightest pretext.

The practice of yoga lends robustness to the mind and the body that helps in resisting diseases and creating a healthy mind and a healthy body. Yoga is not just an exercise. It is a practice that helps the individual in reinventing himself and realizing his potential.

In modern times when stress and anxiety are driving humanity to the brink, yoga can be a panacea. Behavioural and medical scientists have demonstrated quite convincingly that people have far greater capacity to tolerate psychological and somatic stress than was earlier believed. And the reactions can thereof be controlled. Thus, yoga is an easy way to attain physical and mental well-being with relatively less effort and some discipline. It is an old answer to new age problems. Let yoga become a lifestyle.

a. On the basis of your reading of the passage make notes on it using headings and sub-headings. Use recognizable abbreviation, wherever necessary.

b. Write the summary of the above passage in 80 words using the notes made and also suggest a suitable title.

Section B [Writing]

4. Sun City School, Chennai, has a vacancy for a transport in charge to look after the transport fleet. Draft an advertisement on behalf of the administrative officer in the classified columns of a local daily giving necessary details.
5. Rohan Nathani of 77 Nabi Serai, Mandola, sees the following advertisement which piques up his interest regarding the classes offered. He decides to write a letter to the Director of ‘Creations’ asking him about the details of the course—the fee structure; date of commencement and other relevant details. Write the letter for him. (150 words)

LEARN PAINTING AND SKETCHING AT ‘THE MAGICAL WORLD OF ART’
On canvas/ glass/fabric
Contact: Director Creations, 717 Raja Marg, Mandola

6. During Lok Sabha elections, only a small number of women could get elected as Members of Parliament. In view of this situation, write an article in about 200 words on the reservation of seats for women in the Parliament.

7. You are Vidya/Vijay, a student of Class XII of Sarvodaya School Dilshad Colony. You feel disturbed to read news about increasing cases of honour killing in northern India. You feel that such attitude of some elders in the society deprives children of their free will and pose hindrance in choosing life partner and career of their choice. Write a speech in about 150-200 words on the topic, Honour Killing a Stigma on Modern Society.”

Section C [Literature]

8. Read the extract given below and answer the questions that follow:
A flowery band to bind us to the Earth
Spite of despondence, of the inhuman dearth
Of noble natures, of the gloomy days,
Of all the unhealthy and o’er darkened ways
Made for our searching:

a. What are we doing every day? 1
b. Which evil things do we possess and suffer from? 1
c. What are the circumstances that contribute towards making humans unhappy and disillusioned with life? 2

9. Answer the following in 30-40 words each: 4x3

a. “The Battle of Champaran is won! “What made Gandhiji to make this remark?
b. How does the hundredth tiger take its final revenge upon the Tiger King?
c. “Edla sat and hung her head even more dejectedly than usual.” Which two reasons forced her to behave in that manner?
d. Who was Judewin? What warning did she give to Zitkala Sa?

10. In which section of the play does Mr. Lamb display signs of loneliness and disappointment? What are the ways in which Mr. Lamb tries to overcome these feelings?

11. Sophie was a dreamer. The lesson ‘Going Places’ reminds us that mere dreams will not help us to accomplish anything. What qualities, do you think, would help Sophie realise her dreams?

12. How does being invisible change a person’s life? Do you think so? Give your views.

13. What sets Kemp apart? Bring out his qualities that make him different from Griffin.
1.1 a. ii) 15 April 1912

b. i) It is irony personified in history

c./ iii) save the Titanic

1.2. a. On April 15, 1912 the Titanic, on its maiden journey, hit an iceberg and sank in the Atlantic Ocean. As many as 1522 passengers and crew lost their lives on that fateful night.

b. Bob Ballard is a former US Navy officer and a professor of Oceanography. He first discovered the remains of the Titanic in 1985.

c. Bob Ballard calls it a museum of human history because it is full of human footprints. At her wreckage one feels surrounded by the life boats of all the people that were in the water at that spot.

d. The Titanic ship was constructed at Belfast. After the sinking of the ship, the people of Belfast refused to talk about the tragedy because of the shame and sadness in the loss of life involved.

e. Ballard presented a documentary called ‘Save the Titanic’ as part of the 100th anniversary of the Titanic.

f. It means that Titanic which could have proved safest ironically turned out to be disastrous. It killed 1522 passengers. History has witnessed and recorded it.

1.3. i) maiden ii) sombre

2.1 On the basis of your reading of the poem answer the following questions by choosing the best of the given choices.

i. When the curfew bells are heard in the field the……………..
   a) farmer heads back home
   b) Ploughman s still plodding his fields
   c) Cows are being led to the farer’s house
   d) People are going to the church
ii. The owl is heard screeching from the ………………… .
   a) Fields
   b) Yew-trees
   c) Castle towers covered with ivy
   d) Fading landscape

iii. The graveyard of the village is located ……………….. .
   a) Under the shade of yew-trees
   b) Inside the church
   c) Under the elm trees’ branches
   d) Inside a prison cell

2.2 Answer the following questions:

a) Describe two things in nature that the poet notices at twilight.
   - Lowing herd wind slowly over the lea
   - Air holds a solemn stillness

b) What does the owl complain about?
   - Complains to the moon of wandering near her secret bower and molesting her solitary reign

c) What does the poet recall at the break of dawn?
   - The cocks shrill clarion or the echoing horn

d) How will the dead be missed by his children?
   - Father will never come back home and shower them with love

e) What task did the farmer perform when he was alive?
   - The father cut trees, harvest the yield and led the team of farmers.

2.3 Find words/phrases in the poem that mean:

a) Tiny town  [Hamlet]
   b) Sound a bell especially rung on someone’s funeral  [Knell]
   c) Sad  [Moping]

3. Note making

Title-1; Key-1; Notes -3

Summary writing

Content-2; Expression-1
8. **Read the extract given below and answer the questions that follow:**

A flowery band to bind us to the Earth
Spite of despondence, of the inhuman dearth
Of noble natures, of the gloomy days,
Of all the unhealthy and o’er darkened ways
Made for our searching:

a. **What are we doing every day?**
   - Trying to find something that will give meaning to our existence.
   - Some beautiful memories that will bring us joy

b. **Which evil things do we possess and suffer from?**
   - Jealousy and hatred fill our lives with sadness

c. **What are the circumstances that contribute towards making humans unhappy and disillusioned with life?**
   - Scarcity of noble natures
   - Cut throat competition
   - Pettiness of our fellow beings
   Tend to make us unhappy and fill out lives with gloom

9. **Answer the following in 30-40 words each:**

a. **SET 1  Why could the bangle makers not organize themselves into a cooperative?**
• Fallen into the trap of middle men
• Afraid of police
• No leader to help them

SET 2“"The Battle of Champaran is won! “What made Gandhiji to make this remark?
• When he was able to win the lawyers trust
• Earlier they had misconception
• Saw his determination towards peasants ‘liberation-lawyers came in full support.

b. SET 1 Sadao’s education was his father’s chief concern. How can you tell that Sadao came up to his father’s expectations?
• Sent his son to America at age of 22 to study medicine in spite of his strong nationalistic feelings
• Sadao came back at 30 after acquiring mastery in his field

SET 2 How does the hundredth tiger take its final revenge upon the Tiger King?
• Gifted a wooden tiger to his son
• Tiny splinter pierced his hand
• Became a suppurating sore leading to his death

c. SET 1 Which factors led Douglas to decide in favour of YMCA pool?
• Ideal place to learn swimming
• Safe as it was 2/3 feet deep
• Drop was gradual

SET 2 “Edla sat and hung her head even more dejectedly than usual.” Which two reasons forced her to behave in that manner?
• She had heard that a crofter had been robbed
• Her father also says he must have run away with all the silverware

d. Who was Judewin? What warning did she give to Zitkala Sa?
• Zitkala Sa ‘s only friend who understood English
• She told her about the paleface woman telling someone that they would cut her long hair

10. Sophie was a dreamer. The lesson ‘Going Places’ reminds us that mere dreams will not help us to accomplish anything. What qualities, do you think, would help Sophie realise her dreams?
• Value based question
• Equal weightage to be given to text and values
• Subjective answer

11. SET 1 Give a character sketch of the Governor of Oxford Prison based on your understanding of the story ‘Evans tries an O level’.
• Considerate man
• Extremely cautious ( few egs )
• Fair man-agreed to Evans’ request and asked Stephens to go out
• Being simple did not realize the extent of the deception
• A gullible man

SET 2 In which section of the play does Mr. Lamb display signs of loneliness and disappointment? What are the ways in which Mr. Lamb tries to overcome these feelings?
• At the end shows signs of loneliness and disillusionment
• Left isolated when Derry goes back, says no one comes back…
• Evolved ways to overcome his feelings-reconciled himself with his physical impairment
• Spends time sitting in the garden, reading books, gates are always open

12. How does being invisible change a person’s life? Do you think so? Give your views.
• Being Invisible could be interesting ,if only it is purposeful and used in a constructive manner
• Drawbacks—people could not see him but dogs could detect his presence
• Could not eat in front of anyone
• Cannot survive without clothes
• People bump into him- several egs

13. What sets Kemp apart? Bring out his qualities that make him different from Griffin.
• Kemp like Griffin was a scientist
• Nurtured a desire to be a member of the Royal Society of Scientists
• Both wanted to be recognised for their work
• Kemp not violent or given to fits of madness
• Not impulsive and had a logical thinking
• On the other hand Griffin became anti-social and isolated himself from the rest of the world
• Allows himself to become a slave of negative forces
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SECTION A – READING

1. Read the passage given below and answer the questions that follow:

1. Mankind’s fascination with gold is as old as civilization itself. The ancient Egyptians esteemed gold, which had religious significance to them, and King Tutankhamen was buried in a solid – gold coffin 3300 years ago. The wandering Israelites worshipped a golden calf, and the legendary King Midas asked that everything he touched be turned into gold.
2. Not only is gold beautiful, but it is virtually indestructible. It will not rust or corrode. Gold coins and products fabricated from the metal have survived undamaged for centuries. Gold is extremely easy to work with. One ounce, which is about the size of a cube of sugar, can be beaten into a sheet nearly 100 square feet in size, and becomes so thin that light passes through it. An ounce of gold can also be stretched into a wire 50 miles long. Gold conducts electricity better than any other substance except copper and silver, and it is particularly important in the modern electronics industry.
3. People have always longed to possess gold. Unfortunately, this longing has also brought out the worst in the human character. The Spanish conquerors robbed palaces, temples and graves and killed thousands of Indians in their ruthless search for gold. Often the only rule in young California during the days of the gold rush was exercised by the mob with a rope. Even today, the economic running of South Africa’s gold mines depends largely on the employment of black labourers who are paid about 40 pounds a month, plus room and board, and who must work in conditions that can only be described as cruel. About 400 miners are killed in mine accidents in South Africa each year, or one for every two tons of gold produced.
4. Much of gold’s value lies in its scarcity. Only about 80,000 tons have been mined in the history of the world. All of it could be stored in a vault 60 feet square, or a supertanker.
5. Great Britain was the first country to adopt the gold standard, when the Master of the Mint, Sir Isaac Newton, established a fixed price for gold in 1717. But until the big discoveries of gold in the last half of the nineteenth century – starting in California in 1848 and later in Australia and South Africa – there simply wasn’t enough gold around for all the trading nations to link their currencies to the precious metal.
6. An out – of – work prospector named George Harrison launched South Africa into the gold age in 1886 when he discovered the metal on a farm near what is now Johannesburg. Harrison was given a 12 Pound reward by the farmer. He then disappeared and reportedly was eaten by a lion.
7. One of the big gold – mining areas in the Soviet Union is the Kolyma River region, once infamous for its prison camp. The camp has gone, but in a way nothing has
changed. Many ex-prisoners have stayed on to work in the mines and are supervised by ex-guards.

8. Despite the current rush to buy gold, 75 per cent of the metal goes into jewellery. Italy is the biggest user of gold for this purpose, and many Italian jewelers even tear up their wooden floors and burn them to recover the tiny flecks of gold.

9. Historically, the desire to hoard gold at home has been primarily an occupation of the working and peasant classes, who have no faith in paper money. George Bernard Shaw defended their instincts eloquently: “You have to choose between trusting the natural stability of the honesty and intelligence of the members of the government,” he said, “and with due respect to these gentlemen, I advise you ... to vote for gold.” (From an article in Newsweek)

1.1 On the basis of your understanding of the passage answer the following questions with the help of given options:

1) Gold seems indestructible because
i) it does not corrode
ii) it cannot rust
iii) it remains undamaged for centuries
iv) all of the above

2) Gold as a metal is valuable because
i) it needs to be mined
ii) it is stored in a supertanker
iii) it can be stored in a 60 square feet vault
iv) it is scarce

3) Harrison is important to the history of South Africa as
i) he adopted the gold standard
ii) he discovered a valuable metal
iii) he helped in the birth of modern Johannesburg
iv) he disappeared after taking his reward

4) George Bernard Shaw asks the people to vote for gold since
i) he distrusted paper money
ii) he had no faith in the government
iii) he thought government officials were corrupt
iv) he himself voted for gold

1.2 Answer the following questions briefly:

a) Give an example from history to show people revered gold
b) How does gold bring out the worst in human character?
c) When does light pass through gold?
d) What did Sir Issac Newton do?
e) Describe the behaviour of Italian jewelers
f) Why has nothing changed in the Kolyma river region?
g) Find words from the passage which mean the same as:
i) bits (para 8)
ii) hold in high regard (para 1)
Read the passage given below:

1. Learning from experience, can be complicated. It can be much more difficult to learn from success than from failure. If we fail, we think carefully about the precise cause. Success can indiscriminately reinforce all our prior actions.
2. A second theme concerns the power of chance events. As I think across a wide variety of settings in my life, I am struck by the incredible role played by the interplay of chance events with intentional choices. While the turning points themselves are indeed often fortuitous, how we respond to them is anything but so. It is this very quality of how we respond systematically to chance events that is crucial.
3. Of course, the mindset one works with is also quite critical. It matters greatly whether one believes that ability is inherent or that it can be developed. The former view, a fixed mindset, creates a tendency to avoid challenges, to ignore useful negative feedback and leads people to plateau early and not achieve their full potential. The latter view, a growth mindset, leads to a tendency to embrace challenges, to learn from criticism and enables people to reach higher levels of achievement.
4. The fourth theme is the cornerstone of the Indian spiritual tradition: self knowledge. Indeed, the highest form of knowledge, it is said, is self knowledge. I believe this greater awareness and knowledge of oneself is what ultimately helps develop a more grounded belief in oneself, courage, determination and, above all, humility – all qualities which enable one to wear one’s success with dignity and grace.
5. I would like to end with some words of advice. Do you believe that your future is preordained, and is already set? Or, do you believe that your future is yet to be written and that it will depend upon fortuitous events? Do you believe that these events can provide turning points to which you will respond with energy and enthusiasm? Do you believe that you will learn from these events and that you will reflect on your setbacks? Do you believe that you will examine your successes with even greater care? I hope you believe that the future will be shaped by several turning points with great learning opportunities. In fact, this is the path I have walked to much advantage.
6. A final word: When, one day, you have made your mark on the world, remember that, in the ultimate analysis, we are all mere temporary custodians of the wealth we generate, whether it be financial, intellectual or emotional. The best use of all your wealth is to share it with those less fortunate.

2.1 On the basis of your understanding of the passage answer the following questions with the help of given options:

1) People with fixed mindsets
   i) achieve potential
   ii) embrace feedback
   iii) hit stagnation
   iv) none of the above

2) People learn from _______
   i) chance and challenges
   ii) criticism
   iii) knowledge of oneself
   iv) all of the above
2.2 Answer the following questions briefly:

i) How do people with a positive mindset benefit from experience?

ii) How can experience help a person or an enterprise to grow?

iii) Why does the writer feel it is easier to learn from failure than from success?

iv) What is the author’s word of caution when one is finally successful in the world?

v) How does self-knowledge help an individual?

vi) How is wealth best used?

vii) Find out the words from the passage which are similar in meaning to the following:

a) Fortunate
b) Destined

3. Read the passage given below:

1. Occasional self medication has always been a part of normal living. The making and selling of drugs has a long history and is closely linked, like medical practice itself, with belief in magic. Only during the last hundred years or so has the development of scientific techniques made diagnosis possible. The doctor is now able to follow up the correct diagnosis of many illnesses with specific treatment of their cause. In many other illnesses of which the causes remain unknown, he is still limited, like the unqualified prescriber, to the treatment of symptoms. The doctor is trained to decide when to treat symptoms only and when to attack the cause. This is the essential difference between medical prescription and self-medication.

2. The advance of technology has brought about much progress in some fields of medicine, including the development of scientific drug therapy. In many countries public health organisation is improving and peoples’ nutritional standards have risen. Parallel with such beneficial trends are two others which have had an adverse effect. One is the use of high pressure advertising by the pharmaceutical industry which has tended to influence both patients and doctors and has led to the overuse of drugs generally. The other is the emergence of sedentary society with its faulty ways of living: lack of exercise, overeating, unsuitable eating, insufficient sleep, excessive smoking and drinking. People with disorders arising from faulty habits such as these, as well as from unhappy human relationships, often resort to self-medication. Advertisers go to great lengths to catch this market.

3. Clever advertising aimed at chronic sufferers; who will try anything because doctors have not been able to cure them; can induce faith in a medicine, particularly if it is steeply priced. Advertisements are also aimed at people suffering from mild complaints such as simple colds and coughs which advertisements claim will clear up within a short time due to the intake of a medicinal product.

4. These are the main reasons why laxatives, indigestion-remedies, painkillers, cough-mixtures, tonics, vitamins and iron tablets, nose drops, ointments and many other preparations are found in large quantities in many households. It is doubtful whether taking these things even improves a person’s health or it simply makes it worse. Worse, because the preparation may contain unsuitable ingredients making a person dependent on them. They may also cause poisoning and worst of all the symptoms of an underlying problem may be masked and therefore medical help may not be sought. Self-diagnosis is a greater danger than self-medication.

a) On the basis of your reading of the above passage, make notes using headings and sub headings. Use recognisable abbreviations, wherever necessary (minimum 4). Use a format you consider suitable. Also supply an appropriate title to the set of notes.

b) Write a summary of the passage in about 80 words
4. On the occasion of World Heritage Day, design a poster highlighting the need to preserve the monuments of our country. You are Shekhar/Shikha, President of the Cultural Club of RM Public School, Hyderabad. (Word Limit: 50)

Or

You want to sell off your old computer as you have purchased a new one. Draft an advertisement to be published in The Times of India under the classified columns giving its specifications and the expected price. You are Saba/Sabbir of C5 Saket, New Delhi. (Word Limit: 50)

5. Many innocent lives are lost as terrorists and suicide bombers perpetrate violence in major cities and tourist destinations of the world. Write a letter to the editor of a local newspaper suggesting ways and means to control and combat the menace of terrorism. You are Amit/ Amita of Sector 12, Dwarka. (Word Limit: 120 – 150 words)

Or

After your exams are over, you want to utilize your time during the summer vacation by working in a leading chain of fast food outlets. You are Ranjeet/Ranjana residing at 214, Lodhi Road, New Delhi. Write an application for the post of a Supervisory Intern giving your complete bio data to the HR Manager, RFC Nation, GK Part II, New Delhi. (Word Limit: 120 – 150 words)

6. The world is reeling under the refugee crisis as people are fleeing from war torn countries and making their way to developed nations. Countries such as the United States have placed an embargo against the influx of refugees. India too gets refugees from neighbouring Bangladesh as well as Tibet. Write an article for your school magazine in about 150 – 200 words suggesting ways and means in which refugees should be treated by their adopted countries. You are Subodh/Sudha, a class XII student of St. John Senior Secondary School, Delhi.

Or

Write an article on the shrinking green zones in big cities which give them a grey, concretized landscape with no place to soothe tired eyes. (Word Limit: 150 – 200). You are Nayan/Naina, a class XII student of St. Mary’s Senior Secondary School, Delhi.

7. You are Kamal/Kamala. You have been selected to represent your school in an All India School Debate Competition organized by the Rotary Club, Bangalore. The topic for the debate is: “In the opinion of this house India is becoming an increasingly Intolerant Nation.” Write the debate in 150 - 200 words either for or against the motion.

Or

Write a speech in about 150 – 200 words on the topic, “Time is the most valuable thing one has in life,” to be delivered in the morning assembly of your school. You are Sangeeta/Sahil, a class XII student of Bluebells School, Lucknow.
8. **Read the extract given below and answer the questions that follow:**

*On their slag heap, these children
Wear skins peeped through by bones and spectacles of steel
With mended glass, like bottle bits on stones.
All of their time and space are foggy slum.
So blot their maps with slums as big as doom.*

1. Which two images have been used to describe the slums?  
2. What sort of lives do these children lead?  
3. What does the word “doom” suggest?  
4. Explain the simile in the above lines.

*Or*

*…and clear rills
That for themselves a cooling covert make
‘Gainst the hot season; the mid-forest brake,
Rich with a sprinkling of fair musk-rose blooms:*

1. What is the role of the clear rills?  
2. What does the poet see in the mid forest brake?  
3. What does the poet want to convey in these lines?  
4. Explain the figure of speech in “cooling covert”

9. **Answer any four of the following in 30-40 words each:**

a. What was the outcome of the protracted interviews that Gandhiji had with the Lt. Governor?  
b. The family was a great fan of Danny Casey and his game. What incident in the story suggests this?  
c. Why did Bama usually take a long time to reach home from school?  
d. Jo is no longer a passive listener of Jack’s stories. How do we know this?  
e. Why does the poet refer to her mother as a corpse? (My Mother At Sixty Six)  
f. Why did Evans call his cap “lucky”?

10. **Answer the following in 120 – 150 words:**

With reference to the big boy who pushed Douglas into the pool we realize that many a times we fail to understand others’ fears and weaknesses and make fun of them without realizing how much harm we are doing to the psyche of the person. What qualities does a person need to imbibe in order not to undermine others?

**OR**

‘Lost Spring’ by Anees Jung brings out the condition of children in India. Even after sixty five years of independence we have children who do not go to school, work in inhuman conditions and live in slums. As a nation we have somewhere failed in our duty. What values do we need to inculcate among the people of this nation in order to bring back the ‘spring’ in the lives of these children?
11. **Answer the following in 120 – 150 words:**

Mr. Lamb tries to tell Derry that beauty is relative and one’s worth is not always measured by one’s looks. Elaborate using examples that Mr. Lamb gives Derry to highlight his point.

Or

The Rattrap is philosophical in tone and deals with the theme of the redemption of the human heart. Do you agree? Elaborate with suitable references to the text.

12. **Answer the following in 120 – 150 words:**

a. Griffin slowly descends into corruption and criminality as his invisibility becomes irreversible. Elaborate.

b. How does Griffin treat Reverend Bunting and Dr. Cuss at the Coach and Horses inn when he sees them prying into his notebooks?
1. Mankind’s fascination with gold is as old as civilization itself. The ancient Egyptians esteemed gold, which had religious significance to them, and King Tutankhamen was buried in a solid – gold coffin 3300 years ago. The wandering Israelites worshipped a golden calf, and the legendary King Midas asked that everything he touched be turned into gold.
2. Not only is gold beautiful, but it is virtually indestructible. It will not rust or corrode. Gold coins and products fabricated from the metal have survived undamaged for centuries. Gold is extremely easy to work with. One ounce, which is about the size of a cube of sugar, can be beaten into a sheet nearly 100 square feet in size, and becomes so thin that light passes through it. An ounce of gold can also be stretched into a wire 50 miles long. Gold conducts electricity better than any other substance except copper and silver, and it is particularly important in the modern electronics industry.
3. People have always longed to possess gold. Unfortunately, this longing has also brought out the worst in the human character. The Spanish conquerors robbed palaces, temples and graves and killed thousands of Indians in their ruthless search for gold. Often the only rule in young California during the days of the gold rush was exercised by the mob with a rope. Even today, the economic running of South Africa’s gold mines depends largely on the employment of black labourers who are paid about 40 pounds a month, plus room and board, and who must work in conditions that can only be described as cruel. About 400 miners are killed in mine accidents in South Africa each year, or one for every two tons of gold produced.
4. Much of gold’s value lies in its scarcity. Only about 80,000 tons have been mined in the history of the world. All of it could be stored in a vault 60 feet square, or a supertanker.
5. Great Britain was the first country to adopt the gold standard, when the Master of the Mint, Sir Isaac Newton, established a fixed price for gold in 1717. But until the big discoveries of gold in the last half of the nineteenth century – starting in California in 1848 and later in Australia and South Africa – there simply wasn’t enough gold around for all the trading nations to link their currencies to the precious metal.
6. An out – of – work prospector named George Harrison launched South Africa into the gold age in 1886 when he discovered the metal on a farm near what is now Johannesburg. Harrison was given a 12 Pound reward by the farmer. He then disappeared and reportedly
was eaten by a lion.

7. One of the big gold-mining areas in the Soviet Union is the Kolyma River region, once infamous for its prison camp. The camp has gone, but in a way nothing has changed. Many ex-prisoners have stayed on to work in the mines and are supervised by ex-guards.

8. Despite the current rush to buy gold, 75 per cent of the metal goes into jewellery. Italy is the biggest user of gold for this purpose, and many Italian jewellers even tear up their wooden floors and burn them to recover the tiny flecks of gold.

9. Historically, the desire to hoard gold at home has been primarily an occupation of the working and peasant classes, who have no faith in paper money. George Bernard Shaw defended their instincts eloquently: “You have to choose between trusting the natural stability of the honesty and intelligence of the members of the government,” he said, “and with due respect to these gentlemen, I advise you … to vote for gold.”

(From an article in Newsweek)

1.1 On the basis of your understanding of the passage answer the following questions with the help of given options:

1) Gold seems indestructible because
   i) it does not corrode
   ii) it cannot rust
   iii) it remains undamaged for centuries
   iv) all of the above

2) Gold as a metal is valuable because
   i) it needs to be mined
   ii) it is stored in a supertanker
   iii) it can be stored in a 60 square feet vault
   iv) it is scarce

3) Harrison is important to the history of South Africa as
   i) he adopted the gold standard
   ii) he discovered a valuable metal
   iii) he helped in the birth of modern Johannesburg
   iv) he disappeared after taking his reward

4) George Bernard Shaw asks his people to vote for gold since
   i) he distrusted paper money
   ii) he had no faith in the government
   iii) he thought government officials were corrupt
   iv) he himself voted for gold

1.2 Answer the following questions briefly:

a) Give an example from history to show people revered gold
   1
b) How does gold bring out the worst in human character?
   1
c) When does light pass through gold?
   1
d) What did Sir Issac Newton do?
   1
e) Describe the behaviour of Italian jewellers
   1
f) Why has nothing changed in the Kolyma river region?
   1
g) Find words from the passage which mean the same as:
   i) bits (para 8)  
   ii) hold in high regard (para 1)  

2. **Read the passage given below:**

1. Learning from experience, can be complicated. It can be much more difficult to learn from success than from failure. If we fail, we think carefully about the precise cause. Success can indiscriminately reinforce all our prior actions.

2. A second theme concerns the power of chance events. As I think across a wide variety of settings in my life, I am struck by the incredible role played by the interplay of chance events with intentional choices. While the turning points themselves are indeed often fortuitous, how we respond to them is anything but so. It is this very quality of how we respond systematically to chance events that is crucial.

3. Of course, the mindset one works with is also quite critical. It matters greatly whether one believes that ability is inherent or that it can be developed. The former view, a fixed mindset, creates a tendency to avoid challenges, to ignore useful negative feedback and leads people to plateau early and not achieve their full potential. The latter view, a growth mindset, leads to a tendency to embrace challenges, to learn from criticism and enables people to reach higher levels of achievement.

4. The fourth theme is the cornerstone of the Indian spiritual tradition: self knowledge. Indeed, the highest form of knowledge, it is said, is self knowledge. I believe this greater awareness and knowledge of oneself is what ultimately helps develop a more grounded belief in oneself, courage, determination and, above all, humility – all qualities which enable one to wear one’s success with dignity and grace.

5. I would like to end with some words of advice. Do you believe that your future is preordained, and is already set? Or, do you believe that your future is yet to be written and that it will depend upon fortuitous events? Do you believe that these events can provide turning points to which you will respond with energy and enthusiasm? Do you believe that you will learn from these events and that you will reflect on your setbacks? Do you believe that you will examine your successes with even greater care? I hope you believe that the future will be shaped by several turning points with great learning opportunities. In fact, this is the path I have walked to much advantage.

6. A final word: When, one day, you have made your mark on the world, remember that, in the ultimate analysis, we are all mere temporary custodians of the wealth we generate, whether it be financial, intellectual or emotional. The best use of all your wealth is to share it with those less fortunate.

2.1 On the basis of your understanding of the passage answer the following questions with the help of given options:

1) People with fixed mindsets
   i) achieve potential
   ii) embrace feedback
   iii) hit stagnation
   iv) none of the above

2) People learn from ________
   i) chance and challenges
   ii) criticism
   iii) knowledge of oneself
iv) all of the above

2.2 **Answer the following questions briefly:**

i) How do people with a positive mindset benefit from experience? 1

ii) How can experience help a person or an enterprise to grow? 1

iii) Why does the writer feel it is easier to learn from failure than from success? 1

iv) What is the author’s word of caution when one is finally successful in the world? 1

v) How does self-knowledge help an individual? 1

vi) How is wealth best used? 1

vii) Find out the words from the passage which are similar in meaning to the following:

   a) Fortunate 1
   b) Destined 1

3. **Read the passage given below:**

1. Occasional self medication has always been a part of normal living. The making and selling of drugs has a long history and is closely linked, like medical practice itself, with belief in magic. Only during the last hundred years or so has the development of scientific techniques made diagnosis possible. The doctor is now able to follow up the correct diagnosis of many illnesses with specific treatment of their cause. In many other illnesses of which the causes remain unknown, he is still limited, like the unqualified prescriber, to the treatment of symptoms. The doctor is trained to decide when to treat symptoms only and when to attack the cause. This is the essential difference between medical prescription and self-medication.

2. The advance of technology has brought about much progress in some fields of medicine, including the development of scientific drug therapy. In many countries public health organisation is improving and peoples’ nutritional standards have risen. Parallel with such beneficial trends are two others which have had an adverse effect. One is the use of high pressure advertising by the pharmaceutical industry which has tended to influence both patients and doctors and has led to the overuse of drugs generally. The other is the emergence of sedentary society with its faulty ways of living: lack of exercise, overeating, unsuitable eating, insufficient sleep, excessive smoking and drinking. People with disorders arising from faulty habits such as these, as well as from unhappy human relationships, often resort to self-medication. Advertisers go to great lengths to catch this market.

3. Clever advertising aimed at chronic sufferers; who will try anything because doctors have not been able to cure them; can induce faith in a medicine, particularly if it is steeply priced. Advertisements are also aimed at people suffering from mild complaints such as simple colds and coughs which advertisements claim will clear up within a short time due to the intake of a medicinal product.

4. These are the main reasons why laxatives, indigestion-remedies, pain killers, cough mixtures, tonics, vitamins and iron tablets, nose drops, ointments and many other preparations are found in large quantities in many households. It is doubtful whether taking these things even improves a person’s health or it simply makes it worse. Worse, because the preparation may contain unsuitable ingredients making a person dependent on them. They may also cause poisoning and worst of all the symptoms of an underlying problem may be masked and therefore medical help may not be sought. Self-diagnosis is a greater danger than self-medication.
a) On the basis of your reading of the above passage, make notes using headings and subheadings. Use recognisable abbreviations, wherever necessary (minimum 4). Use a format you consider suitable. Also supply an appropriate title to the set of notes.

b) Write a summary of the passage in about 80 words

SECTION - B - ADVANCED WRITING SKILLS

4. You have received an invitation to participate in a seminar on ‘Fundamental Rights of Children.’ Draft your reply confirming your acceptance. You are Shagun/Shalini, Principal of St. Mary’s School, Kanpur. (Word Limit: 50)

Or

A five star hotel in Delhi is looking for a young and dynamic receptionist. Draft an advertisement on behalf of The Manager, ABC Hotel, Ridge Road, New Delhi – 110011. (Word Limit: 50)

5. Many innocent lives are lost as terrorists and suicide bombers perpetrate violence in major cities and tourist destinations of the world. Write a letter to the editor of a local newspaper suggesting ways and means to control and combat the menace of terrorism. You are Amit/Amita of Sector 12, Dwarka. (Word Limit: 120 – 150 words)

Or

You are Roshan/Roshani of 794, Andrewsganj, New Delhi. Write a letter to the Superintendent, Northern Railways, New Delhi informing him about the loss of your booked luggage giving details of the contents and requesting for the payment of compensation. Mention the date, train no., station from where the booking was done. Give all necessary details. (Word Limit: 120 – 150 words)

6. The world is reeling under the refugee crisis as people are fleeing from war torn countries and making their way to developed nations. Countries such as the United States have placed an embargo against the influx of refugees. India too gets refugees from neighbouring Bangladesh as well as Tibet. Write an article for your school magazine in about 150 – 200 words suggesting ways and means in which refugees should be treated by their adopted countries. You are Subodh/Sudha, a class XII student of St. John Senior Secondary School, Delhi.

Or

Write an article on the shrinking green zones in big cities which give them a grey, concretized landscape with no place to soothe tired eyes. (Word Limit: 150 – 200). You are Nayan/Naina, a class XII student of St. Mary’s Senior Secondary School, Delhi.

7. You have been asked to participate in a debate competition on the topic “Capital Punishment is outdated and should be abolished.” Write the debate in 200 words either for or against the motion. You are Sohan/Sohana of Little Heart’s School, Panjim. (Word Limit: 150 – 200)

Or
Write a speech in about 150 – 200 words on the topic, “Time is the most valuable thing one has in life,” to be delivered in the morning assembly of your school. You are Sangeeta/Sahil, a class XII student of Bluebells School, Lucknow.

SECTION - C
LITERATURE: TEXT BOOKS AND LONG READING TEXT

8. Read the extract given below and answer the questions that follow:

Still ringed with ordeals she was mastered by.
The tigers in the panel that she made
Will go on prancing, proud and unafraid.

1. Why was Aunt mastered by someone?
2. What does the poet mean by: ‘Still ringed with ordeals?’
3. What is the contrast suggested by the tigers?
4. What does ‘panel’ refer to?

Or

Those who prepare green wars,
wars with gas, wars with fire,
victories with no survivors,
would put on clean clothes
and walk about with their brothers
in the shade, doing nothing.

1. Who are the people who wage green wars?
2. How will the few moments of introspection affect the people?
3. Explain the irony in the phrase: ‘Victory with no Survivors’
4. What do clean clothes symbolize?

9. Answer any four of the following in 30-40 words each:

a. Mention two qualities of Douglas that helped him conquer his fear of water.
3
b. The family was a great fan of Danny Casey and his game. What incident in the story suggests this?
3
c. Why did Bama usually take a long time to reach home from school?
3
d. Jo is no longer a passive listener of Jack’s stories. How do we know?
3
e. Why does the poet refer to her mother as a corpse? (My Mother At Sixty Six)
3
f. Why did Evans call his cap ‘lucky’?
3

10. Answer the following in 120 – 150 words:

‘My last French Lesson! Why I hardly learned how to write! I should never learn anymore! I must stop there then.’ The problem of school dropouts and illiteracy/backwardness still plagues our country. What qualities on the part of the administration, educationists and youth do you think will help to surmount this hurdle?
Or
‘Lost Spring’ by Anees Jung brings out the condition of children in India. Even after sixtyfive years of independence we have children who do not go to school, work in inhumanconditions and live in slums. As a nation we have somewhere failed in our duty. Whatvalues do we need to inculcate among the people of this nation in order to bring back the’spring’ in the lives of these children?

11. Answer the following in 120 – 150 words:

Mr. Lamb tries to tell Derry that beauty is relative and one’s worth is not always measuredby one’s looks. Elaborate using examples that Mr. Lamb gives Derry to highlight his point.

Or
The title of the Maharaja reflected grandeur but his death was an anticlimax. Justify

12. Answer the following in 120 – 150 words:

a. Griffin slowly descends into corruption and criminality as his invisibility becomesirreversible. Elaborate.
b. Give an account of Griffin’s first meeting with Dr. Kemp.

1.1 Multiple Choice

1. iv) all of the above
2. iv) it is scarce
3. iii) he discovered a valuable metal
4. iii) he thought government officials were corrupt

1.2 a) ancient Egyptians esteemed gold – had religious significance to them –/ King Tut buried in solid gold coffin/ – wandering Israelites worshipped a golden calf (any one)

b) Spanish conquerors robbed palaces, temples and graves, killed thousands of Indians./Rule in The California gold rush exercised by the mob with a rope (any one)

c) one ounce of gold, beaten into a sheet nearly 100 square feet in size, becomes thin for the light to pass through it.

d) Issac Newton established a fixed price for gold in 1717

e) Many Italian jewelers tear up their wooden floors and burn them to recover the tiny flecks of gold

f) Kolyma river region – once infamous for its prison camp. Camp has now gone but many ex prisoners have stayed on to work in the mines supervised by ex guards.

g) i) flecks
   ii) esteemed

2.1 Multiple choice

1. iii) hit stagnation
2. iv) all of the above

2.2i) People with a positive mindset tend to embrace challenges, learn from criticism – enables people to reach higher levels of achievement.
   ii) Learning from experience complicated. If we fail we think carefully about the precise cause.
   iii) Success reinforces our prior actions, failure causes us to evaluate the causes
   iv) In the ultimate analysis we are all temporary custodians of the wealth we generate – whether financial, emotional or intellectual.
   v) Self knowledge helps develop a more grounded belief in oneself, courage, determination, humility. These allow us to wear our successes with grace and dignity.
   vi) Wealth is best used when shared with those less fortunate.

vii) a) fortunate – fortuitous
     b) destined – preordained
3. Notemaking

Title, Notes, Box for abb - 5 marks
Summary - 3 marks

Advanced Writing Skills - Section B

4. Poster/Classified Advertisement

Content - 2
Format - 1
Language, Style - 1

5. Letter to the editor/Application + CV

Content - 3
Format - 1
Language, Style, Grammar - 2

6. Article

Content - 6
Expression, Style - 2
Grammar, Spelling - 2

7. Debate/Speech

Content - 6
Expression, Style - 2
Grammar, Spelling - 2

8. Images used
   - slag heap, maps as big as doom
   - Skins stretched over bones, mended cracked spectacles, their time and space foggy slum.
   - Doom - future is grey, uncertain
   - Bottle shards on stone - spectacles too are cracked and broken and cannot be properly mended.

Or

1. Role of rills - to provide a cool place for travellers.
2. In the mid forest brake - a bush of musk roses seen.
3. The poet conveys the idea of natural beauty.
4. Alliteration - repetition of same sound.

Set 2
8. 1. The aunt was mastered by the uncle, as a member of the weak female species.
2. The aunt’s hand still carrying the ring – even after her death symbolizes the ordeals she faced in her lifetime.
3. The tigers are proud, sure, chivalric creatures – a contrast to the grim reality of the uncle’s abuse and the aunt’s uncertainty.
4. The panel is the cloth the aunt embroiders on.

Or

1. Opposing Governments, factions wage these wars.
2. The few moments of introspection will allow the people to seek the truth and thus get away from the daily monotony of life, as well as from the futility of war.
3. War allows a country to be victorious but there are hardly any survivors to enjoy the fruit of that victory.
4. Clean clothes symbolize – clothes worn by civilians during peace untainted by the stench and blood of war.

9.a. ‘Gandhi had four protracted interviews with the LieutenantGovernor who, as a result, appointed an official commission of inquiry into the indigo sharecroppers’ situation. The commission consisted of landlords, government officials, and Gandhi as the sole representative of the peasants.’

b. ‘On Saturday they made their weekly pilgrimage to watch United. Sophie and her father and little Derek went down near the goal – Geoff, as always, went with his mates higher up. United won two-nil and Casey drove in the second goal, a blend of innocence and Irish genius, going round the two big defenders on the edge of the penalty area, with her father screaming for him to pass, and beating the hesitant goalkeeper from a dozen yards. Sophie glowed with pride. Afterwards Geoff was ecstatic. “I wish he was an Englishman,” someone said on the bus. “Ireland’ll win the World Cup,” little Derek told his mother when Sophie brought him home. Her father was gone to the pub to celebrate.’

c. ‘But usually it would take me thirty minutes at the very least to reach home. It would take me from half an hour to an hour to dawdle along, watching all the fun and games that were going on, all the entertaining novelties and oddities is the streets, the shops and the bazaar’….snake charmer, cyclist, spinning wheels, Maariyata temple – pongal offerings, dried fish stall, narikkuravan hunter gypsy..etc (any 3 egs)

d. Jo asks questions constantly – eg about the authenticity of magic spells, wants a new animal in the story, refuses to fall asleep

e. The poet’s mother was dozing, open mouthed beside her in the car and she looked ashen like a corpse suggesting her inevitable death.

f. Evans told Jackson his bobble cap was a lucky charm and therefore he wanted it on his head so he would be lucky during the exams. But his cap is “lucky” as it serves to hide his newly chopped hair which aids in his disguise.

Set 2
9a. Two qualities of Douglas – strength of mind and tenacity. Egs – He employed a swimming instructor and learnt to swim almost piecemeal and then he swam back and forth across the lake, squashing his fear by talking through vestiges of his anxiety and ridiculing his fear.

10. Douglas – childhood fear of water becomes a paranoia but overcomes with great strength of will and tenacity. Therefore qualities that are necessary to imbibe – so as not to prey on others’ weaknesses – sensitivity, non judgmental approach, an open mind, enlightened and educated outlook. (elaborate with examples)

or

Lost Spring – rampant child labour, children used as rag pickers, to work in unhygienic conditions in bangle factories. Citizens should come together and demand basic rights for these children. Make primary education compulsory for all children, punishment of those who use child labour, free nutrition and health schemes for all children under the age of 14, making government schools more accessible and child friendly…etc.

11. Egs which Mr. Lamb gives –
Some call them weeds. If you like, then….a weed garden, that. There’s fruit and there are flowers, and trees and herbs. All sorts. But over there….weeds. I grow weeds there. Why is one green, growing plant called a weed and another ‘flower’? Where’s the difference. It’s all life…. growing. Same as you and me.
So you will. But the world won’t. The world’s got a whole face, and the world’s there to be looked at
And think of all those people worse off than you. Think, you might have been blinded, or born deaf, or have to live in a wheelchair, or be daft in your head and dribble.
I’ve a hive of bees behind those trees over there. Some hear bees and they say, bees buzz. But when you listen to bees for a long while, they humm….and hum means ‘sing’. I hear them singing, my bees.
I’m not fond of curtains. Shutting things out, shutting things in. I like the light and the darkness, and the windows open, to hear the wind.
Lord, boy, you’ve got two arms, two legs and eyes and ears, you’ve got a tongue and a brain. You’ll get on the way you want, like all the rest. And if you chose, and set your mind to it, you could get on better than all the rest.
So you think you’re just the same as all the other people with burned faces? Just by what you look like? Ah….everything’s different. Everything’s the same, but everything is different. Itself.

Or

The ratttrap seller muses on the world being a trap. He gets caught in the trap of his greed when he steals the notes. The desire for shelter, food makes him go to the ironmaster’s house. Edla’s redemptive efforts have a positive effect on the ratttrap seller. It shows that a non judgmental attitude and giving a man a second chance – allows one to have a change of heart, turn over a new life – egs – the ratttrap seller giving up the notes, signing himself as the captain – symbolizing an effort at a more dignified life.
Set 2

10. The steps that could be taken -
   Population Control, Improving education systems, Midday meal schemes to be
   improved, Empathy and Non judgmental attitude, Free Primary Education etc. Egs.
   To be elaborated upon with incidents.

11. The Maharaja of Pratibandpuram – long royal title, brought up in the ways of
   British nobility, uses the treasury selfishly for the killing of tigers, for paying off the
   British official, terrorizes his officials and the peasants – therefore the Maharaja
   displays all the trappings of power. However the killing of the 100th tiger is an
   anticlimax – he does not really kill the 100th tiger, but is actually killed by a wooden
   sliver from a toy tiger.

12. a. Points to be made
   - Griffin’s capture and subsequent torture of the cat
   - Stealing from his father, no remorse at his death
   - the mayhem he creates at Iping – the fights he gets into when escaping from Iping
   - Beating up Bunting, Dr. Cuss
   - Setting the house in London on fire
   - Hurting people as he escapes from Kemp’s house
   - Committing the Wicksteed murder
   - talking about perpetrating the reign of terror

12. b. – Kemp notices bloodstains
   - Kemp confronted by Griffin’s condition
   - Remain logical, cool
   - Offers Griffin food, Shelter
   - Promises to listen to him
   - Finds out Griffin’s misdemeanors from the paper
   - Informs police